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CELEBRATING CRANBROOK’S
FIRST 500 YEARS
1518 Blubery School. 1574 The Free and Perpetual Grammar School of Queen Elizabeth in Cranbrook. 1910 Cranbrook School

BLUBERY’S
HUMAN LEGACY
In 1517 and with the flourish of a quill, John Blubery signed his
will and gifted his ‘chief place and all of the residue of my lands…
to founde a frescole howse for all the pouer children of the towne
of Cranbrooke’. In that split second he could never have dreamt this
gesture would lead to a Cranbrook boy being launched into space.
How could he?
Piers Sellers was educated at Cranbrook until 1973 and went on to become
a NASA astronaut in three space shuttle missions. He was an exceptional scientist
and committed environmentalist. His work as an astronaut required considerable
bravery and physical prowess as well as vision and determination. These
are the reasons why Cranbrook decided to name the new Year 7 House after
Sellers, and surely must make him Blubery’s greatest legacy. But is he?
From war heroes to Olympians, from artists to physicians whose work has
touched the lives of millions, Cranbrook’s body of alumni has so much for
Blubery to be proud of. As you turn these pages we will introduce you to
a host of our most notable alumni and astound you with their achievements.
But every life well lived is an achievement, every small kindness or sacrifice
important and meaningful to those they touch. Every Old Cranbrookian is
someone Cranbrook School is proud to call its alumnus.

2017–2018 OVERVIEW
DR JOHN WEEDS, HEADMASTER
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It is an honour to introduce this edition of Lynx,
capturing the highlights of one of the most exciting
and fruitful periods in the school’s recent history.
In the last two years Cranbrook has increased its roll by
over 100 pupils, changed its age range and reached
out to local schools in an unprecedented way. Its
underlying character has remained unchanged as in true
Cranbrook style we have retained our commitment to
breadth, charitable works and academic excellence; and
we have done so whilst in the grip of the most severe
funding crisis since the dawn of austerity in 2010.
With the intake of Year 7 in 2017 we have truly
become the school John Blubery intended in 1518
– accessible to all local children regardless of their
background. To have seen this intake grow to 60 in
2018 is a credit to our Governors and Trustees and
their vision for the future and most particularly to our
teaching staff, who have managed the change so
successfully on the ground. We have become more
inclusive, more receptive to new ideas and practices
and better integrated with the wider Cranbrook
community. Such inclusion and diversity are nowhere
more to the fore than in boarding where not only
are numbers growing, but OFSTED has found us
Outstanding for the second time in three years.
Whilst A-levels and GCSEs have become ever more
challenging, we have shown that our students can compete
with the best of the best. Take for example our 25 Oxbridge
successes over the last three years, our medical, veterinary
and dental places and our Russell Group and Sutton
Trust 13 destinations – well in excess of 200.

So as you reach the end of this magazine we hope you will pause to consider
who you believe to be Cranbrook School’s greatest alumnus, but through
John Blubery’s generosity and the lives it affected, he must surely be
Cranbrook Town’s highest achiever.

Dr Weeds, believed to be Cranbrook’s 36th Headmaster and
James Peace, Chair of Governors.
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The Duke of Edinburgh and CCF programmes are
now at their largest ever in terms of take-up – providing
opportunities for our students to learn, to lead and to
become resilient. I know of no other school as effective
in its commitment to such a wide range of charities.
‘Cranbrook cares’ should be our motto – because it
clearly does, judging by our success in fundraising through
our excellent Houses and the Charity Walk in particular.
The defining quality of the school over the centuries
has been resilience. We have the ability to bounce back
and rise to the occasion. From the travails of the departure
of Crowden, to the aftermath of the Great War; from
the dour years of the Second World War to the growth
and reform of the 1970s, Cranbrook and its people
have always found a way.
Judging by the outstanding quality of the ten Old
Cranbrookian lectures that marked the fifth centenary,
the school has been singularly successful in shaping
the careers of remarkable individuals. More even than
their achievements, it has been their humility and sincere
fondness for their old school and its teachers that I have
found so impressive.
The year’s festivities culminated in the now-famous
appearance by the school in the Lord Mayor’s Show.
Only Cranbrook could do so with such flair and energy,
a fitting climax after Founders’ Day, the Royal Visit, Festival
Week and the unique Remembrance-Commemoration
Service in November. Read on and revel in our past,
present and future!

26 CCF
32 Sam West Foundation
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JOURNEY FROM THE
ELIZABETHAN TO LYNX
The earliest surviving copy of
a Cranbrook School magazine
is the handwritten 1879 issue
of The Elizabethan, although
the publication was started
in 1870 by Frederick Marzetti,
who sadly died of typhus
aged only 17.
By 1882 The Elizabethan
had been replaced by the
Cranbrook School Magazine,
which became The
Cranbrookian in 1887
and remained as such until
1962 and the first issue of
The Lynx, later just Lynx.
This special quincentenary
issue of Lynx features our new
Year 7s as guest reporters
wherever you see the Year 7
Reporters’ icon.

There are very few schools which are older than
Cranbrook and even fewer which still function on
the same site, fulfilling their original purpose in the way
that we do. Here’s to the next five hundred years!
JAMES PEACE, CHAIR OF GOVERNORS
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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COMMEMORATIVE PLAYLETS

QUINCENTENARY
CELEBRATIONS

In the school’s 500th summer we recreated the history
of Cranbrook School through three playlets written
by former Deputy Headmaster, Peter Allen, portraying
the most significant aspects of the school’s history:
the founding of the school in 1518, the reception of the
Royal Charter in 1573 and one of the largest expansions
of Cranbrook School in the early 1700s.

Our celebrations started with a Founders’ Day
service held in St Dunstan’s Church led by
the Reverend John Sykes to commemorate the
founder of the school, John Blubery and other
benefactors including Queen Elizabeth I.
The service was attended by the Lord Lieutenant of
Kent, Richard Oldfield and the Mayor of Tunbridge Wells,
Julia Soyke. The preacher was the Bishop of Dover,
The Right Reverend Trevor Wilmott.
Archivist and former Deputy Head, Peter Allen, told
the story of John Blubery’s founding of the school
by a bequest to his widow, who in turn made over
the school to its first Trustees on 22 March 1518.
The Chairman of Governors, James Peace, read
the List of Founders and Benefactors to remind us
of the historic figures who have shaped Cranbrook’s
destiny. A highlight was the singing of the new School
Song by the first intake of Year 7 pupils.
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QUINCENTENARY BALL
The CSPA couldn’t let this milestone pass without
making a big song and dance about it – and that’s
exactly what we did with our grand Quincentenary
Ball, held on a perfect summer’s evening in June.
The black-tie event for 300 guests proved a triumph
with festivities that rolled on into the early hours and
raised £20,000 towards the refurbishment of the
Queen’s Hall Theatre and the Sam West Foundation.
That was a momentous result and a credit to the
efforts of the CSPA’s Ball Committee and the school
community who pulled together to make the evening
such a sparkling success.

LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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Quincentenary celebrations continued
LORD MAYOR’S SHOW
The Lord Mayor’s Show was a triumph for the school,
its students and the parents and staff who made it
a reality. On a glorious autumn day in the City of London,
the crowds were further lit up by a display of the Eden
Project biomes in tribute to Old Cranbrookian Sir Tim Smit,
a spacewalking astronaut in tribute to Dr Piers Sellers
and stellar singing and dancing to honour our tradition
of outstanding performing arts. The jazz band and
the accompanying 1920s flappers were the musical
highlight of the entire parade.
Well done to Richard Vinton for being the driving force
and to David Swinburne and Kester Hulland-Rumley
for their energy, creativity and leadership. Thank you to
Philip Thompson and the school’s Trustees for making
the whole project possible; a fitting climax to a year
of outstanding celebrations.

Opposite: Our fabulous float complete with
Eden Project biomes, suspended astronaut,
excited students and John ‘Blueberry’.
Above: We celebrated our OC in space,
arrival of girls in the 70s, our Tudor origins and
recognised the OCs and masters who died
in the First World War.
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three years of Cranbrook’s cuts, many schools
across the country were doing the same in haste.

School funding
The well-publicised funding issues that
have beset Cranbrook in recent years
are nothing new, as you can see from
the timeline below.
For centuries, the school’s fortunes were indelibly
linked to those of the Weald and Cranbrook town
itself. When the broadcloth industry thrived,
so did the school. When the railway came and
brought opportunities to the area, it opened the
way for boarders from London and beyond.
However, whilst Blubery bequeathed his residence,
there was little accompanying fortune to offer
the school long-term security. It was a friend
of Blubery’s, William Lynch, who later endowed
Horsmonden farmland, the rental income
from which had to be carefully managed to
cover the master’s salary and core costs
for over 300 years.
So finance has been an issue from our earliest
days, and it has often been the generosity of
benefactors and the dogged determination and
vision of Governors that has ensured Cranbrook’s
survival where so many of its contemporaries
have long since failed.
Cranbrook could have chosen to become
independent of state control at different points
in recent history, but the Governors preferred not
to go down that route. Instead, it remains one
of a few sixteenth century grammar schools still
functioning as a state-funded grammar school
– the jewel in the crown of the system perhaps?

In 2019 the average fees paid for a place at
a private secondary school are now more than
£17,000 a year. The average government funding
per pupil in a state secondary school, such
as Cranbrook School, is about £4,800.
This is not to denigrate private schools or parents
who opt to educate their children privately,
rather it is to highlight the extraordinary value
for money that Cranbrook represents.
But there comes a point when the pursuit of
value for money tips over into underfunding
and into a financial squeeze that threatens to
undermine the education and life-experience
that schools such as Cranbrook can offer.
The Government has made much of the fact
that the national budget for schools is now
higher than ever. As a bald statement of
fact this is true, but as with many statistics
this does not tell the whole story.
What matters at least as much as the
topline number, is the one that takes into
account the number of pupils and the
effects of inflation.
Once these crucial factors are included the
picture is very different. According to the
Institute for Fiscal Studies, spending per pupil
in Britain’s schools between 2016 and 2020
will have fallen by 6.5%. The real-terms decline
in pupil funding has been confirmed by
Parliament’s Public Accounts Committee.

In January 2019 the Financial Times reported
that nearly a third of English state-maintained
secondary schools reported overspends last
year, with the average loss incurred being almost
£500,000. In order to balance their books, 73%
of secondary schools will have to cut costs in
the current financial year by more than 5%.
This has left many schools, including Cranbrook,
facing hard questions. Can we maintain the
full range of subject choices for our pupils?
Can we maintain the full complement of staff we
need? Will we be able to maintain our buildings
and facilities and the full range of extracurricular
activities of which we are so rightly proud?
Spending per pupil in Britain’s schools between
2016 and 2020 will have fallen by 6.5%.1
Institute for Fiscal Studies

In recent years, parents and staff have at
times bemoaned some of the changes that
have been made at Cranbrook, to the range of
academic subjects we can offer, the numbers
of staff in both teaching and support roles,
as well as other aspects of school life. The
explanation almost always begins and ends
with money.
Making cuts in 2016 was a tough decision
for the Governors, but a decision based on
their foresight of the austerity to come and their
determination not to put the school through
poorly planned, crisis-driven change. Within

Thanks to the generosity of parents and
others to Cranbrook Together (our regular giving
scheme) and CSPA events we have enjoyed
some extra financial support over the years.
In the last 12 months money from Cranbrook
Together has helped to refurbish sports facilities,
to invest in new software both for teaching
and to help with pastoral care, and helped
fund a major boost to music facilities including
the refurbished recording studio and extra staff
hours outside the normal curriculum.
But while welcome, indeed often essential,
this support can never entirely solve the hard
questions. That is why Cranbrook School
backs the WorthLess Campaign, a group
spearheaded by head teachers across the
country, pushing for education spending to be
put back at the top of the Government agenda.
The march of head teachers to Downing
Street last September made national headlines.
Our own Dr Weeds would have liked to
have joined that march, but he was needed
in school to teach classes, itself a symptom
of how resources are stretched.
The headline figures on spending per pupil
should be concern enough, but behind
that topline school spending is run through
a complex system of allocations, grants,
local government decisions and Whitehall
policies. A closer look at a few key elements
of the wider education service and some of
Cranbrook School’s particular issues reveals
a system that is under huge pressure.
Currently the state education budget is parcelled
out to local authorities, in our case Kent
County Council, to allocate to schools. In
the near future it is planned that this will be
replaced by a National Funding Formula, which
we hope will eventually rationalise per pupil
funding nationally, but after numerous delays
that change will not take effect until 2020/21.

So, Kent County Council continues to decide
the local funding formula which determines
precisely how funding is allocated. Grammar
schools in Kent receive on average £200 less
per pupil than is the recommended minimum
(i.e. £4,600 versus £4,800). Although this
sounds relatively trivial, multiplied by the
number of pupils in the school – now over 840
– one begins to realise the potential impact.
Added to this, as a response to radically
reduced Sixth Form funding in the period
2012–2016, the school restructured itself
so that it reduced the number of teaching staff
by six, whilst at the same time adding over
a hundred pupils to its roll. Academies were
promised a fairer funding deal through being
funded directly by the Funding Agency (ESFA).
Unfortunately this has not happened in practice.
Meanwhile, many of the headline figures
regarding education funding are also not quite
what they seem.
A cap on teachers’ pay imposed in 2010 has
been lifted and schools can now offer pay rises
to at least match the rising cost of living – vital
if schools are to attract and retain passionate
and skilled teachers. But even though higher
pay rises have been approved by Government,
they have not been fully funded. Some of those
pay rises (1%) will have to come from schools’
existing funds.
Teachers’ pensions have also been improved
with contributions from their employers rising
by more than 7%. But again this extra money
must be found from existing school funds.
So while the headlines appear to show a
relaxation of austerity on teachers’ pay and
pensions, the reality is schools are facing
more invidious choices over how to spend
their already squeezed budgets.
Many costs rise above inflation. Heating and
lighting, and water and sewage costs for the
Cranbrook campus are set to rise by 20% and
are already a significant cost.

There is much that Cranbrook School can do,
and has already done, to meet the funding
challenge. Fundraising by the CSPA and
through Cranbrook Together has been a great
help. The expansion of the school roll has also
been a boost.
But the squeeze continues. In the years
ahead we will need the support of everyone
to help make the case at every level, from
County Hall to Whitehall, for far better funding
of our school, and indeed all schools. We
will also need, more than ever, the generosity
and support of the wider Cranbrook School
community – parents, Old Cranbrookians, and
everyone who recognises the value that our
school represents to us all.
To their great credit, Cranbrook and its Governors
have chosen not to deviate from the mission
of John Blubery to educate the ‘poor children
of the town’. We should all be proud that they
have remained so true to its founder’s vision.
And just in case anyone is still in any doubt
about the value of Cranbrook School, then this
edition of Lynx will provide a powerful reminder.
Institute for Fiscal Studies. Long-run comparisons of
spending per pupil across different stages of education.
Published August 2018 https://www.ifs.org.uk/uploads/
publications/comms R126.pdf#page=18
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CRANBROOK TOGETHER
Cranbrook Together is our regular giving
programme for parents, guardians and friends
of Cranbrook School that offers donors
the opportunity to focus their giving on an
area of particular interest to themselves or
their child:
Sports & Active
Creative
Academic Enrichment
You can learn more about Cranbrook
Together and how you can help support
our school at: www.cranbrookschool.
co.uk/parents/cranbrook-together/

THE HIGHS AND LOWS OF CRANBROOK’S FORTUNES
1518
John Blubery
bequeaths
house and
land to found
grammar
school.

1500

1540
William Lynch
(Blubery’s executor)
adds Horsmonden
farmlands to the
endowment, rental from
which paid the Master’s
salary for centuries.

1600

1700

Decline in the broadcloth
industry saw prosperous
Cranbrook become
one of Kent’s poorest
towns and the school
roll fall.

1720s
Thriving once
more, Cranbrook
sold 400 oaks
to finance the
rebuilding of
Blubery’s School
House for £800.

1842
Railway to
Staplehurst
mobilises the
middle classes
and boarder
numbers rise.

1877
The school growing
rapidly, School Lodge
(the first new boarding
House) was built, proudly
boasting a sanatorium,
pool, gymnasium,
fives court and school
lavatories.

1885
School reputation
thriving and so running
out of teaching space,
Big School was built
costing £4,575,
partly funded by major
donors and OCs.

1800
1764
Cranbrook’s Master
ends up in debtors’
prison, unable to
attract sufficient
boarders to run the
school without a loss.
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1946
War memorial
appeal builds
the New Gym
(now our 6th
Form Centre).

1974
400th Anniversary
Appeal (marking the visit
of Queen Elizabeth I)
raised £70,000 from
1,000 parents and OCs
to build the new Rootes
Block and Biology labs.

1990
Capital appeals to
parents and OCs
raise the £700,000
needed for the new
Sports Hall and
multi-sports playing
surface.

1900
1807
Accounts show a massive
sale of timber raising
£920 which later could
not be accounted for,
with a by then deceased
Governor suspected
of embezzlement.

1888
Headmaster Charles
Crowden leaves for
Eastbourne College
taking the best staff
and many boarders
with him sending
Cranbrook into decline.
Financial difficulty led
to a ban on the use
of gas lamps in the
full moon and soccer
replacing rugger due
to the low school roll.
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1910
Scholarship
students were
first accepted
in return for an
annual council
grant of £300.

1895
Education
grants from
KCC and
central
government
became
necessary.

2005
Economics
students win
£10,000 for
the school
in a national
competition.

2011
Academy status
granted.

2000
1907
Scandal hits with
Headmaster in debt
to moneylenders,
banks and 80
creditors due to
the financial
constraints he
had to work with.

1940s
Horsmonden Farm
annual income had
fallen to £200, so
the farm was sold
for £7,000 and
the proceeds used
to reduce the
Governors’ debt
to KCC.

1980s
National recession meant
Cranbrook had to wait
six years after Computer
Studies was introduced
to the school curriculum
before it received its
first computer.

2016
Government
funding constraints
made cuts to staff
numbers and
subjects offered
unavoidable.
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Charity begins
…at Cranbrook
Lewis John Collins
1918–1924
was appointed as Canon of
St Paul’s Cathedral, London
in 1948. Lewis helped found
the charity War on Want
to fight global poverty and
the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament, acting as its
first Chairman.

‘Charity begins at home’. So said the 17th century
clergyman Thomas Fuller. But while everyone
knows the phrase, not so many people know the
full sentence.

The centrepiece of the charity year at Cranbrook is the
annual Charity Walk, which in 2018 raised a record sum
of £20,381, thanks to 800 students who walked 13km
from Scotney Castle back to school.

The complete quotation from the Reverend Fuller reads:
‘Charity begins at home, but should not end there’.

The money is being shared between a raft of charities
– The Sam West Foundation, The Big Cat Sanctuary,
Kent Kindness, RNLI, Rewilding Britain, Kent Air Ambulance,
Macmillan Cancer Support, WWF and Friends of
Urambo & Mwanhala (FUM).

Fuller might not have been an Old Cranbrookian, but his
ethos is alive and well at our school.
Cranbrook encourages its students to see the value of
helping those less fortunate than themselves, whether
those people are close at hand or far away. At Cranbrook
we are part of a close community, but we also have
wide horizons.
Raising money to support good causes is a key aspect
of this aim, and Cranbrook School has a magnificent
history and tradition of supporting a wide variety of
charities. Each year, the school’s Charity Committee
and student body select international, national and
local charities to support.
We encourage charities to come in and tell us how
the money is spent and share the stories behind their
work. In the last year we have heard from The Big Cat
Sanctuary at Smarden, Help for Heroes and the Magical
Taxi Tour, a charity organised by London Cabs to
take children with life-threatening illnesses on trips to
Eurodisney. Hearing from charities makes our efforts all
the more meaningful and personal.

In 1999 the Times Educational
Supplement reported on
Cranbrook’s link with FUM
as ‘one of the most enduring
links any British school has
built with the developing world’.

The charity spirit runs through the school and there are
numerous fundraising activities that students organise
themselves, including cake sales, quizzes, dinners,
‘open mike’ evenings and art shows. There is also the
unique Wear What You Want Day, which needs to be
seen to be believed.

Some of these causes are very close to home, such
as The Sam West Foundation to which many students
feel a strong personal connection. Others, of course,
are national or international in scope and work to help
those far from our front door. But even those charities
that provide help for people far away from Cranbrook
can become familiar friends, such as the Tanzanian
charity FUM.

Sir Anthony
Barnes Atkinson
1962
became an economist and
chair of the World Bank
Commission on Global
Poverty. Anthony established
the modern British field of
inequality and poverty studies
virtually singlehandedly and
has an inequality measure
named after him: the
Atkinson Index.

The school began raising money for FUM in the 1980s,
spurred by the personal involvement in its work of
Cranbrook Physics teacher Rod Smith. Since then FUM,
which helps in work from clean water supplies to hospital
and school projects in Tanzania, has been a regular
beneficiary of the school’s charity fundraising.
Our charity spirit is something of which all of us can be
proud. We believe it is a key feature of the Cranbrook
culture and of a Cranbrook School education; an
education that encourages our students to feel part
of a community and at the same time part of a much
bigger world.
Perhaps Thomas Fuller would forgive our take on his
aphorism; ‘Charity begins at Cranbrook, but does not
end there.’

YEAR 7 INTERVIEW OC ANNEKE TURNER ABOUT HER CHARITY FUNDRAISING
One of life’s great achievements is to help others; a great way to do this is charity work, like raising money for charities,
donating and helping out where you can. This can benefit others’ lives unimaginably.
Rob Joyce
2005
is a Deputy Director at the
Institute for Fiscal Studies
and leads the Income,
Work and Welfare sector.
His research focuses on
economic inequality and the
design of the welfare system.

Although people often think the best way to help a charity is to donate money, that may not always be the case as
doing voluntary work can also be a great way to help. Voluntary work can involve going to help at a school in a less
developed country or serving food in an old people’s home. These actions can be small, but the outcome can be
incredibly life-changing for others. Charity work can become an extremely rewarding experience, it allows you to meet
new people and broaden horizons.
We interviewed Anneke Turner, an OC, about her recent cycling challenge from Cranbrook to The Eiffel Tower in Paris
for Charity. Anneke decided to complete the challenge after her friend’s father was diagnosed with MND (Motor Neurone
Disease) which is a disease that means over time you will start to have some effects on how you walk, talk, eat, drink and
breathe so the cycle ride was to raise money for a charity working with MND.

Dr Rachel Tullet
1999
is an emergency medicine
doctor who, although injured
herself, helped save the lives
of 23 people in 2015 when
caught up in an avalanche
at Everest Base Camp.
Rachel is now working for
aid agency MSF.

Overall Anneke and her friends raised £16,000 by cycling 247 miles over various terrains and spending 22 hours on the
saddle. We asked Anneke how she stayed motivated during the trip and she said she simply wanted to help her friend’s
father and that’s what kept her going.
Every cyclist used up to 10,000 calories on the ride, so it was important to keep snacking to keep their energy levels up, but
the hardest part of the trip was trying to stay hydrated and arranging with the support crew to meet up and top up with water.
10
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SHE’S A BABE

Adapt to thrive
OUR NEW SIXTH FORM CENTRE
‘May you live in interesting times’ is an old Chinese
curse and recent years have certainly been interesting
for Cranbrook School. It has ridden the earthquake
of austerity, BREXIT, government funding cuts,
budget cuts, subject cuts and general dismay,
rolled up its sleeves, cocked a snook at the lot
and got on with the business of thriving.
YEAH BUT, NO BUT
In this difficult and uncertain political climate, only the most
intrepid of school communities would have embarked
on an ambitious programme of expansion and fundraising.
But Cranbrook is a uniquely community-based school.
Formed out of the generosity of Cranbrook residents 500
years ago, embedded in the heart of Cranbrook, with its
grounds open and welcoming to community members
and its pupils, day and boarder alike, enriching the local
ecosystem, it continues to reinvent itself to stay relevant
to the community it serves.

ELEVEN YEAR OLDS AT CRANBROOK SCHOOL: THE HOW, WHEN AND WHY
When I became Head in 2012, everyone seemed to agree that we had drifted from
our original Blubery mission to establish a ‘free school house for all the poor children of
the town’. With the shift to 13+ entry in the 1970s to avoid the national comprehensive
reorganisation, and then later the demise of the intake from the High Weald Academy, the
school’s roll had shifted quite markedly towards an independent school profile, so not true
to the spirit of the founding charter. The Governors were troubled by the sight of pupils
of Year 7 age queuing in the early morning for buses to the Maidstone grammar schools.
In 2012 it was agreed to revert the age range of Cranbrook School back so that it
could once again admit 11-year-old pupils. There followed years of consultation to explore
all potential issues as fully and openly as possible before our application, with the full
backing of KCC and our MP Helen Grant, was successful.
Adjustments were necessary to our accommodation to cater for 30 Year 7s from September
2017, including the creation of a new Sixth Form Centre from the ‘Old Gym’.
Looking back, it seems strange that we ever lost the capacity to admit 11 year olds.
In the first assembly in the Queens Hall Theatre with our new Year 7s there was emotion
and a realisation that the last time the school had a full complement of 11–18 year-olds
was in 1970 when Britain was predecimal and not even a member of the EEC! Looking
forwards, it is still early days but there is no doubt that Cranbrook and its local feeder
schools are better integrated. Large numbers of pupils from local primaries have come
to us in the last two years, with equally large numbers from local preparatory schools.
Balance reigns again.
Alongside those working on the logistics of application and implementation, the Chair
of Governors through this hectic period – James Peace – was notably staunch in his
support. Without him, it is quite possible it would never have happened.
DR WEEDS
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There is a kind of beautiful symmetry in the new Sixth
Form Centre being built from funds raised from the
community, when Cranbrook School itself was a community
gift, as were Rammell Field, the sports pavilion and so
much of the jewellery that adorns it.
Symmetry too in the new facility being opened by Princess
Anne (a Benenden old girl and frequenter of socials at
Cranbrook School) almost 450 years after Queen Elizabeth I
visited Cranbrook and secured the school’s future
by signing the Letters Patent or royal charter. Needless
to say, Princess Anne’s train did not get stuck in any
Wealden clay as Queen Elizabeth I’s carriage is reported
to have done. The Princess Royal seemed genuinely
surprised to see the original royal charter on show in
a school library rather than a museum, and touched
to receive a photo of her grandmother on her own
visit to our school from a beaming pair of Year 7s.
Yet more symmetry in the precious Memorial Arch to the
school’s war dead receiving some tender loving attention
and restoration in time for the 100 year celebrations of
the WW1 armistice this year.
ICING ON THE CAKE
And as if that wasn’t fabulous enough, to top it off the
new building was nominated for an architectural award.
As Theodore Roosevelt said ‘Nothing in the world is
worth having or worth doing unless it means effort, pain,
difficulty’. Out of adversity the new Sixth Form Centre
has been a stunning success for Cranbrook School.
CATHERINE PEARCE

HOW FAB IS THAT?

DUCHESS OF KENT’S VISIT IN 1974

In September 2017, the school opened its doors to
30 Year 7 pupils for the first time in circa 40 years. This
has provided much-needed optionality for local families
with children in the state school system. With the old
sixth form centre becoming the new Junior School
Hub (with cage) the sixth formers needed a new home.
With budgets already at breaking point, how to give our
sixth formers a base which reflects and acknowledges
the marvellous contribution they make to school life, a place
which would be a stepping stone to life after school?

The early 70s were a time of considerable change
and expansion at Cranbrook. 1971 saw the arrival of
the first girls into the sixth form, and the creation and
modernisation of classrooms for Domestic Science,
Needlework and Biology, as well as the all-weather pitch.

IT’LL NEVER HAPPEN
Undaunted by the difficult circumstances, the Headmaster,
Governors and Trustees of Cranbrook School embarked
on an ambitious fundraising programme to raise £750,000
to transform the Old Gym into a new state of the art
Sixth Form Centre, a facility in the heart of the school
that could provide the base for a national leader in
sixth form provision. A motley team of OCs, parents,
past parents and Governors was recruited to head
up the fundraising. Tuesday nights were spent plotting,
admiring Dermot’s sartorial elegance and developing
the thick skin required to go out into the astonished
school community and ask for those two most difficult
things: your hard earned cash or your precious time.

The Rootes Block extension was funded in part by
KCC, but parents and OCs raised £70,000 through the
400th Anniversary Appeal that marked 400 years since
Queen Elizabeth I granted the Royal Charter. The new
block provided state of the art Biology Labs with Sixth
Form Centre above, but needed the demolition of Allan’s
dilapidated but characterful early Victorian schoolroom,
latterly used as the library.
In May 1974 Her Royal Highness the Duchess of
Kent arrived by helicopter to tour the school and unveil
a plaque on the new Rootes Block. Her tour of the
campus was planned to the second with a rehearsal
of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, a life-saving class in
the pool and Mr Williams managing to have the Choral
Society singing the Hallelujah Chorus as her Royal
Highness entered Big School.
YEAR 7 REPORTERS INTERVIEW DR WEEDS ABOUT OUR ROYAL VISIT

THEY ONLY WENT AND DID IT

On Tuesday 12th June 2018 the school received an honouring and exciting visit from
her Royal Highness Princess Anne. In Headmaster, Dr Weeds’ words he describes
it as an ‘absolute honour’ and an ‘amazing privilege, one which could not be copied
or replicated in the future’.

Despite the challenges of raising an enormous sum from a
community feeling the pinch of subject cuts, the campaign
hit its target sum and amazingly no one from the Campaign
Board needed therapy. Architects and contractors were
instructed and work began to transform the Old Gym. By
start of term September 2017, the new centre was ready
for business. With its interior gorgeously fitted out by Space
Workplace (aka parent Gareth Jordan), it is an extraordinary
facility and one that is being fully enjoyed by students.

Prior to the Princess’s visit, Dr Weeds admitted to our reporters that he felt very nervous
and excited and didn’t quite know what to expect. However, Dr Weeds told our reporters
that Princess Anne put him at ease right away and was a genuine, lovely, down to earth
person who was a pleasure to welcome to Cranbrook School. Dr Weeds even shared
that the Princess had a ‘great sense of humour’ and when rather concerned about
her umbrella breaking, he told her he had plenty more and she laughed and put him
at ease. Dr Weeds said he was not only honoured by her presence, but with the way
it brought the whole school, Governors and the town together and how she was so
closely interacting with all the students themselves. There was ‘nothing quite like it’.
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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Overseas
Other challenges and experiences were met by the group
with unfailing enthusiasm and cheerfulness. Visits were
made to London, Canterbury, Rye and Chartwell. Taking
full advantage of the amazing weather, typical summer
activities like strawberry picking, cream teas, bowling,
cricket trips and pool parties were organised. After
a frenetic, but thoroughly enjoyable ten days, tears
were shed (mainly by the Cranbrook ‘aunties’), when
the Indian group departed early in July.

Arthur Surridge Hunt
was a papyrologist who, with
Bernard Grenfell, discovered
many papyri at excavation
sites in Egypt, and the
Oxyrhynchus Papyri in Libya
in 1897.

THE 2018 INDIA EXCHANGE
2018 saw another 27 students travel to Kerala, India
to widen their eyes and broaden their horizons on
our exchange program started by past head teacher,
Angela Daly, in the late 1990s.
David Muirhead
1931–1936 Allan
served as Ambassador in
Peru (1967–1970), Portugal
(1970–1974) and Belgium
(1974–1978) and as Special
Representative of the
Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs (1979–1984).

David Smart
late 1800s
was a Fellow of The Royal
Astronomical Society and
played a crucial part in the
mathematical mapping of
Halley’s Comet in 1910.

When we discovered our lovely Indian guest tucked
up in bed wearing her full-length padded coat and
woolly hat during the hottest British summer on record,
we knew that we’d totally underestimated the difference
in our climates!
The undoubted success of the 2018 exchange can
be attributed in no small measure to the willingness of
students from both India and England to fully embrace
not only this contrast in temperature, but also other
differences between their two countries such as language,
food, education and cultural expectations. When they
arrived in June, many of the Indian students were unused
to cutlery. One Cranbrook family marvelled at their guest’s
dexterity, particularly when informed that she’d studied
her technique a mere day or so earlier, on YouTube.
 PASSPORT IS A MOST VALUED POSSESSION;
A
KEEP USING IT!
Going abroad is a most valuable experience for young
people today. In our technological world where they can
‘see’ what is happening live at the other end of the planet,
nothing replaces the opportunity to actually be there
and be part of another world and culture. Of course,
as a linguist, I could not stress enough the value of going
to France or Spain to practise what the lessons in class
can only give a flavour of.
But there is more to going abroad than just the invaluable
language benefits. I was lucky to take part in the Indian
exchange a few years back now, and I spent part of this
summer with the Nepal expedition. Travelling to these
more remote countries, sharing experiences with local
people and building relationships there opens up our
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Tony Blaker
1982–1987 Horsley
joined Sussex Police,
attaining the role of Head
of Surrey and Sussex
Operations Command.
Tony managed large scale
public events in Sussex,
such as the Lewes Bonfire,
the fracking protests
in Balcombe and the
Shoreham air crash and
is now Deputy Chief
Constable of Kent Police.
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Fast forward to October in Kerala. The Cranbrook
group spent their first few days in school, experiencing
a very different education system. They had the
opportunity to participate in a rather challenging yoga
lesson, sample curry lunches cooked and served by
their Indian counterparts, and were treated to a traditional
Ottamthullal dance. Their involvement in this particular
event even made the local newspapers! Away from
the classroom there were visits to temples, festivals
and elephants, not to mention beach trips, boat trips
and shopping trips. A visit to a tea plantation, an
awe-inspiring hilltop walk at sunrise and a final dinner
hosted back at school, brought to a close a set of
experiences which have given our students a broader
understanding and appreciation of a very different culture.
However, it also became apparent that mutual respect
and firm friendships were being forged as a result of
similarities and common interests as well. Cricket, football,
dancing, swimming, music (including the bagpipes!),
a memorable World Cup penalty shoot-out, social media,
chocolate and basic teenage humour all contributed
towards the successful bonding of this group. Several
parents have agreed that the 2018 India Exchange was
a uniquely memorable experience, not only for those
students involved, but also for their families.
Many thanks must go to Mandy Smart, Richard and
Carol Holden, John Hislop and Brigitte Santer for their
care, support and regular WhatsApp updates!
SARAH HUMPHRIES, ‘CRANBROOK AUNTY’

narrow horizons to what life is like on the other side of
the oceans. I found we were so different in our lifestyles,
and yet, we all aspired to the same basic things; having
food and water to share, being educated, being with
family, building happy moments. Even with the language
barrier, we understood each other and enjoyed finding
our common human traits. None of the youngsters who
participated in these trips would have returned unchanged
in their views of the world around them.
I truly believe that sending young people abroad is the key
to a more linguistically open, tolerant and accepting future.
It is only when we recognise our siblings in the people
outside of our borders that we can truly hope to have world
empathy and aspire to build a better future for us all.
ISABELLE LAVIGNE-KIDNEY
HEAD OF MODERN LANGUAGES

Tim Fenoulhet
1981–1986 Crowden
is a senior official at the
European Commission.
He has worked for over
20 years at the European
Commission and European
Union in Brussels.

NEPAL EXPEDITION
I cannot begin to describe how amazing and exciting
the month long expedition was to Nepal. Of course it
was not all smooth running, but I came out the other
side feeling better and more confident about myself.
The whole trip was packed with exciting activities that
meant the time flew by and when I was asked to choose
my ‘magic moment’, it was difficult to choose just one.
I finally decided on my first experience of Kathmandu
– the capital city of Nepal.
Upon arriving at the tiny Nepalese airport, we were taken
on minibuses through the bustling city. We looked out
at the city unfolding before us, waiting to explore the city
on foot and take in the full vibe of where we were. Every
one of our senses was hit with new sensations that were
so foreign and strange compared to the clean streets
and ordered traffic of our own capital city. We wandered
through the muddy streets and the smell of incense burnt
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down every alleyway, raw chicken was left out in the heat
and lazy flies were waved away by smiling locals with
toothless gums. There was the constant sound of car
horns and motorcyclists shouting at the pedestrians as
they weaved in and out of cars, people, rubble piles, dogs
and even cows that casually strolled down the crowded
street as though it were the most natural thing in the
world. Sparkling and vibrantly coloured pashminas and
cashmere blankets brightened up the dirty streets and
provided a cover for the poverty and dilapidated houses
that made up the city.
It was such a new and exciting experience and I loved
every moment I spent there. I have so many happy
memories and interesting stories to pass on to inquiring
relatives at the next family reunion.
FREYA HOLDEN, YEAR 12 WEBSTER

One of the best parts of the trip was the accommodation.
With no western toilets, with cockroaches sneaking around,
with little electricity, it certainly entertained my sense of adventure
– I felt like Bear Grylls!
But my highlight of the trip was the teaching: I simply loved it!
It was wonderful to be able to help out these children, who clearly
have very little in their lives, by teaching them English.
PERCY CHRISTOPHERSON, YEAR 12 ALLAN
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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Left, Lucy Jenkins;
below left, Rosie Claxton;
below right, Roxanne Kidney.

Fine arts
JAMES KENNY, HEAD OF ART

Claude Muncaster
1914–1919
(born Grahame Hall),
went on to become a
landscape artist and exhibitor
at the Royal Academy of
Arts. As a master of capturing
seascapes, he was recruited
as a camofleur in WW2 to
hide huge ships ‘in plain
sight’ with clever disguises.

I was delighted to become Cranbrook’s Head of Art
at the end of the 2016–17 academic year, just in time
to help prepare students for their final exams, and was
immediately impressed with the students’ natural talents.
Art is an extremely popular subject here at Cranbrook
and I am honoured to have the opportunity and the
privilege to work with students who show such passion
and enthusiasm.
Art has always been central to my life and seeing pupils
inspired by their artwork drives me even further as a
professional. Knowing the positive benefits of art and
how it gives individuals the opportunities to express
themselves places art in a unique position as a subject
within the curriculum.
According to government figures in 2017 the creative
industries contributed £92bn to the UK economy and
is ‘growing at twice the rate of the economy’. This is
testament to the strong tradition we as a nation have
of innovation and creativity. Knowing this fills me with
confidence that there are realistic opportunities to pursue
careers in the creative industries if students wish to do so.

Ptolemy Mann
1986–1991 Webster
studied at Central Saint
Martins and the Royal College
of Art after her A-levels at
Cranbrook. Ptolemy is now
a leading textiles designer
and entrepreneur whose
artistic philosophy is to marry
‘art’ with ‘craft’ through her
passion for weaving.

Top, Julia Svendsen; left, Rosie Claxton;
above, Holly Emerson.
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Art washes away from the
soul the dust of everyday life.
PABLO PICASSO

YEAR 7 INTERVIEW WITH MR KENNY
We interviewed Mr Kenny, the new Head of Art, on the Renaissance art project he set for Year 9 this year. Renaissance
art is the painting, sculpture and architecture from around 500 years ago, from a distinct style in Italy in about the 1400s.
‘I chose the project for the Year 9s because it seemed fitting for the 500th year of the school and it has an educational
influence with Science, Maths and Architecture.’
‘When doing this project there were four stages, first students researched Renaissance art and the creator of the art.
They then had to find two examples of the artist’s work and create a copy of the work themselves. Finally, they put
together a piece consisting of all the work they had researched as homework. The overall piece of work took eight weeks
to complete and it was all personal choice.’
Then we asked Mr Kenny what he would choose to do if he did the project. He said: ‘If I had the chance I would do the
project on the architecture in Rome at the time, or scientists, as they were only then first allowed to cut open human bodies.
It was illegal to cut up bodies before this time as it was thought that it would deform the person in the afterlife for all eternity.’
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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THE EDEN PROJECT

Environmental
art
Professor Sir
Nicholas Shackleton
1949–1955 Horsley,
Cornwallis
was the scientist who
fundamentally changed
our understanding of global
warming and the crucial role
carbon dioxide plays in the
Earth’s climate. Nicholas
was made a Fellow of the
Royal Society and awarded
the geological equivalent
of a Nobel prize. In 2015
he was chosen as one of
the top ten scientists of
the Royal Society’s 350
years to be depicted on
a set of commemorative
postage stamps.

The Eden Project is a prime example of inspiration taken
from the natural world. It may not be formally defined as
an artwork, nor its creator an artist, but in my opinion it is
an art installation. I feel a personal connection with it as the
co-founder, Sir Tim Smit KBE is an Old Cranbrookian and
visited us in 2017 to talk about his work as an environmentalist
and his monumental role in the creation of the Eden Project.
The Project consists of two large dome greenhouses
and is designed to help educate us about environmental
issues. One dome encloses a rainforest environment
and the other a Mediterranean environment, each housing
thousands of different plant species. Significantly, the
project is set in an old clay pit, known to have negative
effects on the environment, and so replaces a damaged
landscape with vibrant new and natural habitats.

ZARIA FORMAN
‘In my heart, I feel that as artists we can hold
a mirror up to society and help reflect upon exactly
what we are doing and what type of world we
are creating.’ BURTYNSKY
In my ‘Natural and Artificial’ History of Art exam I looked
at works by artists who share a common attitude towards
pollution and the use of their own work to elevate
awareness of this contemporary concern. I discovered
a great fascination in the works of Zaria Forman and her
mission to raise society’s concern of man-made damage
to the natural environment.

Dr Christopher Lester
1989–1994 Webster
is a Cambridge University
lecturer and an experimental
high-energy particle physicist,
searching for new physics
at small scales – for example
particles, symmetries,
forces and extra space-time
dimensions which are not
yet part of the ‘Standard
Model’ of particle physics.

Forman’s large-scale works of art are mesmerizing, but
confusing. I did not understand how her angelic work
could portray such a devastating and damaging process
as climate change, or how she was to change society’s
attitude towards environmental damage with such
beautifully striking drawings. Forman explains ‘I choose
to convey the beauty as opposed to the devastation.
If you can experience the sublimity of these landscapes,
perhaps you’ll be inspired to protect and preserve them.’
This simple sentence reveals her delicate, unforceful
personality and shows she believes those who are
emotionally touched by art will appreciate her work
and will see how her drawings portray both the beauty
and fragility of the earth and what we all stand to lose.
‘Behavioral psychology tells us that we take action and
make decisions based on our emotions above all else.
And studies have shown that art impacts our emotions
more effectively than a scary news report.’
Zaria Forman was born in South Natick in Massachusetts.
Her inspiration for environmental art and love of studying
remote landscapes like the ones she grew up in began
early on. She appreciates how the world is so much bigger
than us and that every step we take towards preserving the
environment back at home makes a large positive impact
on locations we may never get the chance to explore
during our own life time.
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Inspiration is sometimes described as an idea or
a creation that the creator feels very strongly about.
This is why the context surrounding an artist will affect
their work. Whether this is a particular movement or
a major life event, these things can dictate what an
artist chooses to create. The impressionist movement
started due to a rise in an interest in gardens and
gardening, and in recent years, protecting the
environment has become more apparent leading
to the rise of environmentalist artists who try to use their
work to spread a message of environmental issues.
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Zaria Forman has made an impact on society in an attempt
to preserve stunning landscapes across the world and
perhaps even prevent entire countries from disappearing
under water in years to come, like the Maldivian Islands,
through her implausible pastel drawings and highly
commended TEDTalk. I hope that as she has inspired
me, through my essay I will also go on make a positive
impact on society’s view on pollution and the environment
by highlighting the dangers of how ‘artificial’ substances
created by man can have a massive negative knock-on
effect on the ‘natural’ world.
Please search for Zaria Forman’s work online to see what
I love about it.
POLLY COLEMAN, BLUBERY

Smit said: ‘A garden is a symbol of man’s arrogance
perverting nature to human ends…’ meaning he believes
gardens are artificial, tailoring nature for the good of
humans, which is true to an extent. However, I believe
in today’s world it is important to champion nature in any
form. The world is suffering from dramatic environmental
issues such as climate change leading to a loss in
habitats. We should do as much as possible to create
natural environments whether ‘artificial’ or not. Smit
once said: ‘Beauty is not an extra, it’s an affirmation that
there’s more to life than existence and consumption
and utility meaning nature provides beauty that is greater
than anything else in life’, showing his adoration for it.

Sir Tim Smit KBE
1968–1972 Cornwallis
studied to be an archaeologist,
then went on to become
a platinum disc songwriter/
producer. Tim went on to
create the Eden Project to
encourage a greater empathy
with the environment. He
was knighted in 2011 for his
services to public engagement
and the sciences. Tim was
a boarder in the early 1970s
and, with friends, arranged
for Genesis and other famous
bands to play at the school.

ISLA LECKIE, ALLAN
‘Sir Tim struck a chord
with our students when he
visited. He urged them to be
open-minded, to follow their
instincts and to dare to be
different. His words were
funny, sometimes naughty
and best of all inspirational.’
DR WEEDS

In 2016 and 17 Forman was invited to fly over Antarctica
with NASA’s Operation Ice Bridge which was the largest
airborne survey of the earth’s polar ice. A huge quantity
of Forman’s work is inspired by the Antarctic and
Greenland landscape where she explores and draws
the fast melting ice caps. I find her use of pastels perfect
in creating such realistic and life-like landscapes for
the soft and smoothness of the pastel perfectly depicts
the texture of the snowy and icy glaciers. She says ‘My
drawings explore moments of transition, turbulence and
tranquillity in the landscape, allowing viewers to emotionally
connect with a place you might never have the chance
to visit.’ I feel that this too makes her drawings heartfelt
for she does not draw them for herself, but for us.
Forman visited the Maldives in September 2013, which
is the lowest lying country in the world. During her trip
she collected images and inspiration for works that
represent how the Maldivian Islands could be completely
drowned underwater within the century if the polar melt
continues to accelerate at its current rate. Whilst she
travelled the islands she shared her ideas with the local
children and encouraged them to document how their
country transforms throughout their lives.

Smit once said: ‘In 1991, a man had a dream in
a garden shed. It was called Eden… if you really
believe in something you should allow yourself only
one exit strategy – death. It concentrates the mind
most wonderfully.’ These words show his passion
and motivation for the project, all stemming from
a passion for nature. The use of the word ‘dream’
is interesting as what Smit created is, in my opinion,
a dream in itself and an example of how an installation
can be used to send an environmental message.

The Eden Project’s iconic
biomes house thousands
of plant species in rainforest
and Mediterranean
environments, delivering
environmental education
on the interdependence
of plants and people and
the importance of protecting
the planet.

ECO SCHOOLS
Eco Schools is a thriving club I have been lucky enough
to lead this year. Every Tuesday, first break, we meet
to discuss and develop areas of interest to the group.
When the club first started it was mostly Freddie Baker
and me giving presentations on our concerns for the
environment. Now, weeks later, other students are
volunteering to lead the next session on a subject that
matters to them. We have seen excellent presentations
from Taskeen Nasif on her personal experience of
work experience in the Maldives clearing pollution from
the ocean, Elsa Doig on ways we can help reduce the
amount of plastic and energy we use, and Ciara Pettitt
on the problems facing water conservation.
Each session has ended with discussion about our
own school – the use of non-recycled cups, the large
amount of meat consumption, etc. We are beginning
a campaign to end the use of these cups by surveying
the opinion of the students. We will then consult with
the management of the school’s catering and then take
action to make a change hopefully with the outcome
of reduced or zero plastic waste!

YEAR 7 REPORT ON CRANBROOK’S AWARENESS OF GLOBAL WARMING
When we asked people around Cranbrook what they knew about global warming they
used short answers and revealed that they only knew a little and tended to push it
to the back of their minds. The most common response was that the cause was all
to do with greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide and methane.
The owner of an antiques shop said that ‘the main cause was humans and their
behaviour and impacts on the environment’. In the words of this citizen ‘the impact
that humans are having on the planet has caused such great harm that it will take
a long time to resolve’ meaning many people from this generation will not see the
results. Mr Phillip Potter from school mentioned coastal erosion and that pollution
of the ocean was making it more acidic and would slowly deteriorate the food chain.

JAKE BEDDARD, YEAR 13 ALLAN
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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QUINCENTENARY PLAYLETS

Performing arts

Es Devlin OBE
1984–1989 Horsley
is an artist and stage designer.
Es designed the London
Olympic Closing Ceremony
in 2012 and the Opening
Ceremony of the 2016
Rio Olympic Games.

‘ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE’

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

As critics judge a play, we often find ourselves
being judged with the ever-growing pressure of
exams, social media, society. Drama can provide
a platform for those dreaming of being the next
big star in the West End, but it’s more than that.
Our ethos in Drama is to provide everybody
with the versatile skills that this subject naturally
develops in us.

Elizabeth Bennet and Mr Darcy took to the Queen’s
Hall Theatre stage in 2018 in Simon Reade’s adaptation
of Pride and Prejudice.

Drama isn’t just for actors, it’s also for the people
who need that extra bit of confidence when speaking
in public or who struggle with group exercises or
decision-making. There are lots of ways you can
be involved without ever taking to the stage.
An ex-pupil who told me that if it wasn’t for the
confidence she gained in Drama and through
performing, she would have never applied, and
succeeded, in becoming Head Girl at this school.
Drama gives a little something to everyone.
JADE DEEBLE, HEAD OF DRAMA

The cast included pupils from Years 7–13 all coping
brilliantly with the language of the period, delivering their
lines expertly to depict the manners, education, marriage,
and money issues during the British Regency period.
The staging worked well with minimal scenery and
props which were cleverly switched between scenes
by members of the ensemble.

In the school’s 500th summer we recreated the history
of Cranbrook School through three playlets written
by former Deputy Headmaster, Peter Allen, portraying
the most significant aspects of the school’s history:
the founding of the school in 1518, the reception of the
Royal Charter in 1573, and one of the largest expansions
of Cranbrook School in the early 1700s.
We had a cast of talented Year 7–12 students. John
Blubery, a wealthy Yeoman and the founder of the
school was portrayed by A-level drama student, George
Lowe. He did a splendid job of portraying the writing
of Blubery’s will, watched by his good wife Joan
(Tabitha Field, Year 7), and his good and honest friend,
William Lynch (Dara Ogunleye, Year 9). The actors did
a wonderful job depicting the vastly majestic Tudor
times dressed in their rather lavish outfits.
Then followed the establishing of the Royal Charter in
1573. Our Year 7 and 9 students did an excellent job
performing in front of the large crowd. Their acting skills

were truly outstanding, receiving immense praise and
plaudits after the performance.
In the final playlet, we showed the school’s huge expansion
during Georgian Times, with the building of School
House, the first boarding school and where our current
Headmaster lives today. The school’s governors John
Cooke (Olaolu Dada) and Plummer (Archie Rose, Year 9)
were shown sitting at their newly-made Governors’ Table
which is still in use in the Headmaster’s office. The Georgian
outfits and wigs were very entertaining in themselves.
What better way to accompany the playlets than have
the school musicians play music to match each era?
Massive congratulations to Amandine Lucas for leading
the group and to the musicians themselves for the
support that the wonderful music provided. Also, a
massive thank you to Peter Allen for writing wonderful
scripts and giving us the opportunity to re-enact
important moments in our school’s history.

Richard Pilbrow
1951 Rammell
became theatre consultant
to the National Theatre
of Great Britain, the Royal
Shakespeare Company at the
Barbican, The Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden
and many others. He has
been responsible for a host
of innovations in theatre
technology and was a
pioneer of modern stage
lighting in Britain.

TINY (OLAOLU) DADA, YEAR 13 CORNWALLIS

Kevin Lygo
1969–1976 Rammell
started his career as a
BBC general trainee in
1983 and rose to producer
on Omnibus and Wogan.
Kevin joined Channel 4 as
Head of Entertainment and
Music in 1997 and went
on to become Director of
Programmes at Five before
joining ITV as Managing
Director of ITV Studios
in 2010.

The superb production was led by Alexander Knollys
as Mr Darcy and Elsa Doig as Elizabeth who performed
well together to portray Darcy overcoming his pride and
Elizabeth her prejudice. Conor Sinclair was comically
long-suffering as Mr Bennet and Josie Kohlik was excellent
as his nerve riddled, overanxious wife. The main cast
was supported by a wealth of acting talent from across
the year groups including a stunning and confident
performance from 12-year-old Tabitha Field as the
ancient Mrs Gardner, aunt to the Bennet sisters and
instrumental in bringing Darcy and Elizabeth together
in marriage.
CHRISTINE NEWMAN, LIBRARIAN

DANSING
I was lucky enough to help organise the technical
aspects of DanSing 2018. There were over 30 acts from
different year groups, cleverly mixed to create a fantastic
and memorable show.
It was quite challenging to co-ordinate performances
with very different technical requirements; from soloists
and group musicians to dancers, all with a huge variety
of musical styles. Performances ranged from rock bands
to pianists, street dance to interpretive contemporary
movement.
I particularly enjoyed doing the sound for the bands as
there is so much to do on the sound desk. I felt under
pressure to get it right for the performers, as well as the
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audience. But that’s why I enjoy it! The act that I most
enjoyed was Nnamdi Nduka-Eze singing My Way. This
was the last performance of the night, and his singing
caught everyone by surprise. He was accompanied
by Adam Harrod on piano, which made it technically
challenging for me, but it was a truly phenomenal act.

Achievements
Congratulations to
Grace Richardson and
Louis Chevis who were
awarded places at
the prestigious BRIT
School in 2017.

Sound was of the greatest clarity and seamless, thanks
to the help of Jay Christie and his expertise on the desk.
The lighting was on another level. With the new lighting
rig the professionalism of DanSing has stepped up and
having Kester Hulland-Rumley supporting us has made
a dramatic difference to the technical side of productions.
CHARLIE DREW, YEAR 10 ALLAN

DanSing is an amazing opportunity to showcase your passion for
creative arts, whatever level you’re at. There’s always an act that
surprises everyone, someone never known to sing or dance will
shine through on stage making the auditorium and wings explode
with applause.
ELSPETH ARSCOTT, YEAR 13 ALLAN
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Drama:
INterpretation
INTERPRETATION – THE ACTION OF EXPLAINING
THE MEANING OF SOMETHING, OR THE STYLISTIC
REPRESENTATION OF A DRAMATIC ROLE
Matthew Keith Hall
1980–1983 Allan
qualified as a physician
before becoming a comedian
and winning the Best
Newcomer award at the
1992 Edinburgh Fringe
Festival. As Harry Hill,
Matthew has won three
BAFTAs and two British
Comedy Awards.

Studying drama involves so much more than
simply learning to perform or to facilitate the
performance of others. Through studying drama,
Cranbrook students learn observation, appreciation
and interpretation. The art of interpretation is what
we have chosen to showcase here.
Our teacher’s choice of stimulus was the quote,
‘They broke the wrong parts of me. They broke my
wings and forgot I had claws.’
The quote generated fully-formed ideas for me; someone
being oppressed and consequently broken by those
around them, this was the loss of their wings, yet they
still hold on and realise they have something more powerful
than what has been done to them – the discovery of
their claws.
I imagined the scenario of a war widow – she’d lost her
husband and many of her belongings, got no reward for
helping in the war effort and was expected to return to
mundane life after the war was over, yet she could not,
she was broken. She had been stripped of her ‘wings’.
However, she found something within her that forced her
to keep on going, whether it is her love for her husband,
a child or just defiance, whatever it was, it was her ‘claws’.
CIARA PETTITT, YEAR 12 HORSLEY

Gerald Sim
1939–1943 Cornwallis
appeared in Oh! What a
Lovely War, A Bridge Too
Far, Gandhi, Cry Freedom
and Shadowlands (1993).
However, Gerald was
probably best known for
his performance in To the
Manor Born as the smooth
local rector alongside
the domineering Audrey
Fforbes-Hamilton. He also
appeared in Keeping Up
Appearances and The Fall
and Rise of Reginald Perrin.

Noughts and Crosses is a play based on an alternative
history, set in an alternate 21st century Britain in
which African people have gained a technological
and organisational advantage over Europeans
and made them their slaves. Callum and Sephy
are star-crossed lovers from ‘different sides of
the tracks’.
We were asked to analyse key passages, explain
our interpretation of them and how, in turn, we would
interpret them for others through our performance.
Callum is vulnerable and worries that his race will cause
conflict between him and Sephy. When I speak the line
‘maybe from where you’re sitting’, I would turn my head
away from Sephy and hunch my shoulders, suggesting
I expect that life seems easier for her due to the way
she is shielded from hardship. I would want to suggest
that this line is a cry for help and that he wants Sephy to
acknowledge the issues he faces as a naught. I would
do this by momentarily looking up to Sephy from my
hunched position as if checking to see if she shows
signs of concern. However, it’s in Callum’s character to
be reluctant to ask for help rather than hint at wanting it,
so I would quickly break eye contact again and shuffle
away from Sephy, slightly lowering my head again.
Callum’s character is practical and realistic, brushing off
Sephy’s hopes for the two of them as being naïve and
childish. When I speak the line ‘if only it were that simple’
I would scoff at Sephy’s suggestion that we are in
control of our roles in society and roll my eyes, using

a mocking tone to convey that I think this is ridiculous
considering the hierarchical and racist society depicted
in the play. I would create a sense of Callum’s pessimism
and maturity throughout this scene by standing above
her with a confident gait and good posture, looking
down at her to show I think she is childish and silly.
LUKA WELLMAN, YEAR 12 HORSLEY
In November 2017 we were given the opportunity
to analyse a live performance of Antigone in the
Queen’s Hall Theatre. Antigone is a Greek tragedy
written in 441BC, set in the aftermath of a civil war.
The director’s novel interpretation transformed the Greek
tragedy into a dystopian piece that used copious technology
to modernise the play. The end result may have looked
nothing like Sophocles’ original, but heartbreakingly
presented the timeless theme of tragedy’s inescapability.
As can be expected for a futuristic piece, the performance
conditions were highly stylised and modern. The use
of an intoxicating narcotic sanscape and blue strobe
lights added to the use of real drones flying on stage
to create an immersive vision of the future. Naturally this
contrasts dramatically with how the play would have
been performed in Sophocles’ day in an amphitheatre.
Another interesting adaptation was that violence and
death occurred on stage – something that would have
been condemned in Greek theatre but is now more
acceptable with modern sensibilities hardened by the
continuous gore on our television screens.
MILLIE MACHELL
FREEDOM

Freedom is not the wind.

Freedom is a river.

for it is confined on this earth, unable to escape into the
vast expanse of the universe.

flowing calmly through its meandering course gliding
over rocks and hydrating the parched land.
Freedom is the wind.
Free to swoop and dive over the earth’s dramatic
contours, from the vast, open plains of Africa, to the
bleak, desolate peaks of the Himalayas.
Freedom is a newborn baby.
naïve and new to the world, free from the oppression
of peer pressure, pure.
Freedom is wealth.
flowing funds grant you the power to do or be as
you please.
Freedom is the right to free speech.
to be able to speak your mind without being silenced
by others.
Freedom is the once broken, shattered, paralysed man
taking his first steps on bionic limbs, challenging his
expectations and pushing the boundaries of science.
but freedom is not a flowing river.

Freedom is not a newborn baby.
although it is free from worry and responsibility now,
it is soon to be heaving with the heavy weight of expectation.
Freedom is not wealth.
false friends flock to you, acting the part, corrupt,
and infected with the craving for money.
Freedom is not the right to free speech.
because we are never truly able to speak our minds,
we are bound to the opinions and judgements of others,
and political correctness.
Freedom is not the paralysed man’s first bionic steps.
for he can never again play football in the garden with
his son, or go climbing with his daughter, he is handicapped
and will never be the man he once was.

Tony Nicklinson
1964–1971 Allan
was a former rugby player
and successful civil engineer.
Tony suffered a stroke in
2005 and was paralysed
from the neck down. He
spent two and a half years
with Locked-in Syndrome
and overcame his difficulty
in communicating through
blinking to launch a challenge
on the law on assisted
suicide and murder, which
went further than any before.

Freedom is an ideal.
That is, and always will be, just out of reach.
ERNIE SHANNON, YEAR 11 WEBSTER

because it is enslaved by gravity, and chained to the
incline on which it runs.

“

For me, drama has been very important for my
personal development. I have grown in confidence
and have improved my public speaking. Drama
enhances skills that you can use not only in a
theatre environment but also in many aspects of life.
MALACHI HALLETT, YEAR 11 CORNWALLIS
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mUsic

Edwin Shirley
1959–1966 Allan
directed tour sound and
lighting for the Rolling Stones
and founded a staging
company that built sets
for Live Aid in 1985 and
a television studio used
for Big Brother.

GEORGE BARTLE, MUSIC PERFORMANCE
COORDINATOR

Alexander Cecil Forsyth
c1880
attended the Royal
College of Music and
played viola in the Queen’s
Hall Orchestra (founded
in 1895 to inaugurate the
Promenade Concerts) and
the Philharmonic Orchestra.
Several compositions
featured in the Promenade
Concerts, including the
premiering of his Viola
Concerto in 1903 and his
1905 Chanson Celtique.

If you type the words ‘music helps’ into a search engine,
the suggested next words include ‘concentration, mental
health, anxiety, studying, depression and sleep’. Music
is medically proven to have an enormous positive impact
on the lives of those who study, perform and enjoy it.

traditional Carol Service rounded off a fantastic year.
Sadly football got in the way of Battle of the Bands,
but we have re-drawn Battle lines, with 30th April 2019
earmarked for an even bigger and better Battle, with
other schools invited to take part. Next year there will be
informal concerts, lunchtime concerts in St Dunstan’s
Church, the Music Scholars’ Concert and more.

It is not necessary to achieve stellar exam grade
success, but just being part of an ensemble or choir
can lift our spirits and release endorphins and oxytocin
that can help to energise our mood and even help
us to work through problems and provide an outlet
to take control of our feelings.

The Recording Studio has been newly refurbished with
digital equipment thanks to the generosity of parents
through Cranbrook Together, and has been incredibly
busy with students making the most of their opportunity
to learn about Music Tech with Mr McEwan and to record
and engineer their own compositions or covers.

With the help of a wonderful and experienced team of
visiting music teachers, I am building the performance
side of things at Cranbrook and using the immense
talent in the music department to showcase the school
in many external events, inviting the community and
other schools along to see what we are capable of.

100% success was achieved in both ABRSM and
Trinity Exams, with March’s results a solid wall of Merits
and Distinctions, including Vincent Ho and Conor
Sinclair achieving Distinction at Grade 8 Piano and
Singing respectively.

Music is a vital part of Cranbrook School. It is
something that former students remember the
school for. It is something for which we have
been known in the past. It is something
that is growing. Music is for everyone.
RISING TO THE CHALLENGE
OF THE NEXT 500 YEARS
The music department at Cranbrook
School is on the ascent. Music has long
been a central part of school life, but turning
500 has brought us renewed energy and
opportunities. We have a fabulous new
classroom music teacher, Mrs Barrett,
who is putting the Year 7–9
students through their paces
with her fun-filled lessons, and
we now have 13 extracurricular
ensembles, groups and clubs
including the new Junior Choir
that involves all Year 7 students.
We even have a samba band!

Fittingly, music has played a leading role in the school’s
celebrations in this special year, with the new School
Song premiered at the Founders’ Day Service. Composed
by Adam Harrod, with lyrics written by Old Cranbrookian
Will Turner, the song was beautifully performed by Year 7,
ably coached by Adam Harrod and Jess Coulson. And
only a few weeks later, our ensembles and choirs joined
the Cranbrook Choral Society for a joint concert, held
on the first day of the quincentenary celebrations.
Finally, thank you to Adam Harrod who makes an
outstanding contribution as Music Department Prefect
and as an integral member of many ensembles and
conductor of the school orchestra.
CAMILLA HASTINGS, QUEEN’S HALL THEATRE AND
MUSIC DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATOR

Our Newcomers Concert was
re-introduced in October and 20
students, new to Cranbrook in
Years 7, 9, 10 and 12, performed
to a packed Vickers Auditorium.
November brought our well-loved
Ensembles Concert and our

“

“

A painter paints pictures on canvas. But musicians
paint their pictures on silence.
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI

OUR NEW SCHOOL SONG
Back in the mists of time – summer 2017, to be precise
– before all the Fifth Centenary excitement got going,
an idea emerged that it would be fitting to have a School
Song performed at the Founders’ Day service. There
was an attempt to revive the original song composed
by someone called H V Henniker and dedicated to
Mrs Crowden, the then Headmaster’s wife. On closer
inspection the lyrics proved a little dated and the melody
even more so:
Three cheers for our dear old school
The school of good Queen Bess
May God in his love protect it
And boys and masters bless
Three cheers for our dear old school.
Happily our excellent Music Performance Coordinator,
George Bartle, was on hand to stir up some enthusiasm
for composing a new song in keeping with the special
nature of 2018. Mindful of the school’s Tudor roots,
two students – Will Turner (now reading Human, Social
& Political Sciences at Queens’ College Cambridge)
and Adam Harrod (now finishing his A-levels), joined
forces to create a superb new lyric and equally
catchy melody:

The Cranbrook flag since fifteen eighteen flown
Stood tall through fame and fortune, war and peace
Watched students smile and scowl and laugh and moan
Crane valley’s floor to Everest’s peak
And through exam stress
Hockey’s knocks and blows
Yes, there’s a helping hand for every fall
Since fifteen eighteen everyone knows
Cranbrook’s flag like us is standing tall.

Achievements
100% success was achieved
in both ABRSM and Trinity
Exams over the year, with
March’s results a solid wall
of Merits and Distinctions,
including Vincent Ho and
Conor Sinclair achieving
Distinction at Grade 8 Piano
and Singing respectively.

On every occasion I have heard it sung, the performance
has got better and more distinctive. In a way, it has become
the signature tune for the new Junior Choir (mainly Year 7
and Year 8 pupils) and is beginning to catch on with the
rest of the school. Can it be long before it is sung annually
at Commem? Only time will tell!

“

Music provides a platform to express
your emotions; it provides cathartic
release and is a universal language
to which we can all relate. Performing
has taught me discipline and fuelled
my work ethic.
THOMAS HAYES, YEAR 12 HORSLEY, INSTRUMENT/ENSEMBLE

Music is expressive. I’ve gained
determination, ambition and a sense
of achievement through music.
HOLLY FORD, YEAR 12 WEBSTER, FLUTE ENSEMBLE
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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2018 TOWNSEND SHOOTING COMPETITION

combined cadet
force 2017–2018

When firing had finished we all gathered around the
results table in anticipation, hoping we had performed well
enough to take the win. After a long wait, the results were
read aloud and Cranbrook CCF emerged triumphant! The
final scores were Cranbrook ACF – 520 points, Cranbrook
CCF – 700 points. A clear victory for Cranbrook CCF, and
the team and staff were very happy with our performance.
Colour Sergeant Ben West from Cranbrook CCF won
best overall shot, and I was very pleased to have taken
joint second best along with Cadet Jack Sellick.
EXERCISE WHITEHORSE – A CANADA CADET
EXCHANGE SUMMER 2018
Cadet Huw Mathers and I were thrilled to be selected
from Cranbrook for Exercise Whitehorse; a six week cadet
exchange programme that saw twelve British cadets join
60 Canadians in the Yukon territory in Canada as part of
an expedition instructor course. The eighteen-day expedition
included mountain biking, hiking and canoeing phases
along the Takhini river, as well as a three-day practice
expedition and first aid course. We had the opportunity
to fire the C7 rifle used by the Canadian armed forces
and receive coaching from Canadian service men.

As always the Combined Cadet Force (CCF) at
Cranbrook has had a very busy year. We had an
intake of around 30 new recruits, and a healthy
number of Year 10s deciding to continue, making
the total strength around 80 cadets.
Over the following pages,the cadets themselves will
report back on the unit’s activities, but I would like
to personally mention a few particularly proud moments
from my first year as Cranbrook’s new School
Staff Instructor.
In May we were honoured to have Lieutenant Colonel
David Pack (Old Cranbrookian 1990–1995 Webster)
inspect the CCF and Drum Corps for our Biennial
Inspection. The parade, led by Colour Sergeant Ben
West, was a great success and I was immensely proud
of how our cadets gave 100% effort in the incredibly
warm temperatures. A performance by the Drum Corps,
led by Corporal Adam Harrod, was a particular highlight
that was mentioned by the inspecting officer in his report,
as was how impressed he had been by the enthusiasm
of our cadets and his conversations with them.
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The Corps’ greatest
achievement could be said
to be winning the Ashburton
Shield in the last term before
WW1. It was an extraordinary
achievement by the smallest
school ever to have won the
trophy. The Times reported
‘It was a sensational finish,
for it was Cranbrook’s last
shot that gave the school
the trophy for the first time’.

After the safety brief we fired upon some practice targets
to familiarise ourselves with the rifles and adjust and
correct our position and aim. Four cadets would shoot
at a time, meaning both teams had two firers on the
point in every detail. After practice we entered into the
scoring stages. Each stage consisted of subtly different
shoots, but in general all stages focused on achieving
the smallest grouping size on the target.

The first mention in the
Cranbrookian of a Corps at
Cranbrook was of a ‘Cadet
Corps from Allan’s little
school’ marching in a parade
to mark the wedding of the
Prince of Wales in 1863,
but it was the passionate
patriotism generated by the
Boer War in 1899 that led to
the Cadet Corps foundation.
In 1908 the Corps became
the Officers’ Training Corps
until after WW1 and was
directly responsible to the War
Office. In 1940 the Officers’
Training Corps was renamed
the Junior Training Corps, which
then became the Combined
Cadet Corps (CCF) in 1948
as Cranbrook had its own
Flight within the local ATC
squadron. In 1971 CCF
membership became voluntary.

LIEUTENANT COLONEL
DAVID PACK MBE

Our team of six competitors and two reserves met early
at the CCF stores to collect our weapons systems, ten
GP cadet rifles fitted with the .22 conversion kit, along
with magazines, ammunition, and most importantly,
lunch, before heading down to the range for the annual
Townsend shooting competition. Cranbrook School
CCF and Cranbrook ACF have fought over the Townsend
Trophy since 2011, with our unit winning since the first
competition, so we were defending the title and determined
that it would not be us that broke the winning streak.
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Later in this 500th anniversary year, the CCF were proud
to provide a guard of honour for Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal when she opened the new Sixth Form
Centre, a building of particular significance to our CCF having
been built as a gymnasium and memorial to the OCs
who gave their lives in the Second World War.

My favourite parts of the course were the thirty-hour
solo experience where we built and slept in our own
shelters, and a five-day 230km bike expedition along the
South Canol Road. The views were beautiful and I saw a
porcupine just a few metres away from me. The cycling
was incredibly challenging with one memorable 3km hill

A great day’s shooting had by all, and it was great
to work with and compete against a unit so close to
Cranbrook School.
SERGEANT JAKE BEDDARD
going almost vertically up 150m. With all the uphills
there were many thrilling downhills, and for some people
it was difficult to avoid crashing. Luckily we had no serious
injuries and at the end of the bike phases we made
camp and went rock climbing at a natural rock garden
near Whitehorse. As part of the expedition we enjoyed
the chance to do community service at a place called
‘MucTuc’, a dog shelter for hundreds of huskies used
for dog sledding tours in the winter.
At the final graduation parade everyone on camp paraded
in the formal dress and awards were given out. I was
awarded ‘Top UK Cadet’ which means I have the honour
of returning next year as a staff cadet. Overall it was one
of the best experiences of my life: I learnt so much that
I can use in the CCF and in the real world. I made so many
friends, Canadian and British. I can’t wait to return next year.

Wallace Wright
1875–1953
was awarded the Victoria
Cross in 1903 as an Officer
in the Queen’s Royal Regiment
for repulsing and forcing
the retreat of three thousand
enemy soldiers as one of
just two officers and 44 men.

LANCE CORPORAL WILLIAM CLARK

This year we had two cadets achieve places on the
International Cadet Exchange to Canada. My congratulations
to Cadet Will Clark and Cadet Huw Mathers for getting
through the selection phase, both of whom had a fantastic
time over the six week trip.
The hardest part at the end of the year is having to say
goodbye to some of our senior cadets. I would like to
give special mention to Colour Sergeant Ben West and
Colour Sergeant Francis Elliot, who have served the CCF
with distinction, including helping to instruct the Year 9
extracurricular activities for CCF. I would also like to take
the opportunity to thank all of the staff, officers and senior
cadets that make the CCF such a success.
FLYING OFFICER ROSS HART
SCHOOL STAFF INSTRUCTOR (SSI)
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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combined cadet force 2017–2018 continued
DARTMOOR ADVENTURE TRAINING
28 MARCH – 3 APRIL 2018

Hubert Harvey-Kelly
1904–1908
was a member of the Royal
Flying Corps in WW1 and the
allied pilot victorious in the
first ever air fight. Harvey-Kelly
was also the first British pilot
to land in France after the
declaration of war in August
1914 (cheekily disobeying
orders and landing ahead
of his commanding officer
who was due to claim this
honour!). He was badly
wounded in combat in 1917
and died a few days later.

Michael Osborn
1933–1935
was posted to the War Office
in 1934 to play a leading part
in the planning of the D-Day
invasion and landed with the
2nd British Army in Normandy.
Michael was one of the first
military personnel to enter
Belsen concentration camp
and went on to play a leading
part in the arrest of Heinrich
Himmler at the end of WW2.

This year’s Adventure Training was held at Willsworthy
Camp, a training facility owned by the army that lies right
on the edge of Dartmoor National Park, and the military
firing range. The camp comprised two preparation activity
days and a three-day expedition across Dartmoor.
Our two activity days started with mountain biking that
was not helped by the extreme cold and rain. Many of
us came unprepared without gloves or extra layers that
many of us regretted after a cold, wet and windy morning.
Despite this, the experience provided an opportunity for
bonding amongst the contingent and made the cadets
feel very accomplished in themselves. The first afternoon
brought a high-ropes exercise and, my personal highlight,
a trust tower where I climbed a tower attached to a
harness, to reach a small platform where I was joined
by three others before we had to join hands and lean
backwards and outwards. In the evening we helped with
pre-expedition training to prepare younger cadets for the
expedition phase, teaching them how to use the trangia
cookers they would use to cook their rations over the
three days.
On the last preparation day we went bouldering and
then took part in a navigation exercise in our expedition

Air Commodore
Mark Jeffery, OBE
1974–1979 Webster
has been a pilot, navigator and
Low Level Navigation instructor
during his career. Mark is
now Head of the RAF Safety
Centre in HQ Air Command.

John Silk
1860s/70s
was a physician who
campaigned for systematic
teaching in anaesthetics to
match and support advances
in surgery and who founded
the Society of Anaesthetics.
28
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Sir Selwyn Charles Wheeler
1936–1940
joined the Royal Marines
and, having fluent German,
was soon recruited to the
special intelligence service
in 1943. Selwyn went on to
play an important role in the
preparations for the D-Day
landings. In 1947 he joined
the BBC Overseas Service,
became Producer of Panorama
in 1956. He was knighted for
services in Television.

teams. The focus was on following bearings as they can
be crucial when the mist descends and visibility can be
severely impaired. After dinner, we spent the evening
route planning in teams and doing a thorough kit check
and packing our rucksacks.
On the first day of our expedition, we had a good day’s
walking and saw wild ponies, but when we arrived at
the campsite, the weather turned, and the temperature
dropped dramatically. After a second enjoyable day’s
walking, when we arrived at the campsite it started to rain
heavily. As camping out in the rain has its own challenges,
and with a further full day of walking planned, the staff
decided we should return to camp for the night. Although
not originally planned, an evening in the warm with a
proper meal served by the chefs, and an opportunity to
dry out our tents and equipment, proved to be popular.
Next day we set out to complete our expedition, but as
the cloud had now descended the first few hours navigation
were challenging, but a very good experience.
This year’s Adventure Training was a great trip that was
thoroughly enjoyed by all. CCF camps help develop
a sense of community in the CCF that you will struggle
to find elsewhere in the school.
COLOUR SERGEANT TOM CLARK AND
LANCE CORPORAL WILLIAM CLARK

ARMY SUMMER CAMP
8 JULY – 13 JULY 2018
For four weeks every summer, currently serving, reserve
and cadet force instructors run annual camps, giving cadets
the opportunity to take part in military and adventurous
activities. A friendly rivalry develops between the units,
which leads at the end of the five days to an inter-schools
competition covering everything they have been taught.
Army Summer Camp took place this year at Crowborough
Training Camp, near Tunbridge Wells.
Every instructor was fantastic and always encouraging
and supportive, no matter how tough and intimidating
they may have looked. This was demonstrated especially
during live firing on the range, where many of us (including
myself), have never shot before. We nerve-rackingly put
into practice all the weapons training we have been given
at school, and although daunting, once the first rounds
had been fired it was an exhilarating experience.
The week was packed with activities including a shotgun
range (clay pigeon shooting), weapon familiarisation
stand, paintball patrol lane, Army Fighting Vehicle (AFV)
recognition, night vision, survival and tracking, laser tag
in the forest, kayaking, climbing, arrow tag, mountain
biking, archery and rafting. While you were encouraged
to take part in everything, and for most things everyone
did, you didn’t have to if you were uncomfortable.
A highlight of the week were the real-life scenarios,
where we had to react to situations and work as a unit
to complete an exercise. One example was a First Aid
stand, where the instructors told us about three ‘injured’

people in the forest that needed rescuing. There were
two senior cadets in charge, six assigned medics, and the
rest as protection. Of course, there weren’t real casualties;
they were actually a dummy and two staff acting as
casualties. However, the thrill of searching the woods with
twenty other cadets supporting you really does make the
thought of returning to normal lessons at school slightly
disappointing. Another scenario included a blank-firing
exercise, where we cleared a compound, took part in a
sniper stalk, rescued an RAF pilot in a raid and ambushed
a small group of instructors acting as enemy. Although
the instructors acting as enemy had been doing the same
thing for four weeks, they still approached each exercise
with the same energy.
There was something every single day, and bar a few
hours in the evening we were always busy, going to bed
tired every day after a good meal. In the evenings we had
drill run by the senior cadets to find the best nine cadets
to compete in the drill squad on competition day.
On competition day itself we took gold in the shooting
and the command tasks stands, and took bronze in
mountain biking. There was also a round of promotions
to some of the older cadets, including Sergeant Tom
Clark’s promotion to Colour Sergeant, making him the
most senior cadet for 2018–2019. It was a fantastic week
and I highly recommend joining the cadets, if not to join
the army, or become an officer one day, then definitely
for the experience of being part of a unit that always
has your back.
CADET TARABELLA MIDDLETON
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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THE IMPACT OF WAR
THE FALLEN OF CRANBROOK SCHOOL IN THE GREAT WAR 1914–1918

Victoria Wallace
1978–1983
became the first female
Director General of the
Commonwealth War Graves
Commission in 2014, after
a career in the Diplomatic
Service in Tanzania,
Thailand, and Belgium.

On 1st July 1916 in northern France British soldiers
were waiting in their trenches, nervous but excited,
for the moment when it would finally be time to
go over the top and attack the Germans. But first,
the largest bombardment ever in the history of
warfare had to finish as over a million shells from
1,500 guns pounded the German trenches. This
was the first day of the infamous Battle of the
Somme that the British generals believed would
be the decisive battle in ending the war. However,
when the shelling ceased at precisely 7.30am, the
German soldiers raced up from their deep bunkers
and quickly set up their machine guns in the
wreckage of their trenches, firing so much that,
as Corporal Junger recalled, ‘The skin on our
fingers hung down in ribbons as the gun became
so hot from our ceaseless firing.’
Also throwing himself into this hell on 1st July was a
young British 2nd Lieutenant of the Royal Fusiliers, first
name John. John was desperate to do his best and set
an example to his men but in this bloodbath, he too was
hit in the head by a burst of machine-gun fire and died
instantly. John was just 20 years old, one of the 20,000
young men who would die on the first day of the Somme,
the greatest disaster in British military history.

Well, John’s surname was PARR-DUDLEY
Walter’s surname was PARR-DUDLEY
They were brothers, killed at just 19 and 20 years old. But
the brothers shared something else too – they had both
attended the same school – our school, Cranbrook School.
Every year at Speech Day the school awards the
Parr-Dudley prize for science and this was established
by the heartbroken parents of the two brothers after
John’s death in 1916. The school magazine of the time
commended the prize, ‘Indeed we may venture to say
that as long as Cranbrook School continues to exist,
so long will the name of Parr-Dudley come up for a
memorial before generations of students yet unborn.’
The Parr-Dudley brothers were just two of the 55
Old Cranbrookians to die in the war. Shockingly, nor
were they the only brothers to die from the school.
Basil and Stewart Clarke were killed in 1915, as were
the Torkington brothers, Charles and John. Thomas
and Benjamin Buss perished in the final year of the war
and Sidney and Victor Connell both fell in battle too.

Nearly two years later the war was still raging and another
2nd Lieutenant of the Royal Fusiliers, first name Walter,
was killed by a German sniper while he was leading
an attack on the same part of the trench system where
John had lost his life. Walter was just 19 years old.

The oldest OC to lose his life in World War One was
Sir Victor Horsley who was 59 years old when he died.
He was a pupil at the school in the 1870’s and later
became a very famous neuroscientist. He volunteered
in 1914 for field surgery duty in Iraq where he died
from severe heatstroke in 1916. For those pupils and
staff who belong to Horsley, who have ever wondered
whom your House is named after, you now have
your answer.

You might ask what was so significant about John and
Walter. There is sadly nothing particularly unusual about
their fate or how they died in the First World War.

The youngest OC to lose his life? William Douglas Wells,
just 16 years old, killed fighting at the Somme in October
1916. He had left school in 1915 and, like so many

The Cadet Force on parade
a few years after the end
of the Great War. The lives
of these young men would
be profoundly affected by
two World Wars.

youngsters, had clearly lied about his age to enlist.
As so often happened, the Army recruiters turned a blind
eye as they were desperate for troops. William Wells
now lies in Grove Town cemetery in France, so very far
away from Cranbrook where he lived and the school
he went to that remembers him still.
We also have an England rugby international among the
OCs who never came home from the war. Many of the
OCs who died were clearly fine sportsmen, but Douglas
Lambert was perhaps the most distinguished of them
all as he made the first of a number of appearances for
his country in 1907 against France, scoring an incredible
five tries on his debut.
Another OC, Major Hubert Dunsterville Harvey-Kelly,
is famous among historians of the war in the air as the
first British pilot to land in France after the declaration
of war in August 1914 (cheekily disobeying orders and
landing ahead of his commanding officer who was due
to claim this honour!) and he was also the first allied pilot
to down an enemy aircraft in the war. Harvey-Kelly’s
luck finally ran out in April 1917 when he was badly
wounded in combat and died a few days later.
It was not only ex-pupils who paid the ultimate price
– two teachers from the school also died in the war.
The magnificently titled Baron H J de Reuter (grandson
of the founder of the Reuters news agency) was killed
at the Somme in 1916 as he tried to rescue wounded
men from no man’s land at Y Ravine, a place where
our pupils visit today on the Year 10 battlefields trip.
Douglas Shepherd, Assistant Master at the school
before the war, also lost his life at the Somme.
It is clear the losses had a profound impact on the
school as a fine memorial board was put up displaying
the names of the fallen and in 1921 the school purchased
Rammell Field ‘for the use of the school in perpetuity’.
Every year, as part of our school remembrance service,
the whole school gathers to hear the names of the
fallen OCs from both world wars. Their names are also
commemorated on two boards in the library.
To conclude, this article can only brush the surface of
the many stories of those who never came home from
the battlefields of the Great War. Of course, we cannot
change the past and there is naturally a sense of great
sadness at the loss of so many lives, including those
as young as 19, 20 and even one 16 year old. They
never had a chance to fulfil their potential. But I would
suggest we can honour their memory by trying to fulfil
the potential in our own lives and that today’s generation
of students make the most of those wonderful academic
and extracurricular opportunities that are available to
you, to make new friends, to travel, to go to university
– to be the best you can be so that as we are proud
of the fallen, they would recognise themselves in you
and be proud of us too.

Walter Parr-Dudley can be
seen top right, as well as
standing proudly top right in
his football team photo taken
just three years earlier.

The First World War soldier and poet Siegfried Sassoon
died in 1967. He could not forget the war but he feared
the rest of us would. In his poem ‘The Aftermath’,
he concludes with the lines
‘Have you forgotten yet?
Look up, and swear by the green of the Spring,
that you’ll never forget.’
On the 100th anniversary of the end of World War 1,
at Cranbrook School, we have not forgotten.
We will remember them.
MR D W O’BRIEN, HISTORY TEACHER, CRANBROOK
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SAM WEST FOUNDATION
AND WalkTOTALK

DUKE OF EDINBURGH
Since taking over in January, it has been very clear to
me that the DofE is a very popular selection among Year 9
students, with numbers for Bronze Award participants
rarely falling below 90 students. With 40 Silver, and 20
Gold participants also taking part in the higher levels, this
is a tremendous achievement for the school, particularly
since Cranbrook runs the DofE completely independently
without using Authorised Activity Providers (AAPs). I hope
to make the DofE programme even more accessible to
all students, by offering different expedition packages
such as Canoeing, and building better support networks
for those taking part.

Rob Casserley
1989–1994 Allan
is a former surgeon and
now GP. Rob has a specialist
interest in altitude and
expedition medicine and has
summited Everest seven times.
He was the first ever Western
climber to double-summit
both in the spring of 2007
and 2010 and has assisted
Sir Ranulph Fiennes as doctor,
guide and cameraman.

Of course, this would not be possible without the help
from our DofE team of parents, supervisors, assessors,
helpers and admin staff that make the award run so
smoothly. I would like to extend my deepest thanks for
what they have done, and continue to do to support
the programme.
ROSS HART, DofE MANAGER, CRANBROOK SCHOOL
GOLD DofE QUALIFYING EXPEDITION 2018

Jonny Martin, Tom Dashfield, Oscar Edmondson,
Johnny Hurst, Seb Yeandle, Ben West, Josh Hughes,
Lizzy Martin, and down the front is William Dransfield
Photo credit, Emma-Louise Cubitt

Oscar Edmondson, a Cranbrook student who left the school
in summer 2018, was one of the Foundation’s supporters.
Here he gives a personal account of the Sam West Foundation
fundraiser WalkToTalk – a 10-day sponsored walk designed to
promote the idea that it is OK to not be OK.
Money was initially raised through events such as quiz nights, shaving
heads, busking and endless donations from the public. But it was
WalkToTalk that took the Sam West Foundation from a noble, small charity,
to a movement that has spread across the country and culminated in
a footsore team making it to Parliament, where they met with various
ministers and received a letter from Theresa May. The Sam West Foundation
has grown exponentially since then and it began with WalkToTalk.
Sam’s brother, Ben, organised a 200km walk over 10 days. He led a
team of ex-Cranbrook students who were joined on Day One by 130
people, and 17 dogs. Naturally this huge display of support resulted in
high spirits from the team. Day Two saw a far greater challenge. Upon
arrival at the start point we saw Ben was on crutches after injuring himself
on Day One. Ben was determined to keep walking, which was excellent
for spreading awareness, but after 6km we insisted he stop lest he do
himself permanent damage.
The primary aim of the walk was to ‘make mental health a conversation’
it shouldn’t be such a taboo subject to discuss, or, as I said to the minister
of education, ‘there should be no difference in talking about a broken leg
or a broken spirit’. On Day Eight I found myself in conversation with two
complete strangers, talking frankly about their, and their family members’,
mental health. I have never been happier to have a saddening conversation,
because it meant we were winning, the people who walked with us are
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now willing to talk about mental health – who knows, this may well save
lives in the future.
The Sam West Foundation is still going strong so please donate if you can
but more importantly take note of why we were walking and remember to
speak out about mental health.
Sam West sadly took his life in January 2018 whilst undergoing
treatment for depression and anxiety. He was a much loved,
fun, creative Year 11 boy. Following this tragedy, his parents
set up the Sam West Foundation (registered charity 1177924).
The remit of the Foundation is to promote awareness, diagnosis
and treatment of mental health issues affecting children and
teenagers and their families and to advance the education of
teenagers in music and art.

The DofE Gold Award was the perfect counterbalance
to the pressures of our A-level exams. During the first
week of the Easter Holidays, instead of pouring over our
textbooks, a small group of us Year 13s were battling
the elements in the hauntingly beautiful Dartmoor for
a Practice Expedition. Then at long last, from 25th to the
29th June, after all exams had come to an end, I believe
there was no better way to celebrate than a 50km hike
across the stunning peaks of the Lake District.
DofE acts as the ultimate friendship test. If you can survive
walking, eating and sleeping with the same five people
for four days straight then you’ve pretty much made it to
each other’s future weddings. This year was no exception,
with many challenges thrown our way. Highlights include
when both groups had no choice but to cross a river
employing the ingenious technique of staying in line
whilst slowly taking it in turns to step across. My group
were also confronted with a dilemma when one individual
from our group had the misfortune of tripping and hitting

his head on a rock. Luckily, we wasted no time in
applying first aid and co-ordinating with our supervisors
to get him to hospital where he speedily recovered.
The 4:00am starts may have been brutal but it was worth
it by the time we were up on High Street smug that we’d
avoided the heat of the day for our hardest climb.
There is absolutely nothing like the sense of euphoria
when surrounded by close friends and spectacular
views knowing that this is how we’re ending our time
at Cranbrook School.
Finally, our chosen aim of creating a video on our
odyssey was an enjoyable achievement for the group.
Although we may not quite reach the level of David
Attenborough, we captured vast amounts of footage
from our trek through the wilderness and all of the
emotions that came along with the journey. DofE Gold
was an extremely rewarding experience because as
much as legs ached or blisters hurt, I’m always going
to look back on this time as when we were young in the
world but already beginning to accomplish big things.

Josh Powell
2006–2011 Horsley
is a Conservation Biologist and
National Geographic Young
Explorer, with an interest in the
relationship between the natural
world and human society, as
well as the challenges both face.

JONNY MARTIN

The Cranbrook community and beyond have been extremely
supportive and generous towards us as a family and the
Foundation. We are overwhelmed by the warm community
spirit and thank everyone so much for all they have done.
Sarah Keith-Lucas
2000 Scott
BBC meteorologist and
presenter.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT SAMWESTFOUNDATION.ORG
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CONTINUING WHAT FRANK EVANS STARTED UP AT BIG SIDE
The wholesale refurbishment of the Evans Pavilion at Big Side has been an unqualified
success. Cranbrook School students, staff and parents now have a 21st century facility
to rival the very best.

SPORT

rugBy

The £184,000 renovation was funded by a substantial donation from a generous
benefactor who prefers to remain anonymous.
The Evans Pavilion was named after Frank Evans who was the master in charge of
cricket at Cranbrook for more than 30 years. Frank was the founder and first President
of the Lynxes Cricket Club which played its first match against Old Suttonians in 1947.
The Lynxes’ archives record that the original Evans Pavilion was built in 1963, funded by
£7,000 from the Old Cranbrookians and opened by Mr F W L Evans on 13 July 1963.
The recent building project includes an extension, reconfiguration and refurbishment
of the internal layout including a new kitchen area and changing facilities. There are also
now dedicated spaces to discuss tactics and coaching, external lights and a hardcore
parking area.

U12

Ruaridh McConnochie
2005–2010 Rammell
Olympian. Silver medallist
GB Rugby 7s Rio Olympics
2016 (far right).

Year 7 rugby has been a good experience; we have all
come on a lot from the first training session. It was some
people’s first experience of contact rugby but we quickly
moved onto nearly coming back to win a match, with
some amazing effort from everyone. I speak for the
whole team in saying that Mr Hillier has done a great
job in teaching and inspiring us. There is a great team
spirit and a lot of potential. A very promising start.

U15
U15B
The U15Bs had an excellent season winning seven
matches and played some fantastic rugby. Notable wins
were against Judd, St. Olave’s, Chis & Sid and Dartford.
In the forwards the back row of Ali Nard, Jo Sedgewick
and Ewan Roberts was a formidable unit and Justin
Parker and Ed Watson up front made a powerful pack.
Behind the scrum Will Henley had a tremendous season
providing a swift service to the captain Finley Nadin and
inside centre Alex Hutchings. Out wide George Timlin,
Beau Eaves and Jo Pullman were a constant threat.
A lot of credit must go to Mr Knight for his coaching
and encouragement throughout the season.

BARNABY WEBSTER, CAPTAIN
U14
U14B
The U14B team continued to strengthen over the season,
playing some excellent rugby by the final few matches
under the leadership of Luca Rayment. Winning matches
against Sevenoaks, St. Lawrence, St. Olave’s and
Robert Clack and drawing 31–31 with Chis & Sid is
great considering oppositions had been playing together
for two seasons. Oscar Edge and Wiliam Neate in
the forwards and Luca and Teyen Tapper in the backs
were the team’s backbone throughout.
U14A
It was a genuine privilege to captain such a good a
side, if only for a few games. It was also a privilege to
be coached by two brilliant rugby players, one an ex
All Black. We knew it was going to be a hard season,
and a hard task taking in the new tactics and play style
whilst playing squads with experience of playing together.
But it was a challenge we were more than willing to face.
Everyone in the team has technically improved more than
could have been imagined, and the play style Hika Reid
has given us has changed how we play. We dealt with
changes to the squad and players moving up from the Bs,
but it never affected how we played together.

The season had ups and downs, but it began and ended
with strong home victories. The entire squad has shown
great spirit and character. We were rocked by the size
of some opponents, but when facing people like Jeff, a
6ft 3 Saracens Academy star, what else could we do but
laugh? Even better than the sense of humour we showed,
we always dug in, with some people actually TACKLING
Jeff! For me, the highlight was ending the season on
our own pitch, with family watching, knowing I had led
a wonderful squad of not only friends, but incredible
rugby players too.
JED VINE, CAPTAIN

U15A
This time last year the U14A team lost every game.
This year the Cranbrook U15A have come out with seven
wins, four loses and one draw. Playing top teams around
Kent such as Skinners, Eltham College and Maidstone
Grammar, the team did as well as possible. We started
on a high beating Sevenoaks 22–10 with Denby Timlin
earning man of the match. The following weekend we
faced a very well drilled St. Joseph’s where we worked
hard to earn a draw. We next faced Maidstone Grammar,
who got to the semis of the Kent cup, unfortunately
coming two points short. Fourth game in we played
Skinners. Missing key players such as Sam Ward
and Harry BR we lost 49–0, which didn’t reflect how
we played. We faced Duke of York, a physical team,
who we beat comfortably 29–12. Next came Judd B
who we beat 52–0 with 2 tries from Huw Mathers and
great ball carrying from Max Fleming. St. Lawrence
College we beat comfortably 36–19 with good link up
play between Jack Borowski and Paddy Hagger to score.
With back row Pete Schiener, back from injury, we put
in a big shift against Chislehurst but still came up short
36–19. St. Olave’s we beat easily 29–10 with Rupert Terry
and Cameron Cummings playing very well in the centre.
We then beat Dartford Grammar 29–12. At Eltham College
we dominated but with Eltham scoring a few break away
tries we fell short 29–12. Our final game of the year was
Simon Langton and finished on a high winning 30–15. The
whole team would like to thank Hika Reid and Mr Hillier
for coaching us this season.

Head of Rugby at Cranbrook, Tom Hillier, said, ‘The refurbished pavilion now provides
a superb focal point for all our rugby training sessions and matches at Big Side. It is
enjoyed by all our age groups at the school and is a facility of which we are genuinely
proud. The Pavilion now offers four changing rooms, toilets and showers for the
players, separate toilet facilities for visitors, a well-equipped kitchen, a main meeting
room with TV, a coaches’ office with a computer and a great sized storage room. The
rugby teams can now change in comfort up at Big Side and can use the main meeting
room to analyse matches using the TV or on flipcharts. That has been a great help to
all who have used it.’
Gary Marshall, President of Lynxes CC, is equally enthusiastic about the new facility.
He said, ‘It is a great improvement and will be greatly appreciated for many years to
come by those Lynxes cricketers that will come back in the future.’

“

The sense of comradeship amongst
my teammates is special; particularly
on the rugby field where you put
your bruised body on the line for
one another. There’s a huge amount
of trust between us.
WILL FARMER

PADDY HAGGER, CAPTAIN
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2ND XV
The 2nds had a great start to the year winning the first
two games against Sevenoaks and Maths schools with
some great individual moments from Nduka Marc-Anthony
and Will Farmer grabbing two tries each. However, this
was followed by a few hard fixtures which we lost, but
the team’s spirit and drive against Skinners was surely a
highlight as we spent most of the game defending. This
performance was followed with probably our best game
of the season beating Duke of York 36–5. This showed
how far we have come as Duke of York previously beat
Maidstone Grammar a team we lost to earlier in the season.
With another win to follow against St. Lawrence the team
was looking on form again with the Pod system finally
coming together well. This was unfortunately the peak
of the season for us. Starting the second half of term
losing key players Toby Carter and Owen Chilvers to the
firsts and with most of our hardest fixtures to come saw
a run of bad form. Although we didn’t manage to win
a game from then on, there were some great highlights.
Probably the most entertaining game being against
Eltham with the try of the season from Angus McGowan
after intercepting the ball in our own third, running the
length of the pitch to score. Overall I am very proud of our
performances this season. A big thank you to Mr Hillier
and Des for being great coaches and always being there
for the team. I wish all the Year 12s the best of luck with
rugby next year. ‘Up the Wildcats’!

rugby continued

HENRY BLANDFORD, CAPTAIN

RUGBY COACH HIKA REID

U16

1ST XV

Surely few UK schools can boast such an exciting and inspirational addition to its
coaching team as the hooker Hika Reid; a former New Zealand All Black and now
a visiting coach at Cranbrook.

The team started off a bit rusty again at the beginning
this season, however we were very excited to have
a new coach, Hika Reid, who at the beginning of the
season joked to us that we could ‘only get better!’ It
was his hardcore, pushing and relentless coaching style,
as well as our team’s ‘natural bond of friendships’ that
encouraged us to develop as players and as a team.
The first few games of the season were a learning curve
for us and after a few attempts to get it right we beat
the touring Argentinian side by 32–12. After half term
we came back firing and raring to win another game.
We put up a strong performance against a very strong
Chis and Sid 3rd team and ended up losing the game
by just two points. The team agreed that we wouldn’t
let silly mistakes get the better of us and in the next
game against Robert Clack’s 1st team we played our
best rugby so far and pulled away to win 11–7. Our
season came to an end with great performances in
the Eltham game from the whole team to only lose
by three points to a great team. Well done to George
‘Brick’ Mandell for his consistently solid tackling and
Percy ‘Big P’ Christopherson for his beautiful game play.
At the end of the season the team was playing amazing
flowing rugby and this was in no doubt due to our
total team commitment to the new style of play and
the excellent relationship we built with our main coach
Hika Reid.

This season proved a tough one for the first XV with many
results not quite going our way. The beginning of the
season was a time of change with new coach Hika Reid
coming in, bringing a new expansive and exciting style
of play. It took the boys a while to truly understand and
implement this new system. After the first few games the
boys were really starting to grasp the new pattern, which
truly showed in our match against MGS where we lost
by five points after conceding a late score. MGS went on
to have a nearly unbeaten season showing how well we
performed. We hoped that this performance would be the
catalyst we needed to go on and dominate our next few
matches. However, after a flurry of injuries to key players
such as Nick Leipold and Tobi Olu-Martins this proved not
to be the case. Despite not having the results to show for
their performances the boys dug deep every match and
never let their heads drop. Towards the end of the season

Hika has been working alongside our Head of Rugby, ex Wasp’s player Tom Hillier,
to support and develop our rugby coaches who have all played at a high level themselves.
His antipodean insight as both player and coach has brought a different approach
that has helped us to maximize the experience of our own coaching team. We are
hugely grateful to the major donor whose vision and generosity has made this possible.
With nine international caps, Hika is probably best remembered for a spectacular
try in the second test against Australia in 1980, in which he started and ended a
counter-attack from near the All Blacks’ goal line.
Hika, or ‘Coach’, has been hugely respected and well-liked by the boys. They describe
him as humble about his career success, yet generous in how he shares his experience
and insight. He has helped to develop structure and team play, bringing team success,
and encouraged boys at all levels to be the best they can be as individuals and so
experience a real sense of reward in their rugby.

TOM ANSELL, CAPTAIN
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the team went from strength to strength and if we had
an extra couple of months together as a team with
Hika I’m sure our results would be looking very different.
Special mentions must go to Chad Tatton and Rory Marsh
winning players’ player and coaches’ player of the season.
Tobi Olu-Martins won most-improved after continuing
to better himself game on game. Also a massive thanks
to all the Year 12s who stepped up to make our last
season so special with Chris Vinton winning the best
Year 12 award showing his flare and potential all season.
A massive thanks to Hika who has inspired and motivated
us all year. Truly a coach we’ll never forget.
HARRY THOMPSON, CAPTAIN

Under David Swinburne in
the 1990s, the boys’ 1st XV
had their best season since
1938 and, more importantly,
were repeatedly awarded
the Whistler Trophy, given
by Kent Society of Rugby
Referees to the school
consistently displaying
the best sportsmanship.

WITH THANKS
On behalf of all the boys we would like to thank the
teachers who have helped us this season. Especially
DOB for his top class refereeing (often back-to-back
matches), but also Mr Knight and Mr Brown – we are
so grateful for the time you have given.
Sports colours
Finn Murphy
Dan Mullis
Freddie Mclennan
Gregor Sampson
Will O’Kane
James Ansell
Jaz Macdonald
Tom Picken
Henry Blandford
Loucka Stevens
Full colours
Rory Marsh
Chad Tatton
Harry Thompson
Nick Leipold
Tobi Olu-Martins
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U15B
U15B have played brilliantly this season. Although starting
off with a loss against King’s we won every other match,
showing lots of improvement and skill throughout the season.
Our best game was our last against Kent College Pembury,
winning 31–8. The Players’ Player is Holly Humphrey.

SPORT

Netball

EVA WRIGHT, CAPTAIN
U16A

“

Sport gets me out of the classroom,
and has given me the chance to
create amazing bonds with my
teammates and make new friends
coming from different schools in
the process. There are so many
activities to try that everyone can
find something they enjoy.
BELLE WITHNALL
U12
The U12s have been a delight to coach this term and are
starting to work well together as a team. All 13 girls have
had the chance to play and they have been well led by
Captain Chloe Jones who also made a guest appearance
in an U14B match v Benenden!
U14A
Played seven matches and won three. We have definitely
grown as a team and improved significantly from the first
match. The best match was against King’s Rochester, it was
our first win and it gave us confidence for the next matches.
Every girl in the team improved and played well. Korede
improved the most, increasing her confidence in shooting.
AMELIE BOTTLE, CAPTAIN

U14B
Team had an enjoyable and successful season developing
skills and improving our teamwork. We co-operated
well and won half of our matches with the defeats being
very close! Throughout the season we have progressed
well. Special recognition to Erin Olliver for coming up
from the C team half way through the season to become
an excellent addition to the Bs.
LILLY SIMPSON, CAPTAIN
U14C

BELLE WITHNALL, CAPTAIN
2NDS
This season has been great for the 2nds winning every
match apart from one. It was the first match against a
strong side, King’s. We had had little training and to come
away losing only by four was a very good result.

Started the season with a good win against King’s 11–3,
followed by a win against Claremont 28–6. Throughout
the season Jess Beech and Isla played with great speed,
with Erin, Imogen and Cosima consistently shooting well.
The season finished with a tournament at Benenden School
which was played with great enthusiasm. Thank you
very much to Mrs Ward for supporting and coaching us.

The rest of the season was great with the girls winning
by very high scores. The overall goal difference was 140.
Standout games were 38–7 v Duke of York and 39–10
v Ashford. MVP – Ella Batson and MIP – Emily Freeman.

SOPHIE ADDIS, CAPTAIN

1STS

U15A
Didn’t have the best start to the season losing to King’s
Canterbury 11–27, however since then everything only
got better as we won all our other matches. The team
members changed during the term but all players adjusted
well and the results show this. Overall the fluidity of play
and turnovers improved greatly and it was a great season.
Special mention to Georgie Parsons being Players
Player. MVP was Alex Turner and MIP was Liv Keene
for stepping in to play GS so well. Thanks especially
to Emma Riggs for coaching us.
ALEX TURNER, CAPTAIN

Full netball colours
Louisa Myrtle, Captain
Annie Coleman, Vice Captain
Lucy Carter
Lydia Dunham, MIP
Freya Desoutter
Ella Carter, MVP

We began the season with the aim to clean up the
structure of our play and work on accurate passes into
the goal circle. These improvements led us to progress
with our netball and win all but two of our matches.
The most improved player this season was Olympia Anley,
Players’ Player was Dupe Ometola and Belle Withnall
was voted MVP by Mrs Coleman.

FREYA BLACK, CAPTAIN

The 1sts have played eight, won six and lost just two matches
this season and considering our losses were to King’s and
Colfe’s, it’s a fantastic result. We played in a Kent tournament
in September which was good training. We also came second
in the State Boarding Federation tournament winning all but
one game where we lost our GK Lydia to an injury. Lydia was
voted by the team as our most valuable player of the season,
she mastered her defence in the D and turned over endless
balls to our advantage. Jess C stepped up to the 1sts for
the SBF Tournament. She played both defence and shooter
so was essential to the team. Other good wins have been
against Duke of York, where Elsie made great passes into
the D to Izzy and Annie. A huge thank you to Emily for being
such a reliable player and joining the team in the centre court
towards the end of the season. Connie too played with passion
and commitment as both C and WA. We finished the season
playing in the Benenden tournament and beating schools like
Mayfield where Luce played a strong, consistent WD position
who was always ready to receive the ball at the C pass and
Freya’s versatility saved us as she took Lydia’s position at GK.
Ella C continued to turn over play consistently with interceptions
and rebounds that earnt her MVP for the season. The highlight
of the season was the Bede’s game. They were a very strong
and dominant team. It was close but we won on their home
court 26–24 with no subs so everyone worked really hard,
but special mention must go to our shooters Annie and
Izzy who both played exceptionally well. Finally we finished
the season beating KC 31–22, it was much more exciting
than the score suggests, it remained equal throughout but
we took it away in the last quarter. Our final 10 minutes of
netball will be one to remember. Good luck to all leavers.
LOUISA MYRTLE, CAPTAIN
WITH THANKS
Thank you to Mrs Ward, Emma and Amy for their
coaching support.
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HERE COME THE GIRLS!
The admission of girls to Cranbrook was first mooted as early as 1965 as potentially
preferable to an enforced move to a fully comprehensive system, although the idea
resulted in the resignation of at least one Governor.
Our first girls arrived into the sixth form in 1971 and by 1973 Cranbrook had appointed
Marjorie Hingley as its first full time female teacher. The arrival of girls in greater numbers
meant that for the first time boys were addressed by their christian names and Janice
Barrat (née Wickham) joining from DCPS was quoted as saying, ‘We are all part of
something new, something radical. Throw away the old rule book… A progressive
school is in the making.’
Scott’s metamorphosis from junior boys’ House to senior and junior girls’ House took
place in 1975 to coincide with the first fully co-educational entry of day pupils, and
by 1976 Isabel Diffey was appointed as Senior Mistress with particular responsibility
for issues relating to girls. Cecilia Ball was the school’s first ever girl House Captain,
and in 1977–1978 Karen Williams became our first joint Captain of the School.

YEAR 7 INTERVIEW WITH MR DAVID FIRMINGER
We are going to take you back to visit Cranbrook School in 1965, to speak to past
Head of Sports, Mr Firminger, about when he joined the school.
‘The first team showed excellent promise, but the same cannot be said for the rest.
They were dreadful, and very badly looked after. I took into my mind to do something
for them.’ The only sports played at this time were rugby, hockey and cricket.
Sometimes at the end of the hockey season, the teams would be ‘rewarded with
a little athletics’. Little did the pupils know, this was all soon to change.
Mr Firminger had all the sports fields drained, netball and tennis courts made for the
girls, who joined the school in 1973 and he introduced a real hockey pitch to the school.
When the girls joined, the sports were expanded to include netball, tennis and rock
climbing, and just before he left, he saw the Sports Hall built. This took three years,
from 1986–1989 but the end result pleased the students very much. After 4–5
years of his hard work, the 6th form had the choice of up to ten sports to choose from.
After teaching at Cranbrook School for 25 years, Mr Firminger moved on to a small
prep school. From all of his years of teaching at different schools, he confided in us
that Cranbrook was his highlight of teaching.
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WHY CRANBROOK SCHOOL SPORT MATTERS
LYNX SPOKE TO HEAD OF SPORT LIZ COLEMAN ABOUT HER ROLE AT THE SCHOOL

SPORT

Liz Coleman is passionate about what she does and that enthusiasm is infectious.

BOYS hockey

‘Positivity breeds positivity,’ said Liz. ‘The reason I enjoy working at Cranbrook is because
we have ambitious children here. They want to learn, they are bright, well-rounded –
and want to have fun – they’re just the sort of children that I like to work with.
‘I’ve always wanted to work with teenagers. Unlike others maybe, I like teenagers and
I think I understand them.

U15A
The boys had a mixed season with good wins against
Ashford and Skinners and hard games against Eastbourne,
St. Lawrence and Hurstpierpoint. The whole team
developed well as the season progressed playing some
great passing hockey using the speed up front. A special
mention must go to Jack Stewart who led his team well
and made sure the boys kept fighting until the final whistle.
Another mention must go to our goalkeeper George Kite
who was strong all season and who looks a real talent
for the future. This side showed real team spirit both
in the matches and on the training ground and were
a pleasure to coach.

Jeremy Barham
1952–1960 Horsley
Olympian, GB hockey team,
Mexico Olympics 1968.

MR HARRISON
2NDS

Full hockey colours
Dan Mullis
James Ansell
Matthew Sprent
Josh Carter
Richard Sumner
Bailey Wright
Half hockey colours
Alex Attwall
Henry Poole
George Farmer

U12

U15B

In what was a relatively short season, the U12 boys
showed phenomenal improvement and progress. Special
mentions must go to Harry and Cody who put in some
great performances, the girls who filled in and contributed
hugely whenever needed and finally to Bennie who was
a revelation in goal! Onwards and upwards for the lads.

U15Bs played four matches, won two, lost two. They
started and ended the season with excellent wins over
The King’s School, Canterbury (4–0) and Hurstpierpoint
College (2–1). Eastbourne College and St. Lawrence
College proved too strong, both 3–0 losses. The team
was enthusiastically led by Captain Kit Nobbs and Vice
Captain James Hammond who generated a strong team
spirit. Special mentions go to Tom Shenton who was
fantastic in goal, George Timlin as top goal scorer and
Freddie Cutler who was tireless in defence. Highlight
of the season was holding out to beat Hurst 2–1 in the
last match!

MR MCCONNOCHIE
U14B
Although the number of fixtures was not quite what we
had hoped, the U14Bs showed decent improvement by
the end of the season. In the first game against Eastbourne,
we didn’t get close to scoring but by the end of the season
the boys were attacking well and putting teams under
pressure. Most attacks were orchestrated by MVP Harry
Kittermaster and Players’ Player, Tom Morgan who fed
Captain Hugo Taylor up front. Defensive efforts also improved
with Jed Vine (Vice Captain), Victor Cova, Teyen Tapper
and MIP Charlie Drew learning to work well together. Special
mention must also go to both Horatio Thomson and Adam
Vallack who made some outstanding saves between them.
MR MCCONNOCHIE
U14A
After a rather shaky start with very few of the boys
attending trials, this team have gone from strength to
strength. Most memorable results are wins over King’s
Canterbury, Eastbourne and Skinners. The latter part
of the season was more challenging with the team
decimated by injury against very tough opposition. They
have shown great potential, displayed excellent team spirit
and have been a pleasure to coach. They will be ones
to watch out for next year. A great winning season boys,
well done!
MRS BURNETT
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MR HILLIER

The 2nd XI had a turbulent season largely due to availability
issues. They started strong with convincing victories over
King’s Canterbury and Ashford but quickly began to stray.
Eastbourne College at home marked a turning point in what
had been a very positive start. Weather issues, coupled
with mocks and injuries, prevented us gaining any momentum
in the final straight. However those that did keep turning
up each week made considerable improvements and their
contributions were hugely valuable. They worked hard
in training and focused on match day. Special mentions
go to Archie Marshall, George Farmer, George Lowe,
Seb Terry, Bill Betts and Will Adey in particular.
MR HULBERT
1STS
We have had an enjoyable and productive season,
with good wins against Ashford, Rochester Maths and
Simon Langton. In the Frank Mason Tournament wins
against King’s Canterbury, Duke of York, Chatham and
Clarendon Grammar were impressive. A narrow loss
1–0 to Tonbridge allowed us to qualify for the quarter
final where we lost on flicks to Langley Park. Highlight
of the season was our 4–0 win against King’s Canterbury
in the Frank Mason tournament. Everything came
together and we dominated the game in all parts of the
pitch. Big smiles all round, especially from the coach.
It was great to see three year groups playing so well
together as a team. We also had a narrow loss to a strong
Eastbourne which showed this team could really compete
with the top schools in the area. The boys have worked
hard this season and seemed to really enjoy their hockey.
They all adapted well to the different positions and played
some very attractive hockey. MIP for the season was
Will Farmer for his tireless work as sweeper. Huge thanks
must go to Dan for his reliable captaincy and consistent
defending which earnt him MVP from Mr Harrison.
MR HARRISON
WITH THANKS
Thank you to Mr Harrison for his effort and enthusiasm.

‘I feel it’s a real vocation with my role to create opportunities for students to play sport,
exercise and do anything that is healthy for them – both mentally, physically and socially.
It’s become much more holistic in that way over the past few years. We are adopting
a more balanced approach.
‘The awareness of mental health issues has changed significantly in the past two years,
well especially this year. That’s our focus now – mental health, well-being and enjoyment.
That’s what is important.
‘I try to have two hats on. It’s about getting the teams in the competitive spirit because
you get something from competition that you don’t get from anything else that I have
ever experienced.
‘I still play team games myself. That means I still enjoy the euphoria of winning and
still get the frustration of losing. But that’s life. I think it sets you up and makes you
a much more resilient person because you are used to succeeding and failing.
But I also want it to be fun and a good stress reliever from all the serious academic
responsibilities – I want the students to be able to have a great time in PE and take
part in extracurricular sports clubs and teams to pursue this enjoyment further and
as a positive life choice.
‘It’s also all about working as a team as a unit working with each other to try and help
others get better rather than just focusing on ourselves.
‘I could not imagine doing anything else. It’s an amazing feeling that you’re actually
working to provide opportunities and enjoyment for others and it’s hugely rewarding
when you witness the success either in competition or through regular participation.’
Liz relies on a team of one full-time member of PE staff, two part-time PE teachers
who teach academic subjects as well as teaching staff with a sports interest who help
in games and matches, specific coaches and volunteers.
‘What I love about what we are doing now at the school is getting different people in
at different times,’ she said. ‘To get that extra input of energy is crucial.
‘It’s very hard to get that from full-time teaching staff all the time but for other staff to
come in is brilliant for them and brilliant for their relationships with the kids because
they see them outside the classroom.’
Specialist coaches also provide another layer of expertise, professionalism and passion.
‘You get a totally different respect when you teach children sport. I think that’s because
you get a chance to talk to them in a less formal environment, interact and get to know
them better as individuals. The psychology behind enjoyment, success and participation
in sport is immense.
‘We know we need more coaches and senior leadership is supporting the department.
We have a long way to go but we are getting there.’
So how can parents help?
‘To be honest it’s money and time. Parental investment and now Cranbrook Together
has been amazing for us. The facilities have improved but now we must further invest
in the people. It’s hard to find good staff within a budget but we do get a lot of great
support and being able to pay for specialised coaches does make a difference.’

“

Coming off a pitch, whether sweaty
or drenched in mud and rain, knowing
that you have beaten the opposition
means you can reflect on what
YOU did to achieve that victory and
gives you extreme confidence.
PIERS TOWNSEND
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U15A
U15A have had a great season, winning and drawing
eight out of 12 games played. Our teamwork and general
skills have improved compared to last year resulting
in many good games. The season started on a high,
winning 5–0 against an U16 Argentinian Tour Team. We
continued to work hard – one of the highlights being the
match v local opposition SVS where after an unsettled
first half which saw us as 4–0 down, but we came back
to finish on a 4–4 draw. We competed a year young at
the U16 County championships and secured a place
in the quarter finals. We would like to thank Mrs Burnett
our coach and also Mr Hulbert, Mr Presnell and
Mr Thompson who stepped in to umpire and coach
us when required.

SPORT

Girls hockey
U12

Stephane Smith
Olympian, Brazil hockey team,
Rio Olympics 2016.

U12 girls have had a great hockey season. For us it
wasn’t about the results it was about getting everyone
involved, learning and improving, and I think we achieved
this goal. Although we didn’t have many matches, I know
that everyone tried really hard and it was nice that all
13 of us in Year 7 got a chance to play in matches.
Well done to everyone!!

KIANA GOLLAN, CAPTAIN
2ST XI

POLLY BROWNLOW, CAPTAIN
U14B

Georgina Henry
1978
entered journalism in 1984
and joined the Guardian as
Media Correspondent in
1989. After helping to edit
the G2 and Comment pages
Georgina was appointed
Deputy Editor in 1995,
becoming one of the most
senior women in British
media. She was a co-founder
of Women in Journalism.

U14Bs didn’t manage to win any of our matches! However,
we continued to improve throughout the season and
towards the end games became much closer, our best
being against St. John’s. At the beginning, we didn’t
know each other but with each game we began to play
better together, with the help of our coach Mel. A few of
us hadn’t ever played hockey before but still contributed
greatly to the team. A big well done and thank you to the
Year 7s – Chloe, Tabby, Evie and Arabella who joined us
for training and stepped up to play many games with us too.
GRACE PARSLEY, CAPTAIN
U14A
The U14As have had a tough season, playing some
very strong teams. Having never played together before,
we have learnt and grown together as a team and our
match results don’t reflect how well we play together.
At the U14 County tournament, we came runners up in
our group, to progress on to the quarter finals where we
faced St. Lawrence College. We have had good wins
against Mayfield, Claremont and Duke of York. Throughout
the season everyone stayed determined and motivated
and we look forward to greater success next year. Special
mention must go to Polly Brownlow (Year 7) who has been
a strong, dominant and reliable player within our team.

Full hockey colours
Pip Ross
Maddie Fox
Ana Glubb
Izzy Cloke
Lucy Carter
Hannah Eva
Purdey Duncan
Louisa Myrtle
Cicely Freeman

Finally we would like to thank Freddie for his total
commitment to our team as our first coach at
Cranbrook School.
ANNA LANE, CAPTAIN
U15B
U15B have improved so much and we have really
grown together as a team. For me it’s been an honour
to lead the team and I’m really proud of how every
member has been so committed to each match and
every training session. We started the season strong
with a 4–0 win against Eastbourne despite having
played together very little. In our second match against
Sutton Valence our defence showed their strength.
Impressively, Joe Saunders didn’t concede any goals
despite endless attack and the defence and midfielders
worked tirelessly to ensure us a win. The season
continued to be very positive. We are very happy with
the results of five wins and only three losses this season.
Thank you so much Mrs Ward on behalf of the whole
team for her never-ending support, encouragement
and coaching.
KATHRYN RASMUSSEN-ARDA, CAPTAIN

It certainly wasn’t a dull season for the 2nd XI! We
played 11, won five, lost six, scored 32 goals and
conceded 26. It is always difficult to play the first match
of the season against Eastbourne, but we kept battling
despite the strong opposition. We learnt quickly and
beat Mayfield 4–1, playing cohesively and at high
intensity. Brighton and St. John’s proved to be tough
opposition but we showed our fighting spirit with good
wins vs Ashford and St. Lawrence. A narrow 2–1 loss
to Sevenoaks was followed by two thumping wins
against Kent College and Duke of York’s where we
scored a total of 15 goals and conceded zero. A massive
thank you to all the girls who helped out when we were
short of players and to those who were committed to
training, making it an enjoyable season for everyone.

FAINT PRAISE INDEED
School sport at Cranbrook is quite rightly about physical and mental well-being.
Head of Sport Liz Coleman talks in more detail about the philosophy of Cranbrook
sport elsewhere in these pages.
However, most parents of a certain vintage will know how much the teaching of sport
has changed since the 1970s and 1980s. Those were the days when sports teachers
were tough as teak and expected their charges to be equally hard. Cross-country
was compulsory and often used as a replacement for team sports when wintry pitches
were unplayable.
Delving through the archives the Lynx Editor found a copy of the Cranbrookian from
the 1880s which revealed that things were even tougher in the Victorian era.

CICELY FREEMAN, CAPTAIN

In a remarkable extract entitled ‘Football Characters’ we meet some of the team from
that era in some pithy vignettes that speak volumes about the times and the value
placed on motivation in sport.

1ST XI

Enjoy these choice examples:

This season the 1st XI have been graced by Mr Johnson’s
positive attitude and supportive nature, leading to a very
enjoyable term. We started the season very strongly,
drawing to a very strong Argentinian tour team. In the
U19 County tournament we played some of the best
hockey we’ve ever played, and made it to the semi-finals,
just losing out to a place in the finals and in the regionals
to Sevenoaks. We developed well as a team, improving
with every game and putting up a good fight against
top schools. Highlights include impressive performances
against Brighton and St. John’s and a good win against
Mayfield. We ended on a 50% win-loss ratio which
considering the schools we play was an extremely
pleasing end of season result. Without Mr Johnson this
season would have been very different, so thank you so
much for all your hard work, passion and commitment.

ELWELL, L – A reliable full-back, kicking well and tackling strongly, but somewhat slow
though much improved of late.

ANA GLUBB, CAPTAIN

EADY, R S – Was put in goal without previous practice and has acquitted himself
admirably in that very difficult position, fisting out very well and rarely losing his head.

REEVES, R – Has played up hard at full-back, but is rather slow and lacks weight.
COLMAN, A T – A very useful hardworking centre-half, tackles pluckily, but lacks pace,
has fallen off.
NEAVE, J – Has played half-back on the right in several matches; has plenty of weight,
but fails to use it, kicks strongly though without much judgment.
GREENAWAY, H – Rushes well, has plenty of strength and speed, but does not keep
well on the ball; a moderate shot but failed to justify expectations.
LAKE, B G – For most of the season has played outside-left with considerable success.
Apt to be easily discouraged.
EADY, G J – Has suffered from being moved about a good deal. As a rule works hard,
using his pace and weight, but with not much judgment.

Who says things were better in the old days?

“

I love sport as it’s a break from reality.
It’s an outlet for stress and a way to
get things off your mind. I love seeing
people who aren’t that confident put
themselves out there and find a sport
they really enjoy.
CHLOE JONES
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ROUNDERS AND CRICKET FOR GIRLS
We competed in the Tunbridge Wells Leagues for rounders
for Year 7, 9 and 10 for the first time with a range of fixtures
against local grammar and state schools, as well as the
traditional Saturday matches against our usual opposition.
Our most successful age group were the U14s, who had
a 50% win rate and also won the Benenden U14 Rounders
Invitational tournament. Some excellent performances
especially from Tatum on the batting front but commitment
and progress from all in the field provided regular solid
performances. Issy B-F deserves a special mention as

SPORT

Mixed
Cranbrook School Equestrian Team has had another
dazzling year. The school has been represented in all
disciplines; show jumping, dressage, arena eventing and
jumping with style. 2017–2018 was the 6th consecutive
year that the school has qualified for the National School
Equestrian Association National Championships. Issy
Stephen, Georgie Estall, Polly Hutton and Charlie Hilton
formed the show jumping team and Issy Stephen put
in a magnificent performance to win the school Show
Jumping Individual Championship title at Addington,
beating hundreds of competitors from all over the country.

The Seniors had big wins v Farringtons, Sutton Valence
(twice), Tunbridge Wells Boys Grammar and Bennett
producing a five and zero winning games record. The
team really started to gel together after Christmas and
we began to find our range from deep, plus learned
to adapt to a fast break style of basketball. We
underperformed at the Annual Tonbridge Tournament
suffering two heavy losses though bounced back to
win our own Cranbrook Tournament last weekend by
producing well-crafted wins and our 68–49 win over
Sutton demonstrated some of the best team play we
have ever produced. This senior team has comprised
of players from all year groups and we need to recognise
how fantastic some of our results have been seeing
as we play teams of mainly Year 13s.

We said farewell and thank you to:
Emily Freeman (Captain) who qualified for Addington
on many occasions. Schools Arena Eventing Champion
2016–2017

Thank you to Emma, Amy and Ben for assisting on
game days plus Nadine for her refereeing. We are also
hugely grateful to Coach Coleman for all he has done
to develop our sport at Cranbrook, giving students yet
another sporting option.

Issy Stephen International Schools Champion representing
Cranbook School for Team England (2016–2017),
National Show Jumping Champion (2017–2018)
Hannah Williams Qualified for Schools Championships
at Addington, Hickstead and Keysoe

Full colours
Full colours go to Dan Mullis
who’s been ever present
in this squad since his first
weeks in Year 9 and to
Tobi Olu-Martins who only
started playing the sport late
in Year 10 and has evolved
into a fine dominant power
forward.

After an autumn term with highs and lows due to injuries,
the second half of the season has been highly successful.
The U15 team gained a walkover win v Skinners and
therefore came a highly creditable third in the West Kent
League. The U16s recovered well from their opening
season loss at St Greggs and notched wins v Bennett
and Skinners. They finished 4th in their Division and now
look forward to fighting for their spots in next year’s senior
team. Bear Voight captained the team ably assisted by
his colleagues.

Other highlights for the school included Issy, Georgie
and Ewan Barbour qualifying for the NSEA Bury Farm
Championship in Bedfordshire. Georgie qualified for
the Arena Eventing Championship as an individual at
Hickstead. Millie Seymour, Emily Freeman, Issy Stephen,
Georgie Estall, Hannah Williams and Charlie Hilton all
qualified for the NSEA Championship Plate at Keysoe.
Eva Wright, Constance Andrews and John Gleave all
competed for the school during the 2017–2018 year.
Ewan travelled to New Zealand as part of the Team
Scotland mounted games team and also rode at the
Horse of the Year Show.

Brian Moore
1943–1950 Horsley
BBC’s first football
correspondent and face
of ITV’s ‘The Big Match’,
Brian became Director
of Gillingham FC.

We played three cricket matches and the team was a
mix of Year 7 and 9. The girls involved were inexperienced
but made progress every game and learnt more – which
was the objective this first season. Evie Langham in Year 7
was voted MOM against Mayfield and the other Year 7s
Polly Brownlow, Chloe Jones and Millie Vinton fitted
in seamlessly with the Year 9s. Special mentions to
Imogen Linton and Lilly Simpson for their enthusiasm
and performances across all three games.

BASKETBALL

EQUESTRIAN

Peter West
1932–1939 Crowden
BBC cricket commentator
as well as reporting on
the Olympics from 1948
to 1972 and introduced
TV shows including the
Miss World Contest and
Come Dancing.

she led the U15s in every match as U15A Captain and
demonstrated some outstanding catches in the field.

Katy Laver Qualified for Championships at Hickstead and
won the South-East England Eventers Championship 2017
TENNIS
The boys have stolen the glory this year with an 80% win
rate, which is outstanding. The U12s, U14s and U15s all
won their local area league matches. The B teams also
performed well and with more staffing/parental support
we hope to offer them more matches next year. We
would like to thank parents for transporting and managing
the teams this year – without you the away fixtures would
not have happened.
The girls overall did not achieve such a great statistic,
but always played to a high standard, just not always
enough to win. Tennis scores often do not reflect the
game. However, Alex Turner and Emma Coleman should
be congratulated for only losing one match the whole
season against Tunbridge Wells who, no sour grapes
here, scored their end dubiously. That’s tennis!

ATHLETICS
The Year 9 and 10 boys and girls participated fully in
meetings at Benenden and Judd. Both teams competed
well at the TSB Championships at the Julie Rose with
standout results from Sam Ward in the 300m and discus
and Elsie Christopher-Soares in the discus. The following
athletes competed at the Kent Schools Championships
– Josh Keene, Luc Duvoisin, Sam Ward, Cody Walsh,
Maddie Rolls and Phoebe Jenkinson. Luc made the
podium coming third in the Junior Boys Long Jump.
Lizzie Clarke is taking athletics one step further and has

“

qualified for the ESSA National Schools Championship
for the 3K. We congratulate her on this selection and
wish her every best for the event on 14 July.
Sports Day was a great success with many students
involved in both the Track and Field Events as well as
the Tug of War. It was great to integrate the Year 7s
into the day Houses and they competed well with much
support from the rest of the school. We coped with the
heat and the boys’ egg and spoon was possibly the
funniest race witnessed in some time!

It doesn’t matter what sport, very little can beat
the feeling of success on a sports pitch. Cranbrook
is an underdog against a lot of the schools that
it comes up against in regard to its facilities and
size but this doesn’t stop both girls’ and boys’
sides winning matches all over the place.
FINN PIPER
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Mixed continued
Cranbrook cricketing careers and to lose on the last ball
was gutting. However, the team spirit and comradeship
shown was a credit to the school.
Post-match, Freddie gave us some words of wisdom as
he stated, ‘We go on the pitch together, we play together
and we come off together, win or lose,’ and this is an
attitude that I hope can be replicated in all forms of sport
played at Cranbrook.

CRICKET

Phil Edmunds
1968
played cricket for Middlesex
and represented England
51 times, taking five wickets
for 28 runs on his debut.

The 1st Team had a tough season with a lack of availability
due to exams and competing with men’s sides, but this
did not stop us from picking up a number of wins. I was
fortunate enough to captain the cricket this year and gain
victory in our first match of the season mainly due to a
strong batting performance by Vice Captain Bill Betts.
Following this we came upon stronger opposition in the
form of Simon Langton who knocked us down a peg,
but we brushed ourselves down to go on to beat Judd
and also qualify for the finals of the local Tunbridge Wells
men’s 15 over league. I think the boys would agree that
the final was one of the tensest matches we’ve had in our
SPORTING ACHIEVEMENTS
Cicely Freeman (Webster), came first in the annual
Cranbrook sprint triathlon (300m pool swim, 20km bike
section and a 5km run).
Matt Williams (Year 13 Horsley) cycled the prestigious
Catford Hill climb up York’s Hill near Sevenoaks taking
Junior 1st place.
Freya Black (Allan) and Millie Lang (Year 12 Scott) won the
29er European Championships (sailing).
James Lee (Year 10, Horsley) rode with the Adidas
Global Snowboarding Team at the Adidas Snowboarding
‘Das Tables’ competition, winning 1st place.
Afolabi Caulker (School Lodge 2017–2018) selected for
basketball training with LA Laker NBA Star and ex-GB
captain Steve Bucknall.
Bella Armstrong (Scott) Bronze medal at Kent School
Games Indoor Rowing Championships.
George Slack (Year 13, Rammell) Bronze medal at Kent
School Games Indoor Rowing Championships.
Charlie Hilton (Year 12, Horsley) qualified for National
School Equestrian Association Championships Plate.

“
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Emily Freeman (Blubery) qualified for National School
Equestrian Association Championships Plate.

This led us into our final match against a strong OC’s
team. It was a competitive affair and although we had
some strong batting performances from Betts and more
surprisingly Will Farmer, we fell 20 runs short. I would
like to thank and wish all the best to the following Year
13s who committed to the 1st team in their final year:
Carlin Smith, Henry Poole, Seb Cobbold, Alex Attwal and for
one guest appearance, our U19 England representative
Izzy Cloke. We hope to see her representing the successful
England ladies team in the not too distant future. I’d also
like to thank the Year 10s who got involved such as Piers
Townsend and Cameron Cummings and with any luck
the new Year 10s will be as keen to get involved too as
they show a lot of potential. Most thanks must go this
season to Jayden Hoare but even more so to a passion
and knowledge instilled for the last four years by Freddie
Hulbert as without them supporting the team this report
wouldn’t be as positive. We will miss him hugely.
FINN PIPER, CAPTAIN

Ewan Barbour (Year 10 Horsley) selected for Team Scotland
in Horse of the Year Show.
Georgie Estall (Year 13 Horsley) qualified for the Elite Show
Jumping Competition.
Hannah Williams (Horsley) qualified for the Elite Show
Jumping Competition.
Issy Stephen (Horsley) won the Individual Show Jumping
Competition 90cm title at Addington. Qualified for the Elite
Show Jumping Competition.
Lizzie Clarke (Horsley) selected for Kent to run 3k at the
ESSA National Athletics Championships.
Martha Lewis (Year 10 Horsley) Rowing: Maidstone
Head, winning in a four and a two, qualified for the
Junior Inter-regional Regatta representing Thames South
East. Competing in the National Junior Sculling Regatta,
placing 6th in the country.
Millie Seymour (Year 10 Allan) qualified for National School
Equestrian Association Championships Plate.
Maisie Mileham (Year 12 Webster) selected for England
Regional Performance Centre U17 hockey.
Lucia Lees (Year 7 Sellers) selected to form part of the
England U13 Girls Team in Sabre Fencing. She will be
representing England at the International Competitions
in 2019.

You can learn more from loss than you do by winning. It teaches
you both resilience and humility. It forces you to work harder and
support those around you more. Every loss is a lesson to be learnt.
FINN PIPER
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ROWING
In September 2017 Cranbrook School Boat Club (CSBC)
participated in its first ever Head race at Bewl reservoir.
Conditions were not the best but the crews fought bravely
into the tough headwind.
All the CSBC rowers performed well and gave up a day of
their holiday to compete. The girls’ quad recorded a time
of 15.48 while the boys’ crew achieved a time of 14.02.
In December, CSBC attended the British Indoor Rowing
Championship along with 2,500 competitors from elite
Olympians to student novices. They all took part in a
500m sprint and a team relay event. Bella Armstrong
was the highest placed Cranbrook girl for 500m coming
19th closely followed by Eva Timlin in 21st place out of
40 competitors. Of the top 20 places 16 were involved
in High Performance GB rowing programmes so the girls
performed remarkably well. In the boys Will Booth took
21st out of 31 competitors again amongst a large pool
of GB High Performance rowers. In the girls’ relay event
the highest placed Cranbrook team came 14th out of 43
teams showing a serious amount of courage and effort.
The other girl teams all produced personal bests coming
25th and 28th respectively. The junior mixed relay team of
Bella Armstrong, Will Booth, Emma Bristow and George
Slack amazingly retained the school’s title from last year
as British Indoor Champions winning a close-fought race

holding off some well-established rowing schools and
clubs like King’s School, Worcester, Langley Academy
(a designated rowing academy) and Broxbourne Rowing
Club. They came 1st out of a large field of 14 teams
winning by 27 metres. It was great to hear Cranbrook
School being announced at the Olympic venue as
consecutive British Indoor Rowing Champions!
On 18 March, CSBC performed superbly well in the
Kent School Games Indoor Rowing Championships.
So much so they were selected to represent Tunbridge
Wells. The teams only just missed out on representing
the County at the National Schools’ Games finals.
Both the girls’ and boys’ teams won second place
with George Slack (12Ra) and Bella Armstrong (13Sc)
winning bronze medals for their individual eight minute
rows. The senior rowers at CSBC trainined hard to
improve their fitness for the National Schools’ Head
in London. Their efforts were rewarded with all the
squad achieving personal bests on the rowing machines
for their eight minute individual rows.

Barry Davies
1951–1954 Rammell
commentated on a range of
sports as well as Olympic
opening/closing ceremonies
and was the voice of the
Boat Race 1993–2004.

We would like to thank Alun Brown and Rob Miller
for all they have done to start and champion rowing
at Cranbrook, which really is going from strength
to strength. Who knows what this club will go on to
achieve in the future, but we hope Alun and Rob will
be rightfully proud.
BOCCIA QUALIFIER
On 15 November, four of our students attended the West
Kent Boccia Games qualifier for students with additional
needs at the Sennocke Centre in Sevenoaks. The boys
named themselves the Cranbrook Cobras.
The Cranbrook Cobras met five teams from other schools
from West Kent such as Valence School, Bishops Downs
etc. The Boccia games are played seated down, the
Jack (white ball) is thrown and both teams need to throw
their balls as close as possible to the Jack. The team
whose balls are closest wins. The score is given by how
many balls are closer than the opposition’s. Each match
consists of three games, giving fair play to each team as
both teams have the advantage of throwing the Jack and
in the third game the Jack is placed on a central mark.
This was the first time Cranbrook School has entered
such a competition. The Cobras did us proud by winning
four out of five matches meaning the Cobras have qualified
for the final, where they are going to meet the best teams
from the rest of Kent.
The boys are very proud to qualify as it was their first
tournament, having only had one games lesson to
practise previously. Well done Cranbrook Cobras and
good luck on 7 March, the date of the final.
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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House news

YEAR 7, NOW SELLERS HOUSE
In 2017 the school welcomed its first intake of
11 year olds for many decades. Three pupils
energetically describe their first year at Cranbrook:
The school decided to
name its newest House after
NASA astronaut, scientist
and Old Cranbrookian,
Dr Piers Sellers. The decision
formed part of the school’s
desire to commemorate the
life and achievements of one
of its most illustrious students
who died in 2016.

We have had an amazing year, with a range of activities
and trips organised for the first Year 7s for many years.
As a class, and as friends, we all feel like we are off to
a great start to our secondary school lives, and we are
looking forward to everything the school has to offer us.
One of our biggest highlights was the Festival Week
journalism programme during which we learned how to
report, enquire and conduct a survey like true journalists.
This programme revealed a lot of talent and at the end, we
were left with five ‘star reporters’. Very well done to you guys.
It’s not only English that those in Year 7 excelled in, we
were very proud that one of our fellow students, Tad, went
through to round two on the Junior Maths Challenge; that
we came second in the whole school Bake Off with our
semi-naked wedding cake; and two of our talented future
star performers had roles in the whole school production of
Pride and Prejudice. We have also gained a reputation for
our eagerness and enthusiasm (especially when it came
to Junior Choir!). We are also proud to share that many
people from our House were playing on the older teams
for sports matches within the first few weeks of school.

DR PIERS SELLERS OBE, 1968–1973 RAMMELL
Piers Sellers, former astronaut and climate change scientist, passed
away on 23 December, 2016, from pancreatic cancer at the age of 61.
Before his death he recorded a short video message, reaching out to
the global community as a scientist concerned about these changes
and their largest cause: humanity.
Sellers describes Earth as a ‘beautiful planet’ and speaks about how
the planet and the life it supports have evolved ‘to fit each other perfectly.’
However, humanity’s clear and measurable impact on the climate has the
potential to wreak ‘potentially disastrous’ results. He calls for groups such
as scientists, policymakers and industrialists to work together towards
the common goal of maintaining the Earth as ‘a planet that can continue
to support life – including all of us’.
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There was a multitude of trips ranging from a geographical
field trip to Wakehurst Place, to the excellent French trip
in Le Touquet. Although all of our trips were extremely
educational and enjoyable, (of course) you will probably
want to hear mostly about our wonderful French trip for
which I got up in the morning, much too early for my liking,
and was hustled into the car by my anxious parents.
Once at school we realised that we were in fact early,
as everybody was clustered in their small groups of
friends with baggage twice the size of mine surrounding
them. Now, skipping forward a bit we had just stopped
for lunch in a quiet village next to a small bakery where
we had our lunch when Mr Potter suggested a game
of football. Of course, we couldn’t resist. Shortly after,
we were ushered towards the bakery where we went on
a tour through the lives of a French baker. About an hour
later we emerged victorious along with a good amount
of pastry and a new knowledge of French bakeries.
The next morning, we had breakfast and then spent
the day with our pen pals at their school. The next day
triumphed as my highlight of the trip… The snail farm.
We got to see them, feed them and then eat them.
I enjoyed this as I got to watch my friends eat the snail
with a hilarious look of disgust on their faces. For me this
trip was the jewel in the Year 7 crown, along with early
lunch and our extra Year 7 privileges. We would like to
thank Miss Bisserier for organising such a fabulous trip.
Cranbrook has always had a reputation for running a
great sports programme. We learnt this before coming,
but were still surprised at the amount of opportunities
the school has to offer. They give you the chance to
try all the sports at different stages of your school life.
We have thoroughly enjoyed participating in a number of
netball, hockey, cricket and rounders fixtures and are really
looking forward to what this coming year has to offer.
Finally, we would like to say thank you so much to
Mrs Dalgleish who has, without doubt, made our first
year at Cranbrook as special as we all see it.
SOPHIE LOCK, POLLY BROWNLOW
AND HARRY HAMERTON-STOVE, NOW YEAR 8

Sellers began working for NASA in 1982 as a scientist, before entering the
astronaut corps in 1996. He made three trips to the International Space
Station aboard the Space Shuttle between 2002 and 2010, contributing
to research projects and assisting with the construction of the ISS in
six spacewalks. Sellers was also a scientist on the multinational NASA
satellite, Terra, designed to collect climate data to measure and monitor
Earth’s climate change.
Sellers also appeared in Before the Flood, a 2016 documentary produced
in part by Leonardo DiCaprio. During the film, Sellers expresses optimism
about the ability of humankind to make the changes necessary for the
‘safer future’ he speaks about in his video message.

ALLAN
Last year’s House Captain Jonathan Martin writes
an evocative and touching summary of the last
year at the House, in particular explaining how
the boys coped with the tragic death of Allan Boy
Sam West.
This year was another roaring success for Allan Boys
as we reaffirmed our status as the beta males of
Cranbrook School. Allan has proven to be a House to
be reckoned with through its fantastic display of spirit,
resilience and community.
Starting with a sports overview, similarly to the national
team, football did not come home for Allan Boys but we
did secure a respectable 3rd place in the inter-house.
Our biggest wins were placing first in hockey, swimming
and basketball while taking the runner-up titles in
cross-country, cricket and tennis. A massive thanks
to joint Sports Captains Tom Picken and Josh Carter
for all their hard work and encouragement. I would also
like to commend all the boys who participated in sports
and did the House proud.
The corridors were alive with the sound of Allan Boys’
take on Mambo Number 5 which to everybody’s shock
resulted in a temporary win in the annual House Shout.
Even though the taste of victory was short-lived, for
those 19 or so hours we were champions and that will
remain legend for generations. Not only did Music Captain
Johnny Hurst put together an impressive performance
of Fleetwood Mac’s ‘The Chain’ (clearly a metaphor for
the House’s unbreakable bond) but he was also the main
man in pulling off this year’s Allan Soirée. There were
some truly fantastic performances from Allan Boys and
Girls from all year groups who dedicated an evening
to raising money for the Cranbrook Lenten Appeal.

a pleasure to have as our Year 13 tutor. Throughout our
time, she has been incredibly supportive and great fun
to spend tutor time with.
Finally, I would like to address the tragic loss of Sam West.
Sam had a great sense of humour and was also
exceptionally talented in both music and art. He will be
greatly missed by us all. It was a very emotional time for
many of the boys who were deeply affected by his loss.
The teachers were heroes for their constant concern and
support in the worst of situations. I would particularly like
to thank tutor Mr O’Brien who was incredible in helping
the Year 11s through an extremely difficult period.

The Allan Houses were
named after the Reverend
John Allan, considered to
be one of the school’s greatest
headmasters who was just
33 when he took the helm
of Cranbrook in 1851.

Sam’s older brother Ben in Year 13 was an inspiration to
the House as he dedicated so much of his time to setting
up the organisation WalkToTalk to raise awareness for
teenage mental health. It was especially heart-warming to
see many Allan Boys from Years 9–13 who turned up at the
end of the summer holiday in Sam’s name. I hope the new
spirit of openness that talking about Sam and his illness has
created will continue. It is so important for young people,
especially boys, to be able to share their problems.
Lastly, I believe the Year 11 boys many of whom were
Sam’s closest friends can’t deserve enough praise. It still
astounds me how they stood by each other and had the
strength and bravery to recover from such a devastating
experience whilst also juggling the pressure of their
GCSE exams. They are a credit to the House and I wish
them all the best in Sixth Form. From the bottom of my
heart, I have never been prouder to be an Allan Boy.
JONATHAN MARTIN, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2017–2018

The Allan Dinner returned this year with a Casino Royale
theme and the largest turnout from the boys I’ve seen in
my five years. It was an extremely enjoyable evening with
a photo booth, dancing and even a quiz revealing juicy
secrets from the Year 13s. Our Deputy Captain, Sebastian
Yeandle was highly valuable in helping organise this with
the girls. Local business Iden Signs helped design a new
Allan Hoodie which proved to be a popular sell. Our iconic
red can now be seen all over the school.
As another year passes and the next year group steps
up to take the mantle of leading the House, I would like
to thank Madame Lavigne-Kidney for being a caring and
enthusiastic Head of House while Mrs Sutton was on
maternity leave. It is definitely not the easiest of roles but
she did an absolutely fantastic job. Mrs Cullen was also
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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House news continued

The last year has been as busy as ever for Allan Girls,
with notable sporting successes through 2017/18.

has continued into the autumn term in 2018, notably
with Allan Girls securing first place in the House
Cross-Country.

Once again we have seen another successful year for
Allan Girls. From 2017/18 into our 2018/19 academic
school year, all of the Allan Girls have continued to show
amazing dedication to their House and immense levels
of House spirit! We are very proud of you all.

We finished the year off with a successful Allan Dinner,
organised by the Year 13s. We are pleased to see
that joint events with Allan Boys are making more of
a prominent appearance, something we are looking
forward to seeing continue in the future.

ALLAN CONTINUED

Joint social events between
Allan Girls and Allan Boys
have become a firm feature of
the social calendar, not least
the annual Allan Dinner in the
Spring or early Summer term.

Allan and his wife outside
School House.

The Allan fundraiser for the school, Allan Soirée was
a success again this year, and gave us a sneak preview
of what was to come for the small group performance for
the House Shout competition. In 2018 Allan Girls’ first ever
year of ‘Allantines’, a charity event surrounding the theme
of valentines, took place and was a major success. The
girls raised an impressive amount of money for charity;
this year’s chosen charity was the Sam West Foundation.
All of the girls were so pleased to contribute something
to this charity and would like to thank all of those who
participated in the event, whether organising or donating.
When it comes to the House Shout, Allan Girls aren’t
afraid to show off their musical abilities. This year our
small group was placed first; we are extremely proud of
these girls and the hard work put into their performance.
Our big group performance was also described as extremely
confident and a joy to watch. This has contributed
to a popular opinion that Allan Girls should have been
placed first!!
While well-known for their spirit, Allan Girls haven’t always
been renowned for their sporting abilities, however the
last year has been something of a game changer. The
2017/18 school year saw the House coming a close
second in cross-country and hockey, followed by first
place in both tennis and athletics in the summer term.
All events were well supported by the other members of
the House, which doubtless spurred all our athletes on.
I’m pleased to say that collective effort and determination
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Finally we’d like to thank our 2017/18 House Captain
Izzy Palmer who did a great job, with Jena Hinge as Deputy
and Izzy Cloke and Gabby Maxwell as Sports Captains.
For 2018/19 we have Eva Timlin as House Captain,
Freya Black as Deputy and Elspeth Arscott, Bella Potter,
Emma Turner and Freya Black as Sports Captains, all
of whom have got off to a flying start. We all look forward
to the rest of the term and school year and are eager to
see what is to come for the girls.
As Jemima Sinden (House Captain 2017) said, ‘Allan
Girls are a unit, made up of girls from all years and all
walks of life, and I can confidently say that friendships
have formed within the House that will remain with the
girls for life. It has been an honour to have been part
of Allan Girls for the past five years.’
ANNA BANKS, 2017–2018

CORNWALLIS
The words, ‘Sorry I can’t’, are rarely uttered in
Cornwallis, says House Captain George Lowe,
whether that’s raising money for charity, entertaining
their peers or breaking school athletics records.
Cornwallis has always been a huge part of my life, and
I can safely say all the other lads would agree. The House
spirit is something that separates us from all the other
Houses, and obviously, our triumphs during inter-house
competitions.
This year we managed to win House rugby for the second
time in a row, and hope to go for the record-breaking
hat-trick in December 2018. This was by no means just
a 15-man effort, everyone had their role to play whether
on the field or supporting from the sidelines; both
parties complemented each other excellently to achieve
the best end result. The title. We also claimed a new
school record in the 4x100m relay, run by Seb Terry,
Olaolu Dada, Afolabi Caulker and Finn Piper. So a big
well done lads.
Cornwallis has always been the House known for
entertaining others, whether it was the pantomime,
directed by Henry Blandford, or the House Shout where
the audience was treated to an excellent performance
in Cornwallis’ first small group for over 10 years,
performed by Fraser McRobbie, George Lowe,
Olaolu Dada, Toby Carter, Finn Piper, Archie Marshall
and Nicholas Ho. This was a great way to show the
different talents within Cornwallis.
As a House we have managed to raise large amounts of
money for charity, mainly due to the annual pantomime,
which has pushed our running total to almost £2000. This
could not have been achieved without such a wonderful

House spirit towards helping others, and always giving
our best in everything we do. This was particularly
evident in the House Cross-Country where we had
40/42 boys finishing in the very harsh time allocated,
so well done lads! During the year Cornwallis has
set a very high standard for inter-house competitions,
finishing 1st or 2nd in at least 80% of the events.
Formal dinners are a strong tradition in Cornwallis and
the Advent Lunch was a great way to kick things off back
in December. We then celebrated another fantastic year
at our annual House Dinner in May, which was a perfect
finale for the eight senior boys, who were starting the next
chapter of their journeys in September.

Colonel Cornwallis (Later
Lord Cornwallis) became
chairman of the Governors
in 1922 and was a generous
and influential friend to the
school. A former Maidstone
MP and then Chairman
of Kent County Council he
built an important relationship
between the school and
county council.

Cornwallis is like a clock, there are simply so many
moving parts that if one goes down it could be cataclysmic,
however everyone pulls their weight, whether they’re
feeling a little tired, sick or just not in the mood. The words
‘Sorry, I can’t’, are very rarely mentioned in Cornwallis.
This is largely down to the great standards set by the
senior boys, and especially our matron Anita Hasemore,
and her wonderful team of cleaners. Obviously the top
of the pile is our Housemaster Mr Turner and without
his work none of the other parts would work, so a
big thank you to him and everyone else at Cornwallis.
GEORGE LOWE, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2018–2019
The House motto is
Per Ardua Stabilis, which
translates as ‘Firm through
difficulties’.
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House news continued
CROWDEN

Crowden House was
established in 1910 and is
named after the Reverend
Doctor Charles Crowden,
Headmaster from 1866 to
1888. He is credited with the
creation of the main school
building, commonly known
as ‘Big School’ and School
Lodge, as well as tripling
the number of boarders at
the school.
In the 1960s Crowden moved
out of School Lodge to its
current purpose-built site.

‘Crowden’s sporting and academic achievements
in the last year are particularly impressive given the
House has just half the students of the day Houses,’
says House Captain Conrad.
My last three years in Crowden have been an unforgettable
experience. Crowden must certainly challenge for the title
of being the friendliest House and it is very common for
all the year groups to get on and stay in touch long after
they leave Cranbrook School.
On the sporting front, Crowden’s efforts have been
commendable, earning us second place in House swimming,
cross-country and football – despite having less than
half the number of students of our day House rivals.
The Crowden House spirit was typified last year by Ben,
who demonstrated his commitment to the House by
returning after his A-levels to show his talent in the House
swimming competition. As a House, one of our proudest
moments has to be our 3-0 victory against Cornwallis in the
now named ‘Aitken Cup’ (named after the winning captain).

Zel and Aaron’s musical performance highlighted two
of the many hidden talents in the House.
Still very much in our memory is the scorching summer
we have just had, sharing ice cream, pizza and Pimms
with our neighbouring Blubery Girls House. The break
from exam pressure also saw the weekend regulars
become a lot more creative in the kitchen, providing
a variety of snacks and treats for those staying in, with
Oreo milkshakes becoming a firm favourite.
It goes without saying for every student who goes through
Crowden that our time would not have been as enjoyable
without the constant love and care of cleaners, Kirstie,
Kylie and Katrina, our matrons, Mrs Hislop and Mrs Mason,
our tutors and duty staff Mr Potter, Mr Hills, Mr Knight, and
Mr Hart, and our Housemaster Mr Crews and his family.
CONRAD, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2018–2019

However, Crowden’s competitive nature goes much further
than just sport, and our Year 13s are hoping to maintain
their title as the highest performing tutor group in the
school, with six of the group applying to Oxbridge this year.
Our annual House dinner was a huge success. It
celebrates the year in Crowden with those close to
us, with entertaining speeches and charming musical
performances, making the night particularly memorable.

HORSLEY
Horsley Boys House Captain Josh Gard talks about
how the House creates a sense of community.
Since former House Captain Matt Kefford wrote an article
for this magazine in 2016, the House has continued to
maintain its distinctive character and ethos.

“

Will Jex was House Captain in 2016–17 followed by
Ronan Turck in 2017–18. Our daily House registrations
enable us to create our sense of community and these
happen before school in the morning for everyone, at
11:55am for the Sixth Form, at 1:35pm for Years 9, 10
and 11, as well as House Time at 10:15am.

Crowden House has been my home from home. I left Crowden
and Cranbrook with a much more rounded outlook on life
and with fantastic memories of a very happy time in ‘The Den’.
I wish all of Crowden the best of luck for the future, knowing
that I have made some friends for life.
JOSEPH, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2017–2018
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We hold meetings of the House Council every fortnight,
and House registration is run by a team of monitors, this
year consisting of Freddie Baker, Dom Ferdinando, Dillon
Gorman, Giles Penny and Scott Binnendijk. Members of
Year 13 help with the Year 9 and 10 members of the House.

We hope to revive the Horsley Arcade at the end of the
Spring Term to raise money for the Cottage Hospital in
Hawkhurst. We had to cancel this last year because our
Head of House, Mr Sykes, was seriously ill.
Our aim is to make the House something more than we
can each be individually. We also involve the boys in the
running of the House to give them a sense of ownership
of its life and to help to grow leaders for the future.
All this could not happen without a dedicated and
hard-working team of tutors. So our thanks go to
Mrs Deeble, Mr O’Brien, Mr Swinburne and especially
to our Housemaster, Mr Sykes who keeps putting off
retirement to enable Horsley Boys to continue to flourish.

Horsley House is named
after the ‘father of English
neuroscience’ and former
pupil, Sir Victor Horsley.
The pioneering scientist
and surgeon was educated
at Cranbrook School in the
19th Century.

JOSH GARD, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2018–2019

Each half term we hold a breakfast for each tutor group
at the Food for Thought café. These are very popular
with the members of the House.
Joe Alderson, Dillon Feely and Angus McGowen run a
football club for the junior boys after school. Freddie Baker
and Mattie Simpson have trained as student listeners to
help to support other members of the House.
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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RAMMELL
Rammell has had a successful time of late, clocking
up a handful of sporting triumphs as well as winning
the school’s most recent singing competition, the
House Shout.

House news continued
HORSLEY CONTINUED
House Captain Ana Glubb relives a year of social
and sporting events and bids a gracious farewell to
Horsley Girls’ winning streak in the House Sports Cup.
This year has been another success for Horsley Girls
starting with our annual bake sale in aid of Macmillan
Cancer Support. In 2018, as with previous years, there
was a spectacular array of cakes, cookies and brownies,
enabling us to raise £221.85.
Both the social and sporting sides of Horsley Girls were
well represented throughout the year with House trips and
dinners, and performances in the many House events.
This year we opted to go it alone and have a Horsley Girls
House dinner without the Horsley Boys, with sixth formers
being allowed to invite a boy of their choice. Issy Jacques
did a fabulous job organising the firework-themed evening,
and our school chef Graeme and his team pulled off a
magnificent and delicious display of food, making it a very
enjoyable and memorable evening.
The end of the autumn term saw our annual trip to London
– evening ice skating against the stunning backdrop of
Somerset House, followed by dinner at Pizza Express.
Although we were sadly unable to put on the spectacular
event that is the Horsley Arcade this year, everyone is
looking forward, refreshed and with renewed energy,
to making it the best one ever next year.
As a House we performed well in all the House events,
but special commendations this year must go to Lizzie
Clarke who won the House Cross-Country for Horsley,
and to the hockey and senior netball sides who were
also both victorious. However, despite these amazing
wins, sadly this year we lost our five-year streak of winning
the House Sports Cup, to the very deserving boarders
at Blubery.

Horsley Girls’ motto is
‘Carpe Diem’ and the girls
are encouraged to make
the most of each day and
consider the potential in
all opportunities.

“
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Rammell House is first and foremost the home of the Green
Army: a family of boys and staff who live and breathe all that
is the mighty Rammell. The House has developed a pride
and commitment to be brave, honest and thoughtful about
how each can best serve the community of the House.
Rammell is divided into ‘Socials’; vertical year group sections
of boys that organise the week by week routines, pastoral
support and in-house competitions between the boys.
Rammell is a busy community with a whole host of activities
arranged for and by the boys; from cinema nights, Burns
suppers, food nights from every cultural background of the
House, quiz nights, morning runs, dinners and many more.
The last few years have seen notable sporting successes,
not least in House Basketball and Cross-Country with the
boys securing a higher number of starters and qualifiers
than any other House, day or boarding. Rammell boys
also figure in the 1st school teams for rugby, hockey and
cricket while also including boys in local boxing clubs and
the school’s recently established rowing teams, meaning
that the tradition of sport still remains an important part
of the House spirit.
I think it’s fair to say that Rammell struggled in the House
sports in 2017–18. Not only did the size of the House
decrease, but the number of boys in the 1st team sports
also diminished meaning that the ethos of full House
involvement had to come to the fore. In many ways this
is an ethos Mr McConnochie and I prefer whereby boys
push themselves to go out of their comfort zones in
representing the House in sports where they may not feel
so confident. In saying all of this, the boys showed their

pride and commitment to the House taking a hugely
commendable 4th place overall after the House Football;
a superb effort by many of the boys in the House who
answered the call to fight for the ‘Green Army’.
The expertise of the boys has also widened beyond just
sport to mean that actors, singers and performers all
add to the wealth of talent. Despite the size of the House
fluctuating through the years the fighting spirit of the boys
remains such that last year they defied all musical odds
and won the House Shout overall.
In recent years Rammell has rallied around the call of
the Green Army, closely bound by the ethos of a band
of brothers.
The House is now near capacity being oversubscribed
in the junior years. The future therefore looks good for
the House as it moves forward with Cranbrook into the
next 500 years of history.

Rammell is named after Old
Cranbrookian A W Rammell.
Its House colours were
chosen as green and silver,
the colours of Jesus College
Oxford to which its first
Housemaster W F Griffin
belonged.
The House motto is Virtus
Sola Nobilitas, which translates
as ‘Virtue alone is noble’ or
‘Virtue above all else’.

HOUSEMASTER, ALUN BROWN

Year 13 have enjoyed their final year despite the challenges
that A-levels and UCAS present and we wish them every
success and most importantly happiness in the future.
ANA GLUBB, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2018–2019

I could not be more proud of everything Horsley Girls achieved in
2017/18 and would like to say thank you to all the tutors, especially
Head of House Mrs Coleman, who works so hard to inspire us and
is seen as a mother figure to all the girls in Horsley.
NICOLE STEWART, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2017–2018
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SCOTT
House Captain Emma Bristow recounts a packed
calendar of events for the girls boarding at Scott,
with their commitment to rigorous rehearsals for
the House singing competition paying off yet again.

House news continued

Scott has had another busy and successful year, with
many sporting, academic and extracurricular achievements
throughout the House. Although we did not end up at the
top in the inter-house sporting competitions, Scott didn’t
always manage great participation from all year groups,
with the juniors often stepping up and helping the seniors.
The spirit and enthusiasm shown by the House was
always very much appreciated, as well as the support
from all members.
We’ve enjoyed many social events this year in the House
including: our theatre trip to see ‘Kinky Boots’, an amazing
show that impressed everyone; our annual Halloween
games night and our delicious Christmas Dinner at the
Queen’s Inn, which was followed by some very amusing
sketches by the girls and the staff!

As the Spring term began, preparations for the annual
House Shout competition began and were taken very
seriously as usual, as the pressure was on for the small
group to retain the title. After countless rehearsals
for big group and small group, all the girls performed
wonderfully on the night with ‘Rolling in the Deep’ performed
by the whole House, and ‘Bridge over Troubled Water’
performed by the small group consisting of Bolu Akande,
Za Erith, Erin Bloomer, Florence Wade and myself which
won us the title again.
The annual Scott Ball started off the summer term,
which this year had an ‘Enchanted Forest’ theme. It was
a fabulous evening enjoyed by the girls, staff and parents
to celebrate the year and a perfect way to say goodbye
to the girls leaving the House. We wish them luck.

Scott was Cranbrook’s first
girls’ boarding House and is
named after Charles Russell
Scott. Headmaster from
1929 to 1960, he expanded
the school vigorously and
successfully, with some of its
finest days being regarded as
during WW2, when the school
stayed put despite the
Luftwaffe and flying bombs.

Not only did we say goodbye to the Year 13s this year,
we also said farewell to our long-serving matron Mrs Field,
who we held a surprise leaving party for, which many of
the girls helped out with.
EMMA BRISTOW, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2017–2018

Once again Scott organised the Christmas Jumper Day
this year, which the whole school got involved in to raise
money for charity.

School Lodge is a boys
House and is solely for
boarders who join Cranbrook
for Year 9 aged 13. Not only
is it the youngest boarding
House, but it also epitomises
both the family feel and
brotherhood that the school
is so proud of.

SCHOOL LODGE
New bilingual students William Nadin and Joe Cooke
write about their experience of joining Cranbrook
as Year 9 boarders in School Lodge. Both boys have
parents abroad.
Getting used to a new boarding house might seem difficult
at first. Being away from home, having lots of responsibilities
and getting to know the school and the people there; this
is what you might think boarding is like. On the contrary,
boarding is much better than you can imagine.
Some of the benefits of boarding are the trips we do
with School Lodge, but also with the other boarding
houses. Those trips include Thorpe Park, to restaurants,
to Bedgebury (our local Pinetum), climbing parks and
lots of other fun places.
In the House people get along very well, like a big family.
There is an enormous amount of team work; this is shown
every Tuesday and Thursday when our Gappie, Ben takes
us to play football, where we have a friendly competition.

“

We have had highs and lows in our sporting events
but everyone has tried their best even if they had never
played before. In our U14A rugby team we have had good
captaining from Dayo Oyerinde and great performances
from Charlie Edwards, Diego Gervas, Finn Richardson and
Demi Atere. We have also had eminent performances in
our B team by Tobi Adeosun as captain and Joe Cooke,

Francisco Soler Suso, Kuba Sienkel, William Nadin,
Wyatt Lee-Sang, Tobe Okonkwo, Pablo Garcia and
Bear Kearon.
In the school we have lots of facilities to be able to learn.
Music, drama and sport are also hugely popular and key
parts of how we can choose to use our free time. These
activities are very easy to get involved in as they are all
on the school grounds. In School Lodge we have lots
of people that have come from overseas to go to school
here. The bilingual students that are in the school can
perfect their English and still continue practising their
home language.
Though the first few weeks of our boarding experience
were hard for most of the students in School Lodge, now,
even only seven weeks in, the whole House feels very
happy. Some were homesick, some were distracted by
all the new responsibilities they had to learn and manage,
some got used to it quicker than others but eventually
everyone got the gist of it.
All these things we have said were made possible or easier
by the great boarding staff, with Mr Rogers, Mr Collins-Smith,
Mr Warren, our cleaners and our two wonderful matrons,
Roo and Rosie. We would like to thank all of them for all
the benefits that they have given us.
WILLIAM NADIN AND JOE COOKE, YEAR 9

Cranbrook Boarding is proud of its delicate balance of academia,
sport and extracurricular activities. During my time with the House
I have seen it grow, develop and nurture seven years’ worth of
boys, the first of which have now left the school having grown up
into fine young men.

“

It has been an absolute pleasure to be House Captain in
my final year and to leave on such a high has been amazing.
Scott has made my time at Cranbrook, and I cannot thank
everyone enough for being a part of that.
ERIN MURPHY, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2016–2017

HOUSEMASTER, PETER ROGERS
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WEBSTER CONTINUED
The House has had a busy year, packed with social
and sporting activities and a raft of community-based
projects both in and out of school.

House news continued

Over the last two years Webster Girls have lived up to our
motto of ‘Be All You Can’ in every way possible.
Blubery House was opened
in 1974 and is named after
the school’s chief benefactor
and founder, John Blubery.

BLUBERY
Senior Boarding Girl Lucy Carter’s summary of the
last 12 months reflects the bonds and community
spirit inside the girls boarding House.
Blubery have had an excellent year on all fronts but special
mention must go to Louisa for organising the House
into their most successful sporting year – and our first
win since 2007 apparently.
Lucy and Louisa have wholeheartedly contributed to
hockey and netball throughout their time and Miller, as girls
rowing captain, has inspired so many to join the growing
success of Cranbrook rowing. Emily has shown her skills
in netball, riding and of course skiing.
Liv and Issy have strongly led the debating team while
Chloe’s academic success with her French is astonishing
and Mo has always been so supportive to the younger
years. Holly has amazed us all with her singing and her
artwork, as generously showcased around the Sixth
Form Centre.

During their time in the House we have seen various
incarnations of Freya from the ‘molerat’ inside her suitcase
to the Mermaid – and all thanks to Holly’s body art efforts.
Holly has also had some spectacular falls when ice-skating
but nothing compared to the sheer enjoyment of LJ
when we had a snowy walk in February.
This year also saw the House being redecorated
throughout as well as the traditional array of trips and
events. The first of which was the theatre trip to Mama
Mia which exceeded expectations and then shortly
followed by the Christmas Quiz and Blubery Dinner
in March. Both of these revealed a number of insights
into Year 13 personalities and their bizarre habits
when it comes to breakfasts!
Girls you will all be missed a lot and I know that you
have taken strong friendship bonds, enthusiasm, humour
and determination to succeed with you into your future
endeavours.
LUCY CARTER, SENIOR BOARDING GIRL 2018–2019

Cross-Country epitomises the sporting ability and passion
the boys possess.

I’ve been particularly proud of Webster Girls’ commitment
to community-based work. This has included mentoring
younger students, including the new intake of Year 7s,
as well as helping at local primary schools, care homes
and community events in Cranbrook, such as the Apple
Fair and the Literature Festival.
The ‘Be All You Can’ motto is celebrated with a parentsponsored award at the end of each term given to
the Webster Girl, from any year group, who has really
epitomised this motto. Winners for the last two years
were Pip Ross, Sahiste Saglam, Lara Battson, Cissy
Freeman, Alice Roberts and Rebecca Steele.
In recent years we have joined with Webster Boys to host
a series of successful social events too. The Webster Girls
v Webster Boys Quiz and Bake Off competition consists
of several rounds of general knowledge questions plus
a baked product entry. Judged by school chef Graeme,
this is a hugely competitive event that’s great fun too.

Webster Girls is the largest
day house at Cranbrook and
prides itself on its friendly and
social outlook. Their motto is
‘Be All You Can’.

On the sporting front, Webster Girls are extremely
competitive and we were very close to winning the
House Sports Cup last year. We excelled at cross-country,
hockey and swimming and were undefeated in the
rounders, missing out on the overall title by just a few
points. We also came a close second in the Senior
Netball. Our Sports Captains are always highly organised
and brilliant at motivating the girls to compete or to
come along and support their peers.
We have had some fabulous student leaders in the House
over the last two years who have carried out their duties
superbly whilst continuing to work hard at their studies.
This year Maddy Young takes the helm as House Captain,
ably assisted by Deputy Niamh Clube.
Webster Girls are always encouraged to keep in touch
when they leave Cranbrook and are given ‘A Post Card
From Webster Girls’ when they depart to tell us how
they are doing. At the start of the autumn term we were
delighted former House Captain Grace Rawlings came
back to give a wonderful House assembly about her gap
year and volunteering experiences; a perfect example of
‘Be All You Can’!
CHRISTINE NEWMAN, HEAD OF HOUSE

House Shout is always a great experience with Webster
Boys, all having great fun rehearsing and practising our
songs. The practice paid off when in 2017 Webster Boys
won the competition performing ELO’s ‘Mr Blue Sky’. The
pure passion and collective pride felt after our victory is why
this for me is one of my fondest memories of Cranbrook
School and Webster Boys and one I will cherish.

Webster House was named
after the artist Thomas Webster
who was part of the 19th
century Cranbrook Colony,
a group of artists who moved
to the town and painted
scenes of everyday life.

The 5-aside Football and Barbecue is always a highlight
of the term for the Webster Boys. This tournament gives
the opportunity for all year groups to interact and compete
for the ‘Kerr Shield’ whilst enjoying some delicious food.

WEBSTER
It’s been a successful and fun year for Webster Boys
says new House Captain Bill Betts, who is hoping
they will secure the crown of House Sports Champions
for a third year in a row.
This year the Webster staff team has been led by Mr Maimi
as Head of House, with the trusty support of his tutors,
Mr Duddle, Mr Holden and Mrs Hulland-Rumley. I have
enjoyed working with the student team of Webster Boys,
Alex Brown, an ever-helpful deputy, Luke Alderwick and
Finn Alexander-Birch, for the most part an organised
pair running our sporting activities, and the duo of
Ollie Hume and Harry Miles-Watson as Music Captains.
Hopefully their passion can result in another House Shout
success for Webster Boys.
Webster boys have been a permanent fixture near the
top of all sporting events over recent years. In fact, the
House has been House Sports Champions for the past
two years. This has given us the position as one of the
favourites coming into this year’s competition, but strong
starts across the board have given me confidence
we can rise to the pressure and make it the hat trick
this year. Our great turnout and success at House
58

They have been actively involved in House trips, House
sport, and a host of community-based projects both
in and out of school – and they still managed to achieve
excellent exam results for entry to 6th form or for their
new starts at university or the workplace.

Another successful joint social is our Webster Boys and
Webster Girls Christmas Dinner and party in December.
And in the spring term we hold joint Webster curry nights
at a local curry house. These are always very sociable and
extremely popular with vast amounts of food consumed!
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As a House, our relationship with Webster Girls offers
the chance for numerous enjoyable events. The first of these
is the ‘Quiz and Bake Off’; this is where teams compete
in rounds of questions on sport, flags, music and general
knowledge and of course the baking round, where each
team bakes a cake which is judged by our school chef.
This year, unsurprisingly, a team from the girls won the
Bake Off, despite the best efforts from our Year 9 team
who bought a solitary mince pie from the Co-op.
The Christmas Dinner and Party is another great event where
the boys and girls can mingle over a wonderful Christmas
meal. Webster Boys and Girls also come together for
a Curry Night, again another chance to enjoy some great
food in the company of your House.
Webster Boys has been the best part of my time at
Cranbrook, and to lead the House in my final year at the
school is an honour for which I am immensely grateful.
The House possesses a great mixture of characters
that all pull together for the sake of the House, and I am
confident of the greatest successes for the boys and
the House in the future!
BILL BETTS, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2018–2019

Webster Girls in the Tug of War
at the 2018 House Sports Day.
Webster Girls’ Junior netball team
on their way to second place in
the House competition.

“

It’s a pleasure to lead Webster Girls in my last year at Cranbrook
and my thanks go to all the girls in the House for their commitment
and willingness to get involved in all our events. This has helped
make captaining Webster so enjoyable and memorable.
MADDIE YOUNG, HOUSE CAPTAIN 2018–19
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that Cranbrook students received an enriching experience
while they were here. Initially moving into Crowden House,
Freddie wasted no time examining and improving the
cricket programme which very quickly saw changes that
increased performance notably.

Staff leavers
ROS FIELD

PAST MASTERS
AND HEADMASTERS
Mr Leam, first recorded
Master paid £18–13s–4d
pre 1562
Mr Bennett 1562
Michael Halsall 1564
Thomas Goode
George Bourgh 1587
Nicholas Banegar 1596
Richard Hogben 1605
John Elmeston 1612,
retired after 38 years aged
around 93
Henry Edmunds 1650
Nicholas Monyman 1658
John Cooper 1662,
appointed the first usher,
or assistant master,
Samuel Hoardley
Abraham Walter 1668
Thomas Crowther 1689,
Master for 51 years
Richard Browne 1740
James Lawson 1751
Matthew Disney 1755,
past pupil whose mastership
lasted just a month
Samuel Venner 1755,
died in gaol 1764 after
being ‘carry’d to Maidstone
gaol for debt’ having not
attracted enough boarders
John Crooke 1765,
later described as ‘now
is and has been for a
long time out of his mind’

JANE DAVISON

ROBBIE FERGUSON

We sadly said goodbye to Jane Davison from the Learning
Support team at the close of the academic year. Jane
started in 2012 at Cranbrook and was actually the very
first Learning Support assistant employed by the school.

It was with much regret that we said farewell to Robbie
Ferguson at the end of the Summer Term in 2017. Robbie
was appointed Deputy Head at Maidstone Grammar
School for Boys from September of that year. As a fellow
classicist I wholly appreciated Robbie’s commitment to
his subject, but also to his teaching and to the numerous
students he taught over the years. His was a remarkable
rise to senior leadership in a remarkably short space
of time. Having started with us as a Teaching Assistant
in 2005, Robbie went on to become a fully-fledged
member of the Classics department, Tutor in Rammell
House, joint Head of Sixth Form then Assistant Head
and Head of Sixth Form in his last four years with us.

Originally Jane was employed to give individual support
to a student with physical difficulties, but then went on to
support students who experience a vast range of learning
differences. Jane was a highly valued member of the
team and she supported students in many different ways
in all year groups across the curriculum. Jane had the
opportunity to utilise her MFL degree skills and worked
closely with students to develop their language abilities.
Many of the boarders in particular found Jane’s support
invaluable, as she worked with many of them closely to
develop their English proficiency.
Jane experienced a lot of change in the Learning
Support department, not least the transference of the
Learning Support department from the tiny office on the
library balcony to the relatively palatial quarters of Crane
House. Jane was also willing to try her hand at new
challenges including baking pies in food tech, participating
in psychology debates and scribing for individual students
in GCSE exams.
Jane has gone onto pastures new and taken up two new
challenges. She is working with young adults supporting
their continued learning with West Kent Horizon Project
and she is also working on a self-employed basis as a
private English and Spanish tutor. Jane is greatly missed
by her friends and colleagues and we wish her the best
of luck and happiness in her new job.
DELYTH DAVIES
DANIELLE FAIREY
Danielle Fairey joined Cranbrook School in 1997 and
has been the steadfast Head of Classics for almost
two decades. Generations of Cranbrook students have
adored her for her dedication to delivering engaging
lessons through her innovative teaching strategies and
her sincere passion for the ancient world. Danielle’s wry
sense of humour brings Latin and Classical Civilisation
to life; students will particularly miss the furiously
competitive Plickers tests as well as the departure of
her sidekick, the much-loved Grumio the Grammar Rat!
Ten years ago Danielle took on the role of Head of Allan
Girls, giving an enormous amount of time and energy
to generations of girls who will no doubt remember the
traditional Christmas ice skating trip to Somerset House,
the Allan dinners and the Allan chocolates. The girls
appreciated her fair, kind and supportive approach.
Danielle moves on to pastures new, taking her expertise
and inspirational teaching to Benenden School. She
will be missed by staff and students alike, but we all
wish her the very best of luck.
GINNY WARREN AND MARIE BISSERIER
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In every one of these roles he gave his all, endearing
everyone to him through his care for students, loyalty
and good humour. Under his leadership the Sixth Form
thrived, whilst Classics became one of the highest
performing and most popular subjects in the Sixth Form
partly as a result of his influence. Robbie also gave
excellent service as a top flight teacher of English at both
GCSE and A-level at a time of enormous change within
the department. Above all that, Robbie was very dear to
the hearts of the Rammell House boys whom he tutored
and indeed to the rest of the House. On the rugby field
too, he was singularly successfully at mustering support
for a 3rd XV year in year out – who often acquitted
themselves well and even won a few matches! In addition
to all of that he succeeded in forging a group of Heads
of Sixth Form from around Kent who even now meet to
share practice and provide much needed support for
each other at a time of huge change in the post-16 world.
In short, Robbie Ferguson modelled the best of
teachers and the best of the qualities of this school.
We’ll forgive him his foibles – the longstanding support
for Newcastle United and the fanatical knowledge of the
Game of Thrones cycle – because he gave us 12 years
of passionate service and a major contribution to a period
of great change in the school. He thoroughly deserved
his promotion to Deputy Headship and will no doubt go
onto even greater things from there.
DR WEEDS

Anyone who has ever worked at Scott House or attended
Scott as a pupil would always speak fondly of Ros. Her
kind-hearted nature has not gone unnoticed over the past
32 years at Cranbrook (18 as Scott Assistant Matron).
I have been very fortunate to work alongside Ros for
the past eight years and can honestly say on behalf
of the House she is a rock who will be greatly missed.
Her have a go attitude and her ability to ‘get stuck in’
made her an exceptional member of Scott staff. She has
seen numerous Housemistresses come and go during
her time at the House but I am certain if asked, all would
speak fondly of her. As she starts her retirement I know
she will still frequent Scott House as she can simply be
described as the heart and soul of the building. I feel
very fortunate (as do all Scott girls who have known her)
to work alongside someone who is so compassionate
and caring with the girls’ well-being at the heart of everything
she did. In summary Ros Field is a ‘Scott Legend’.

Another of his passions being Olympic Weightlifting,
Freddie not only changed the physical infrastructure in
the weights gym, but also wrote strength and conditioning
programmes for large numbers in the sixth form. In that
first year Freddie helped push Cranbrook sports men and
women to a new level of ability, utilising his qualifications
and personal experience to give students a platform to
progress. Having enjoyed living in Crowden but looking
for a change of scenery, Freddie moved to School Lodge
where he would spend the next three years. Working with
the junior boys came naturally to him and calling on his
own academic background and his studies of behaviour
and philosophy, Freddie was able to give the School
Lodge boys motivation and perspective when it came
to revising.
Liked by all, Freddie could be counted upon to put a smile
on your face. Leaving Cranbrook for new pastures in the
fields of cricket and academia, Cranbrook School wishes
him a fond farewell and best wishes for the future.
PETER ROGERS, HEAD OF SCHOOL LODGE

We all wish her a much deserved retirement and endless
travel, which continues to be her passion despite all the
travel she experienced with BA.
GILLIAN COULSON AND SUZANNE WHIFFIN
FREDDIE HULBERT
This summer Cranbrook Sport and Boarding were sad
to see the back of Freddie Hulbert. A key contributor
to life at the school for four years Freddie truly enriched
the fabric of the community and gave tirelessly to see

Thomas Greenall 1769
Daniel Davies 1812
John Lloyd Allan 1851
Charles Crowden 1886,
responsible for the meteoric
rise of the school’s success
and reputation before his
departure for Eastbourne
College, taking many staff
and boarders, led to its
as rapid decline
Theodore Roberts 1888
Rev Thomas Hudson 1893
Charles Forbes-Muller
1896, resigned having
brought the school to
the brink of bankruptcy
Rev Charles Pierce 1915
Sidney Barker 1923
Charles Russell Scott
1929, ‘Six of the best’
administered for shirts
hanging outside of trousers,
hands in pockets, or eating
in the streets

JAN GRACIA

She coped well with the transfer to Salter’s A-level
chemistry which was instigated soon after the school
gained Specialist Science school status. This course
required a lot more practical work and some of it was
very different from the traditional course we had previously
followed. The increased popularity of the sciences
within the school required more technician time and
Jan welcomed other technicians and oversaw their
training very effectively. She provided consistency within
the department as the Head of Department changed as
well as some of the staff, and continued to work effectively
with the teaching staff on the introduction of the more
recent new GCSEs and A-levels. The continued smooth
running of the department is a legacy of the training of
her successor and the systems Jan put in place before
her retirement.

Robert Noyes 1767,
acting Master during
Crooke’s illness

William Lee ‘the Boss’ 1908

KIRSTIE BURNETT

Following a career with BA, Jan joined the chemistry
department in September 2002 as a part-time chemistry
technician. Our legendary technician, Olga Trebell, trained
her up in all the new skills she needed and Jan was very
quickly proficient in all areas. Unfortunately two years later
Olga was taken ill, so Jan took sole charge of this area
of the department, increasing her hours and showing
how she had developed the wide range of skills required.

PAST MASTERS
AND HEADMASTERS
CONTINUED

John Kendall-Carpenter
1960
Peter Rowe 1970
Martin Pavey 1979

HELEN JEWSBURY, SENIOR SCHOOL NURSE

Peter Close 1987

Fifteen years ago, Helen arrived at Cranbrook to head up
the medical centre. She came with many years of nursing
experience, predominantly in A&E. This background in
emergency care and minor injuries lent itself perfectly to
the role of school nurse in an active school. With up to
250 boarders not to mention day students to look after,
her ability to deal calmly with a great range of issues,
from coughs and colds to major sporting injuries, has
been invaluable.

Angela Daly 1999
Dr John Weeds 2012

During her tenure in the Med Centre, Helen’s constant
aim was to provide a safe, approachable and caring
environment where students would feel looked after,
especially those who were vulnerable or away from home.
Her support was not limited to the students. Staff and
parents were always welcomed. As leader of the medical
centre team, Helen’s approach was to consult and
encourage, enabling staff to develop in their roles
which in turn led to a happy working environment.
Helen retired at the end of the summer term and never
one to be idle, is busy pursuing her latest artistic venture
creating characterful ceramic figures. Her work can
already be found in local art galleries and art shows
across the county.
The remaining medical centre team would like to thank
Helen for all the encouragement, knowledge and support
she has imparted to us over the years and in particular,
for the special friendship we have shared. We wish her
a wonderful and fulfilling retirement.
SHEILA FELTS AND RACHEL PIPER
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ISA PAREY
Isa Parey joined the Modern Foreign Languages
department of Cranbrook School in 2006. A dedicated
and committed languages teacher, she used her excellent
mastery of French and Spanish from the very start
to teach and inspire pupils. A few years later, in 2011,
she took on the mantle of Head of Department, and
continued to inspire teachers too, being a supportive
Head of Department to both experienced and Newly
Qualified Teachers.

Staff leavers continued
KAREN KUMAR
The daughter of a famous rugby league player and coach,
Karen joined the staff in January 1985 after teaching for a
couple of years in rural Lincolnshire. She quickly established
herself as a respected teacher of English and French,
as well as making a significant contribution to the games
programme. She continued to teach English throughout her
time at the school, working part-time for a few years while
her daughter, Ellie was growing up. She particularly enjoyed
her sixth form teaching and was keen that all her students
worked hard to achieve their full potential.
In 1987 she took over as Head of Horsley Girls and
continued in that role for nineteen years. Despite all the
other successes she achieved at Cranbrook School,
I think that she was at her best as Housemistress of
Horsley Girls, and she thoroughly enjoyed guiding the
girls in the House and supporting and encouraging
them in all they achieved, including the establishing of
the annual fund-raising for Macmillan Cancer Support.
I valued working side-by-side with her as Head of
Horsley Boys for thirteen of those years, benefiting
from the wise and sensible leadership she gave to her
House and developing with her the Horsley Arcade
fund-raising event at the end of the Spring Term.
In 2006 she took charge of all the training and professional
development of teachers in the school, becoming an
Associate Head in 2013. Many teachers who trained at
the school under Karen’s guidance are hugely grateful for
all the support she gave the trainees in her care. During
these years she also gave valuable service as a tutor
in Blubery, bringing to that role all the experience of her
years as Head of Horsley Girls. When the funding for the
training school came to an end in 2016, at a time in her
career when many teachers might have been thinking of
shedding some of their responsibilities, she took on the
demanding role of Head of English, a job which I have
always regarded as one of the most difficult in the school.
I admire her amazing ability to keep in touch with numerous
people whom she has taught or who have been colleagues
during her years on the staff. Karen and I were colleagues
for 33 years, so her decision to take early retirement at
Christmas in 2017 was the end of an era for me as well
as for Cranbrook School which she always tried to serve
to the best of her ability.
JOHN SYKES

JULIAN MONEY
Jules Money came to us at Cranbrook School in
September 2008. At the time, the CCF was short of
staff and Jules was asked to help us as an SSI (School
Instructor) in between helping to run two other CCF
units at Gads Hill and Sir Roger Manwood’s School.
Jules quickly made his mark and it became clear that
he was a superb addition to the team. His infectious
laugh, boundless enthusiasm and engaging manner
meant that he instantly became a very popular figure
with everybody – cadets, teachers, support staff and
parents alike. Jules then had a problem because he
was becoming too stretched with the three CCF units
but fortunately for us, when the previous incumbent,
Justin Usher left, Jules took over as the OC (Officer
Commanding) and chose to devote all his time to
Cranbrook. Although giving the opposite impression at
times, Jules was in fact meticulously organised and was
extremely efficient with all the mountains of paperwork
and inspections that the CCF organisation demands.
Jules was also very good at getting everybody on his
side, so that when, inevitably, problems emerged, he
would quickly engage other people in the Army or at
school to help out.
Jules saw the CCF as a social organisation for developing
all sorts of young people rather than a recruiting agency
for the military and so during his time, the CCF became
a haven for students who were able to develop their
confidence, esteem and leadership skills in a very friendly
and supportive environment. Jules had a very kind
approach with everybody and actively made sure that
every cadet was valued and involved. Jules enjoyed
every aspect of CCF life and, as well as the military side,
he became qualified as an instructor in archery, mountain
biking and kayaking. He also undertook the demanding
course to become a Mountain Leader. The numerous
Field Days, Summer Camps, Competitions and Adventure
Training Camps that Jules organised were all fantastic
events that were enjoyed immensely by everyone.
Jules also took on the role as DofE Manager, in which
he also engaged the interest of hundreds of students and
successfully developed the Award to a very popular level
at Cranbrook. Jules has now gone on to work at Cranleigh
School in Surrey. During his time at Cranbrook, Jules had
a very significant influence and will be sorely missed. Many
hundreds of cadets and students will also be very grateful.
DAVID SWINBURNE

Isa was a loyal colleague who was always willing to lend
a hand and have a laugh with it, with an immaculate
work ethic and a passionate commitment to her students.
Her classes were always entertaining and her students
wanted to learn because she made the lessons interesting,
whether it was by getting them to do speed dating, work
on whiteboards or by blowing a whistle (loudly!) to keep
up the pace of the lesson. Whatever she did, the one
thing that stood out was her absolute mastery of the
profession and the fact that she really loved languages
and the cultures that went with them.
Isa was an invaluable and enthusiastic member of many
school trips, from the Battlefields Trip to the Geography
Dorset Trips and even a Sports Tour in Argentina with the
Rugby Squad. She also organised some amazing trips
of her own, especially the Spanish Gijón trips which were
always really successful and popular.
A passionate tutor for Crowden and Horsley Boys,
what stood out was a real desire to help pupils improve
and to live up to the high standards that she lived and
worked by. Isa genuinely cared about her students and
they respected her as much as they knew she respected
them, because her passion for the subject really shone
through everything she did.
She will be sorely missed and so, Cranbrook’s loss is
the Basque Country’s gain, as she pursues her dream
of moving to San Sebastian! We wish her well in Spain
and with her future career. ¡Hasta la vista, Isa!
ROGER MAIMI

CLAYTON POHIO
Clayton responded to an advert on a New Zealand
website requiring a hockey coach and after a successful
skype interview joined the school in September 2009.
He was instantly recognised for his obvious passion
for his sport and attention to detail in his planning.
Teams were quickly brought up to speed with his
coaching intentions and a new intensity to both girls’ and
boys’ hockey quickly developed. He was provided with
a room and duties in School Lodge for his first two years,
then moved into Rammell as a live-in tutor in 2010. He
became a stalwart member of the Rammell team working
closely with Alex Presnell and more recently Alun Brown
in his role of deputy House master, until he moved out
to start a family with his partner Charlie in 2016.
In 2012 Clayton completed his QTS teacher training at
Cranbrook and developed his teaching across a number
of sports as well as academic GCSE PE. He supported
classes and then led his own group in the final year
of GCSE at the school with much success, his high
standards and tenacity again ensuring that the students
performed to the best of their ability. His support of
the cricket programme was invaluable over the years
preparing him well to take on the lead role when
Alex Presnell left in 2015.
Hockey is however and always will be his main passion
and Clayton has enjoyed countless hours pitchside
over the years and has taken numerous teams to
the County Hockey Tournaments with many regularly
reaching the semi-finals. Two of the girls’ teams, U16
(2015) and U14 (2016), won the County Championships
and qualified to represent Kent in the Regionals. This
success was due to the dedication of Clayton and
him recognising and realising their potential and are
outstanding achievements.
When asked recently, Clayton said that some of his
best memories have been on overseas tours. He led
the U18 girls’ hockey team to South America in 2011,
U18 boys’ cricket to South Africa in 2013 as well as the
Hong Kong/Australia tour in 2015. All these experiences
and the relationships built through touring are priceless
and he treasures them.
Clayton left Cranbrook last year and is currently acting
Director of Sport at Skinners School, an impressive
promotion. He is also taking the time to ensure that he has
quality time with Isla his daughter and his fiancée Charlie
who he met here at Cranbrook when she was on teaching
practice! His time at Cranbrook School certainly left a
positive impression on a multitude of students as well as
many of the staff who he worked with. We wish him and
his family future happiness and success in all they do.
LIZ COLEMAN
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ALI KITTERMASTER, 1985–1987 SCOTT

OLD CRANBROOKIAN ASSOCIATION

Having school mates
back for tea
PETER THOMPSON, 1953–1958 HORSLEY
I confess to being somewhat undecided when the
invitation came to attend an afternoon at School. My
only previous visit in 60 years was just a year after leaving
and my House master, Mr Gianetti, (a.k.a. Spag) called
me Porter, much to my chagrin. Perhaps he was still
upset with me for failing ‘A’ level French!
However, as my brother, Philip, is Deputy Chairman of
the Board of Governors, he was able to assure me that
there were going to be several of my vintage in attendance,
so I said yes. I am first to admit that I am very pleased
I did go. We were made most welcome and I did, indeed,
find half a dozen of my years there – Marriott, Barham,
Eltringham, Davis T and two Sennecks. Time was allowed
for reminiscence as well as putting names to faces in
photos in albums laid out in the marquee, then we split
into small groups to tour the School. There was very
little that I recognised, Big School, old Crowden House,
Barham House and Cornwallis, but the boys explained all
the changes. Tour over and we were served a delicious
afternoon tea, sandwiches, biscuits, cakes and cups
of tea, as much as you could carry!!

The idea of an Old
Cranbrookian’s Association
began with a letter from
an OC in The Cranbrookian
of February 1896 suggesting
the establishment of an
‘Old Cranbrookian Club’.
The idea was discussed
at a dinner at the George
Hotel after the annual cricket
match between the school
and old boys in 1897,
with the formal creation
of the Old Cranbrookian’s
Association taking place
at the Holborn Restaurant
on 24 November 1897.

REMEMBER THE
SPALTON CENTRE?
The centre was created
in 1972 as a meeting
place for the new Senior
Students’ Club two
evenings a week and
once at weekends. The
centre served bottled
beer and provided an
alternative to slipping out
to local pubs after prep.
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My congratulations and thanks to all those responsible for
the organisation of a very special day.

The Old Cranbrookian Tea was the most wonderful event,
held in a stunning marquee on Cornwallis field. It was
clear that a lot of work had gone in to the planning.
The sun shone, the band trumpeted and it was amazing
to see so many OCs from the past 60 years sharing
funny stories about their school days. There is something
very special about Cranbrook that doesn’t seem to have
changed over the years.
For me, it was an incredibly emotional afternoon. Both
of my children, Harry (Year 10) and Katie (Year 13), now
attend Cranbrook, following in their grandfather’s (James
Nichols – Crowden 1945) footsteps. It was a poignant
day for us as a family as sadly my father died some
six years ago and none of the uncles could attend
(Hugh, Dudley and Andrew).
I scoured the scores of elderly gentleman (staring rather
strangely at their name badges) searching for a date
that might possibly match up with my father’s. Very quickly
I came across a huddle of five gentleman who enthusiastically
confirmed that they were friends with ‘Jimmie’. It was
lovely to hear their stories, cheekily informing me that
my father ‘was quite a one for the ladies’ but also sad
because he was not with us. It was an afternoon of
mixed emotions as I stood watching my daughter sing
to her grandfather’s friends without him there.
ABIGAIL HARPER, YEAR 10 WHEN PERFORMING
The 27th June was a lovely hot day. However, unfortunately
for me, as I was dressed head to toe, in a heavy, black,
and very hot Shakespearean costume ready to entertain
our returning Old Cranbrookians. Thankfully, there was
a beautiful marquee set up on Cornwallis field that gave
everyone shade for the afternoon.
The marquee was set with tables for tea and an
exhibition of school memorabilia. I found this fascinating,

When Harry plays rugby up on Big Side I often think of
my father and the stories that he used to tell me. One story
that comes to mind is his recollection of when the German
fighter planes came over Big Side during a cricket practice.
The ‘master in charge’ shouted ‘take cover’ but the boys
had little time so just fell to the ground. My father was lucky,
a shell just missed him… but he burnt his finger badly by
putting it into the bullet hole moments after the attack.

CRANBROOK SCHOOL
WHO’S WHO?

being able to go back through time. There were
hundreds of photos, showing the school through the
years. I was engrossed by details of the CCF, and
how it has grown with the school.

If you would like to test your
memory and try to help fill
some gaps, please get in touch
and we will send you a copy
of your year group photo to
see who you can pick out.

As guests arrived the entertainment kicked off with live
music from Katie Kittermaster and continued with other
performances, including a dance by Tabitha Field,
a monologue by Malachi Hallett and more music from
Harry Miles Watson. My favourite performance was
by Year 11 Thomas Hayes. He performed ‘I’m nearly eight’
from the play Blood Brothers. It was fantastic, and met
by uproarious laughter from all those watching.

We would love to be able
to put more names to the
hundreds of faces that we
have in our fantastic archive.
Our guests at the tea party
did a great job of getting
us started, but we still have
a long way to go.

Please contact
development@cranbrook.
kent.sch.uk

I had several conversations with ex-students, including
my Housemistress Christine Newman, who I discovered
was a Webster girl in her days at Cranbrook. It was
incredibly interesting, speaking to people who had been
to the same classes, sometimes even with the same
teachers, decades earlier.
Eventually it was my turn to perform. I had chosen Rosalind’s
speech from Shakespeare’s As You Like It, and was
terribly nervous. Having watched the other performances
I knew standards were high and I had a lot to live up to,
but I have always enjoyed acting and nerves can’t ever
really take away the feeling of being on stage.

“

The afternoon had a fantastic feel to it; introducing the
younger, new students to those who had left years ago,
which I felt really embodied the spirit of Cranbrook School.

We all stood around giggling, transformed to our
14 year old selves. A few of us had arranged to
meet up which made it a bit less awkward. Looking
through the old Lynx we found one from our year and
recognised a few faces. It was a lovely celebration
and some great memories.
EMMA BLAYDON (NOW CUNNINGHAM), 1984–1987 SCOTT
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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LYNXES 71ST CRICKET WEEK
JULY 2018

OLD CRANBROOKIAN ASSOCIATION

The Lynxes Cricket week was again blessed with
great weather. The only downside to the week was the
cancellation of the match against the Old Suttonians
on the last Sunday due to the World Cup final and the
unlikely possibility that England might be in the final!

Spring sports
reunion
The Spring Reunion continues to be a highlight in the
Old Cranbrookians’ diary. With a full weekend timetable
of matches across three sports, Saturday evening drinks
in town, and a Sunday BBQ with all the trimmings,
2018’s event proved to be another resounding success.
Events kicked off on Saturday in the sports hall with the
now regular OCs Basketball squad, led by Will Walters,
providing the school’s 1st team with a highly competitive
game. Thanks go to Kev Coleman for organising and
refereeing.
On Sunday Hockey and Netball took centre stage.
Sam Holroyd’s OCs vs the School’s 1st XI was a superb
game, with the level of skill and teamwork from both
teams a pleasure to witness. The boys’ 2nd XI were
depleted and sadly outclassed by Rob Wickham’s
OCs, but put up a good fight nevertheless. The third
game was a well fought draw between two OC teams
organised by Rob Hillier and Jeremy Lawson. Now in
its third year, the rivalry continues with honours even.

The Lynxes first match against the School was a high
scoring match played over 40 overs each. The Lynxes’
score of 226 was built around the Russell Vick brothers
– Charlie RV scoring 34 and Toby RV making 75.
The School response ended on 209 with W Farmer
and B Betts making 43 and 44 respectively. The Lynxes
retained the Wybourn Cup.
The week started with the match against the Bully Boys
and it was a fantastic, high scoring game. The Bully Boys
batted first and were soon in trouble with Finn Hulbert
making early inroads and the wily Ben Tragett keeping
things tight. The School’s gap year student J Hoare
provided entertainment with his leg breaks, taking two
wickets, but the Bully Boys’ innings was turned around
by an impressive 115 from Freddie Hulbert, accompanied
by Owen Dearn, who scored his maiden century. The
Bully Boys finished on 305. The Lynxes started brightly
with Peter Newman scoring a quick 30. The early loss
of James Barron brought Finn Hulbert to the crease and

not to be outdone by his brother Finn scored an excellent
146 accompanied by J Hoare (68) to put the Lynxes in
control and the win was completed.
Fleet Street Exiles provided a stiffer test which the
Lynxes lost in a 40 over a side match. FSE made an
impressive 246–3 against a good Lynxes attack. Lynxes
reply was rapid with Jaydon Hoare hitting fours and sixes
with gay abandon. Freddie Hulbert started in the same vein
but was caught early. Only Gary Marshall with 35 provided
any further resistance and the Lynxes fell 70 short.
The last match against Nick Manser’s Wolverines gave
the Lynxes batsmen the chance to pile on the runs again
in this 40 over match. O Dench, Freddie Hulbert and
Finn Hulbert all made 50s as the Lynxes amassed 258–4.
Only two Wolverines troubled the scorebook to any great
extent, a fine 74 by J Light and 36 from Ali Manser. An
emphatic win by over 100 runs.
Thanks to all of the Lynxes that played during the week,
particularly those that made their debut. It was also great
to see many former players watching. As always, we are
grateful to Stephen Hooper and Graeme Edmunds for
providing the wickets and BBQ lunches.
Any OC wishing to play in 2019 should contact
Gary Marshall (gmsquash@live.co.uk) or
Sam Stibbs (samstibbs@live.co.uk).

A huge thanks must go to Liz Coleman for her role in
organising the day. Thanks also to the umpires; Rob
Harrison, Freddie Hubert, Kirstie Burnett, Lindsay Hancox,
Emma Riggs and Amy Wetherall.
There is always plenty of work behind the scenes to
make these days such a success, so thanks also go
to the school staff, the catering team, the site team and
the estates team for all their help and support organising
the event.
OLD CRANBROOKIANS’ GOLF DAY
9 JULY 2018
A new venue and new name on the Donald Robathan Trophy.
A splendid field of 36 players arrived to do battle at
Darenth Valley Golf Club on a glorious sunny day, with
no less than seven previous winners aiming to put their
name on the famous trophy for a second time.
Mike Jakob welcomed all the participants and especially
Jan Valdinger, who had travelled from the Czech Republic,
and to Simon Anthonisz on his annual visit from St. Lucia.
Andy Finlay, Steve Smith and others had also travelled
from far afield within the UK.
A number of players were making their first appearance
– namely, Messrs Valdinger, Waterworth, Goodall, Behling,
Skarbek, Scully, A and L Hodgkins, Thomas and Finlay.
After the traditional pre-match brunch of bacon sandwiches
and coffee the players made their way, in groups of four,
to the 1st and 10th tees. Despite a very dry summer
the course was in splendid condition and it was obvious
there would be some very high scores although the
‘out of bounds’ on the first tee caught a few players out.
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Simon Anthonisz (R 1970)
J Barras (Year 10)
James Barron (CR 1991)
A Champion
O Clark (A 2016)
C Cummings
Owen Dearn (W 2012)
Oakley Dench (Gap Year)
D Gordon (2013)
Jaydon Hoare (Gap Year)
Ted Hodges (A 2014)
Finn Hulbert (SL 2014)
Freddie Hulbert (Staff)
Elliott Lanzabro (2018)
Nick Manser (R 2011)
Gary Marshall (H 1977)
Jack Marshall
Giles May (C 1991)
Peter Newman (A 1973)
Finn Piper (School)
Charlie Russell-Vick (2017)
Toby Russell-Vick (A 2014)
Guy Schindler (A 2016)
Joe Schindler (A 2012)
Sam Stibbs (A 2012)
C Tapp
Ben Tragett (CS 1993)
Other friends of Cranbrook

PLAYERS

The School’s girls had a good day; the 1st Netball team
enjoying a close victory against Holly Platt Higgin’s OCs
team, and the 1st Girls Hockey XI gaining victory against
Claudine Lott and Sarah Ross’s OCs team. Both matches
were excellent to watch, displaying some great team play.

Date for next year: 30 and 31 March 2019.

PLAYERS

The course was generous in some parts but equally the
small greens meant any approach shot needed to be
accurate and those players with a more flamboyant style
could often be heard muttering under their breath!!
After 25 years of competition, we are still waiting for the
first ‘hole in one’ but Andrew Thorne, Mike Jakob, his
brother Tim, Laurence Hodgkins and Josh Waterworth
all came particularly close and each of them picked up
‘nearest the pin’ prizes.
A number of players had exceptionally good rounds scoring
30 stableford points or more but Steve Smith, after eight
previous appearances, won the day with 41 points just ahead
of Jeremy Barham and Laurence Hodgkins on 39 pts.
All that was left was for the presentation ceremony to
take place and for Mike Jakob to remind everybody next
year’s competition with be held at the same venue on
Monday, 8 July, 2019.
Anybody wishing to play or even better, raise
their own fourball, should contact Mike Jakob
(mjakob04@gmail.com) or Jeremy Philpot
(thephilpotfive@aol.com)

Simon Anthonisz (H 1970)
Jeremy Barham (C 1960)
James Barron (C 1991)
Matt Bates (H 1990)
Alex Behling (A 2011)
Mike Doran (C 1967)
Andy Finlay
Nick Goodall (R 2011)
Richard Hillier (R 1963)
Alex Hodgkins (2011)
Laurence Hodgkins (C 2012)
Peter Jakob (H 1978)
Mike Jakob (H 1976)
Tim Jakob (H 1979)
Peter Ludgate (A 1970)
Giles May (C 1991)
Simon Martin
Bill Manwaring (C 1967)
Gary Marshall (H 1975)
Ed Pardoe (C 1983)
Jeremy Philpot (A 1976)
Alex Presnell (Ex Staff)
Rich Scully (H 2011)
Freddie Skarbek (C 2011)
Steve Smith (H 1990)
Paul Sorenson (ex Staff)
John Taylor (A 1967)
Richard Thomas
Philip Thompson (H 1963)
James Thorne (R 1971)
Andrew Thorne (A 1970)
Jan Valdinger (CS 1963)
Josh Waterworth (R 2011)
James Watkins (A 2011)
Tim Wilson (C 1950).

The OCA’s first motto was
Maiora tento praesentibus
aequus which translates as
‘Being equal to the present,
I attempt greater things.’
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Halcyon days
Whilst not everyone will be able to call their school
days halcyon, we hope these little anecdotes jog
memories to make you smile and conjure up the
faces of friends from the past.
My overriding memories are happy ones – I held the
long jump record for a while and still have the cup I was
awarded.
However, my clearest recollection was an incident
which occurred when I dared to walk across the
grass outside the Gym because I was late for a class.
Unfortunately, I was caught in the act by PR Allen who
was a tartar, and enough to put the fear of God into
anyone, particularly a 3rd year as I think I was at the time!
Not only that, but I was a reticent little goody two shoes
who would not say boo to a goose. PRA tore me off a
strip and the fearsome penalty for this transgression was
a 1,000 word essay on why I should not walk across the
grass, especially when there were clear signs forbidding it.
As you can imagine I was absolutely mortified, and
consequently I put my heart and soul into that essay,
and turned it in a full day before he had asked for it.
Even now, after all these years, when I think of that
formative lesson, it induces a wry smile and a slight
sense of anxiety. But I am sure he never gave the matter
another thought, and he certainly never mentioned my
wonderfully coherent prose which I had slaved over.
Thankfully, I can now break the rules whenever I wish, but
you can be sure I make sure no one is watching when I do!!
NICOLA DEAN, 1978–1983 WEBSTER

In the first ten years following WW2 we were still on
rationing, which meant that even the Friday breakfast
missile-like fish cakes got eaten. To supplement one’s
evening meal personal cans of food could be heated in
the school kitchen. On one occasion Roger Childs (Cs)
was pouring his can of soup into a bowl when there
was a clunk! A piece of machinery had wandered,
and the next week Roger was regaled by a visitor from
Heinz who set him up with their products for months.
NEVILLE MAY, 1948–1953 CORNWALLIS
It was the late summer of 1940, I arrived about five o’clock
and was taken by the headmaster Mr Scott to have tea
with my parents in his sitting room as an introduction to
the first day of school life.
In the roof area of the headmaster’s house were two
dormitories and a big bathroom where twelve of the
youngest Crowden pupils slept. It was presided over
by the matron who looked after us. When Mr Churchill
gave a speech on the radio in the evenings she had
us all to her room nearby. One evening, just as we were
about to go to bed, looking out of the dormer windows
we saw the gliders being towed by aircraft flying towards
the coast. Every morning we read the daily newspapers
that were spread out on the Crowden day room table
and that morning we were able to read about the
Arnhem event.
DAVID TURPIN, 1942–1947 CROWDEN

I was a boarder at School Lodge and Crowden from
1970–1976. Perhaps it is time that makes the heart
grow fonder, yet my most formative years were spent
there looking up to the older boys, respecting Masters
and growing in confidence in the classroom and on the
sports field, waiting to become an older boy and leave.
Having left, we all scattered and pursued life with the
many tools we were given at Cranbrook. Now, after
many years, I have reconnected with some of those
I grew up with and still treasure their friendship as if
we had left school only yesterday.

There were pegs to hang our mackintoshes and bags and
high up on the wall adjoining the bathhouse was a huge
silver-painted hot water tank. Although dangerous, it was
possible to climb up on top of the tank. It was a practice
of some bad-attitude individuals to practise rugby kicks
with other people’s plimsolls. If you lost a plimsoll you
had to climb up on top of the tank and see if it was
there. Bad rugby kicks sometimes produced some
amusing results; the changing room was always very
dusty and sometimes a plimsoll hit the ceiling leaving
a footprint where no one could possibly have stepped.

At a time when things change so quickly and the roots
of many are so shallow, I am grateful that Cranbrook gave
me roots from which to grow. They were roots of faith,
friendship, respect, education and fitness. Perhaps then,
it is for the love of our roots that we cherish our history?

JOHN CHRISTOPHERS, 1953–1961

ANDREAS LEWIS, 1970–1976 CROWDEN
Half of Cranbrook’s pupils were us day boys, who had
passed the 11+. We came in daily by public transport,
bicycle, or on foot. The boarders called us ‘day bugs’
because we only appeared at daytime and were in their
eyes some sort of low life. When we went home in the
evening we sometimes encountered local kids who had
failed the 11+ and went to the notoriously rough Secondary
Modern School called Homewood. They would call us
‘grammar gogs’.
Looking from across the road at the headmaster’s house
there was a tarmacked drive on the left, and an old building.
On the ground floor was the tuck shop, where you could
buy sweets, buns and fizzy drinks, during breaks and
lunchtime. This was run by ‘Tug’ Wilson, a retired Navy
man who also helped out with the Combined Cadet Force
(CCF). ‘Tug’ lived in a council house opposite the main
sports ground. He died in the late fifties and was greatly
missed by us all; he was a great character.
Behind the headmaster’s house was a large tarmacked
yard on a slope and our cloakrooms and bathhouse.
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DO TELL US MORE
It would be wonderful to be
able to add more first hand
accounts and personal
memories of Cranbrook
to our archive. If you can
help us add more colour
to the picture we have of
Cranbrook’s past, please
send your stories to us at
development@cranbrook.
kent.sch.uk and who knows
who will be reading them
in another 100 years.

I can still just about describe a typical classroom from
those early days at the school. A large square room
with a high ceiling and generous windows would contain
nearly thirty old-fashioned desks with lift up tops arranged
in neat rows. Along the front edge would be a groove
for pencils and, certainly when I started, a hole containing
an inkwell, into which we would dip our wooden pens
with replaceable nibs.
The desks would be covered with the carved names
of earlier incumbents, who would have kept the desk
for at least a term. Each pupil was assigned a position
according to his ranking in the form, which was based
on his academic performance in the previous term.
It was certainly not egalitarian. The teaching staff
would be able to walk around the outside or through the
middle of the arrayed desks to monitor the ‘less bright’
pupils who always sat in the back rows. Sadly, I have
found a photograph that shows a certain J G Barham
in the back row! It is a Divinity class taken by the
Reverend Westrup and the most amazing thing about
the picture is the fact that we all seem to be reading
intently. My memory of his classes was his utter inability
to keep any control! Perhaps it was taken during the
school inspection.
JEREMY BARHAM, 1952–1960
LYNX / CRANBROOK SCHOOL / 2018
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OLD CRANBROOKIAN ASSOCIATION

Annual dinner

Thank you
OUR UNSUNG HEROES

If you have enjoyed the fleeting
glimpses we have shown
you of Cranbrook School’s
remarkable history, then why
not read more?

Through the course of this magazine we have celebrated
Old Cranbrookian and pupil achievements and applauded
staff and Governors’ efforts, but have so far left some
very important people unrecognized. Without the unfailing
efforts and goodwill of our tireless Catering, Estates
and Site teams, and all of Cranbrook’s support staff,
our daily school life and 500th celebrations in particular
would have been all the poorer.

Peter Allen, former Deputy
Headmaster and now
school archivist, has written
a fascinating account of
Cranbrook’s history charting
its highs and lows and the
people who have ensured
the school has not simply
survived, but has adapted
to thrive over five centuries.

So thank you to our unsung heroes.
We marvelled in June at how Graeme and his catering
team remained smiling and welcoming in the face of the
32 degree temperatures and the risk of curling sandwiches,
as they themselves came close to melting along with the
tea party chocolate mousse.

Cranbrook School,
The First Five Centuries
can be purchased for £12.00.

Tony and our Estates team did us all proud in their
preparations for each special event, but particularly the
visit of the Princess Royal for which the school sparkled.
A special mention goes to Mitchel Charge without whose
eagle eye and patience Princess Anne might just have
caught sight of an errant weed.
And finally thank you to John and our Site Team for their
willingness to go the extra mile and deftly flex the school
from royal walkabout to exam hall with equal care and
attention.
Thank you. We may not say it often, but we do appreciate
all that you do for us.
QUINCENTENARY LECTURE SERIES

CRANBROOK SCHOOL PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION

Thank you to the Old Cranbrookians and friends of
Cranbrook School who shared their time, energy and
insight with us through our Quincentenary Lecture series.

We have a very active parents’ association at Cranbrook
School that encourages all of us to join together in creating
a supportive community for our parents and children. The
main aim of the CSPA is to promote and develop positive
relationships among parents and with school staff. We
organise regular social events throughout the year, such
as our annual CSPA Burns Night Supper in January
and Quiz Night each spring, and we also organise talks
on topical educational issues.

Rob Joyce OC and Associate Director, Head of Income,
Work and Welfare at the Institute for Fiscal Studies
oldcranbrookians.com
Rob Hillier, OCA Chair

To celebrate the 500th Anniversary of the school the
Annual Dinner was held, in a break from tradition, at
the School on the 30th of June 2018. Previously these
were usually in London in November, but with the offer
of sharing the celebrations at the school in the summer
the dinner took place in the Marquee on Cornwallis field.
Graeme Edmunds the catering manager and his team
provided a wonderful meal for the 250 attendees and
their partners, which was followed by entertainment from
Rob Hillier’s band.

“
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The year groups came from across the decades from
the 1940s up to the present day, and from around the

world including the US West Coast, New England, Texas,
Europe and guests from India all travelling to Cranbrook
especially for the occasion.

Josh Powell OC and National Geographic Explorer for
the National Geographic Society’s Committee for Research
and Exploration (First Piers Sellers Memorial Lecture)

I would like to thank the School, The Headmaster
Dr John Weeds, the Bursar Karen Radford, and the
development officer Sarah Cogswell, without whose
help and assistance the event would not have happened.
It is hoped that similar events focused on year groups
can be arranged in future. I would also like to thank
all those who attended and made the evening so
memorable.

Air Commodore Mark Jeffery OC – based at Air
Command, RAF High Wycombe

MALCOLM COX

It was surreal but incredibly heart-warming to go to two events on
Cornwallis field. There was a very real sense of community and belonging,
which after so many years away was unexpected but great fun.
BECCA CUNNINGHAM (NOW BOROWSKI), 1985–90, HORSLEY, SCOTT
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Deputy Chief Constable Tony Blaker OC and Kent
Police’s Head of Central Operations
Mike Trueman former Officer in Britain’s Brigade of
Gurkhas and leader of expeditions, particularly to the
Himalayas and Everest
Sarah Keith-Lucas OC and BBC meteorologist
and presenter
Ptolemy Mann OC and contemporary textile artist
and designer
Tim Fenoulhet OC and senior official at the European
Commission
Dr Christopher Lester OC and Cambridge University
Senior Lecturer and Fellow of Peterhouse
David O’Brien History Department, Cranbrook

In our capacity as a registered charity, we work hard
together as a parent community to help raise funds for
extracurricular facilities and activities and would like to
thank all those parents who either help with our fundraising
or get involved with our events. Find out more about your
CSPA by visiting our website: cranbrookschoolparents.com
HENRIETTA KING, CSPA CHAIR
THANK YOU FROM THE EDITIOR
Thank you to everyone who has so generously given
their time and energy to produce this edition of Lynx.
The Editor would especially like to thank Ali Kittermaster
who regularly volunteers her time and photography
skills at school events.

This magazine has been
printed on sustainably sourced
paper using vegetable based
inks by The Sustainable
Print Company.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

